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Appendix A

I)OCUMENTATJON MODULES

1. TIlE RIQUIRII) OPE RATIONAL CAPA1IILITY (ROC)

Broad Definition. A ROC is a formal document originated by a major command to

identify and assess an operational deficiency or need to IIQ USA P. ROCS are

numbured eui.secutihulv Iby major c mmands during each calendar year and are sub-

mitted, after appropriate coordination, to IIQ USAF/IUIQLM for the initiation of

responsive action.

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The ROC serves as the initiating docu-

ment, marking the beginning of the requirements process and the conceptual phase

of the acquisition cycle.

Originator. Although the ROC (the formal statement of the operational deficiency or

need) must be submitted by a major command and signed by a general officer or a

colonel occupying a general officer position, any echlon of the Air Force or Depart-

ment of l)efense may identify the operational leficiency or need.

Purpose. The ROC presents the initial formal statement of the assessment of opera-

tional need to HQ USAF in order to establish a clear understanding of the need,

urgency and importance. The need may result from the identification of a deficiency

in the capability required to effectively counter a current or projected threat, or it

may result from a technological breakthrough which offers a potential increase in

operational effectiveness or efficiency.

Content. The ROC contains the following:

a. Command Heading

(1) Title (the identification of the ROC, limited to forty (40) characters and

spaces to facilitate mechanized reporting.)
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(2) ROC Number (the originating major command (c. g., TAC), followed by

the consecutive number assignment of the ROC for the calendar year of

submission (e. g., 5-74, the fifth ROC submitted by TAC in calendar

year 1974) ).

(3) Preparing Office - This entry will include office symbol and action

officer's rank, name and telephone number.

(4) Date of release by the command section of the originating major

command.

b. Primary Sections. In addition to the Command Heading, the ROC must con-

sist of two (2) primary sections identified as follows:

(1) Section I. Deficiencies/Needs - This section contains a description of

the operational deficiency or need and the assigned mission or task

affected.

(2) Section IL Required Operational Capability - This section is a descrip-

tion of the required operational capability and the envisioned concept of

operations including mission scenarios, operating environment, and

deployment concepts. In addition, influences on the design solution such

as operational, threat and survivability data, support concepts and con-

straints should be clearly stated.

The command authority line and signature of a general officer or colonel

occupying a general officer position will follow Section II.

c. Discretionary Attachments. At the discretion of the originating major com-

mand, one or more attachments which include, but are not limited to the

following may be submitted with the ROC. Each attachment will bear the

ROC number and date in the upper right hand corner:

(1) Section MI. Determinations of Deficiencies/Needs and the Required

Operational Capability - The contents of this section provide an
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eqplanation of how the stated deficiency or need was identified and what

means are currently being employed to accomplish the mission or task.

A brief description will also be provided concerning the effect of the

deficiency or mission performance weighed against the current and

future threat. Studies and analyses which support the ROC will be

summarized and referenced in this section.

(2) Section IV. Solutions - A brief description of any and all solutions con-

sidered by the originating major command is appropriate for this section.

Detailed technical specifications (which tend to restrict the technical

approach to a design solution) are not desired. All proposed solutions

should be listed in order of preference. The rationale for the order of

preference should be included.

(3) Section V. Class V Modifications - Where a Class V Modification

appears to be the best solution, Section V may be attached to the ROC.

Section V will include the following:

(a) The evaluation and approval of the proposal for a Class V Modifica-

tion by the command Configuration Control Board or equivalent.

(b) A description of the proposed modification.

(c) A description of the system or equipment in sufficient detail to per-

mit ready identification of the item(s) to be modified or employed

in the modification.

(d) A description of the development or qualification status, if Icmown,

of the equipment to be used in the modification.

(a) The command recommendation oin testing, kit proofing, and proto-

type.

(f) Recommendations for level of accomplishment of the modification,

i.e., field, depot, etc.
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(g) Effect of the proposed modification on support equipment, spares,

simulators, trainers, etc.

(h) Effect on manpower requirements.

(i) Training requirements.

(4) Section VI. Quantities Involved - This section permits a command esti-

mate of the quantitative requirements with supporting data.

(5) Section VII. Special Comments - As deemed necessary by the origi-

nating major command, Section VII may be submitted as an attachment

to the ROC to provide additional comments relative to the required

capability and proposed technical solutions. Appropriate comments

under this section may relate to such matters as maintainability,

reliability, compatibility, security, crew comfort, and proposed Initial

Operational Capability (IOC) dates, or any other known information that

is appropriate.

Dibtributiun of ROCb. Distribution by the originating major command will be made

within seven (7) (lays of the (late of the ROC as follows:

a. Action copies (25 each) to HQ USAF/RDQLM

b. Advance Information Copies (5 each) to:

(1) HQ USAF/RDR (if pertaining to Reconnaissance and Electronics Warfare)

'2) HQ USAF/RDS (if pertaining to Space)

c. Information Copies and Harmonizatio. Copies. As directed by AFR 57-1.

Coordination. Coordination is required prior to the submission of the ROC by the

major command. Further coordinatiun i. accomplished a. a function of the validation

of the ROC after receipt of the ROC by IIQ USA F/RDQLil.
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a. The pre-submission coordination will be affected between the major com-

mand initiating the ROC and:

(I) The using command to insure adequate visibility of user requirements.

(2) AFSC to ascertain technical feasibility.

(3) AFLC, as appropriate, for engineering responsibility related to the

requirement.

(Note: Either AFSC or AFLC will review all draft ROCs, provide

information to the major command on technologies which may be applied

to resolving the operational deficiency or need, and assist the major

command in the preparation of a ROC which meets the needs of the

requirements process.)

b. Post submission coordination of the ROC, managed by IIQ USAF/RDQLM,

comprises the ROC validation effort. The ROC validation entails the follow-

ing coordination:

(1) Review of the ROC and submission of comments to HQ USAF by imple-

menting and participating commands.

(2) The establishment of a Program Element Monitor (PEM) for the ROC

within HQ USAF/RDQ.

(3) The review of the ROC by the Requirements Review Group (RRG) within

IIQ USAF, with the decision to either validate (approve) the ROC or to

disapprove the ROC.

(4) The actions within IIQ USAF/XOO to prioritize the ROC in relation to

other ROCs. The assignment of funds for the conceptual phase studies

and analyses is based on this prioritization.

(5) Coordination, as appropriate, with other Services, other departments

and agencies and allies of the United States.
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ROC Inputs and Outputs. There arc various influences which produce the decision

by a major command to generate a ROC. The ROC also has primary effect on the

acquisition of systems and equipment and on the determination of test objectives for

IX)th I)evolopmont 'rost and Evaluatlot (In &.) and (qporiftlonul Test ud i, vuluatlon

(OT&'E).

a. Some of the influences which may provide an input to the ROC are:

(1) The identification of a new or changing threat on the basis of intelligence

information.

(2) A study or analysis of data at the major command or subordinate com-

mand level which reveals deficiencies or needs in mission capability

resulting from inadequate resources, tactics, or other man-made or

natural constraints.

b. The ROC influences the following:

(1) The identification and propagation of a stated deficiency or need by the

originating major command.

(2) The evaluation of the alternative means to satisfy the deficiency or need,

and the ranking of the deficiency or need in relation to other re-

quirements.

(3) The generation of formal IIQ USAF directives in the conceptual phase to

authorize, direct and control the necessary actions required to identify

and move the desired solution into the maintstream of the acquisition

process.

(4) The establishment of the basic test objectives in the test and evaluation

process, i. e., the satisfaction of the deficiencies or needs set forth in

the ROC.
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Refe~rences. The fullowving referenceb were used in the preparation of this text:

a. AF'R 57-1; "Policies, Responsibilities, and Procedures for Obtaining New

and Improved Q~erational. Capabilities."

b. IIQ USA F/RDQLM unclassificed message 102213Z October 1973.
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2. THE COMBAT REQUIRED OPERAITONAL CAPABILITY (COMBAT ROC)

Broad Definition. The Combat ROC is a documented mission - essential requirement

for an operational capability which directly affects the ability of USAF combat forces

to conduct combat operations. Combat ROC's are assigned consecutive numbers

during each calendar year 1)refixed by the unit's abbreviation, 1. e. , 8AF 5-74,

SAP, 0-7-1, etc., and suffixed, as appropriate, by the forelgn force abbreviation in

parentheses should the Combat ROC be a Military Assistance Service Funded (MASF)

requirement. An example of the latter is 8AF 7-74 (ROKAF). The Combat ROC is

simultaneously disseminated1, upon submission by the originating Combat Command,

to key addressees to facilitate concurrent staffing by all agencies without direction

of and prior to approval by HQ USAF.

Relationship to System Acquisition Process. As in the case of the ROC, the Combat

ROC serves as the initiating document of the requirements process, marking the

beginning of t.e conceptual phase of the acquisition cycle.

Originator. Any USA P Combat Commander may originate a Combat ROC.

Pu1ipse. The Combat ROC expresset, the operational neowls of USA l, combat forces

engaged in or imminently threatened with combat operations against hostile forces.

Content. The Combat ROC normally contains only the basic information required by

key addressees for action and decision. The format and content guidance provided

herein and in AFR 57-1 for the ROC is applicable also to the Combat ROC. For

example, the inclusion of S';ction I (Deficiencies/Needs) and Section II (Required

Operational Capability) in the Combat ROC is mandatory. Should the originator desire

to include information in addition to that prescribed for Sections I and II, such addi-

tional information should be in the format and under the appropriate heading pre-

scribed for the ROC, Sections I through VII.

Distribution of Combat ROCs. The initial submission of a Combat ROC may be by

either message or letter; however, message submission is encouraged for all com-

municarions iiertaining to Combat ROCs. When a Combat ROC is transmitted by
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message, the originator will reproduce the message on DD Form 173 and mail a

copy of the reproduction to each message addressee not later than 2 workdays

following meboage transmission. The initial distribution of Combat ROCs by the

Combat Commander is as follows:

a. Action copy addressees:

Conmbat Area Comimander

HQ USA F/RU)Q

Appropriate System Mlanager/Item Manager

A FSC/DA

ASD/RW T

ATC/XPQ

AFSC/XOT

TAC/DR

*IIQ USAF/RDR (reconnaissance and electronic warfare items)

'USA F SS (communications security equipment)

*AFCS/XRQ (communications-elcctronics or Air Traffic Control)

*MAC/DOQ (airlift, search and rescue, recovery, weather reconnais-

sance, armament recording, documentation photography and television)

AFLC/MMA (Class V MNcifications)

b. Information copy addressees:

IIQ USAF/LGY

HQ USA F/XOO

Courdinatiun and action,. Upon receipt of the Combat ROC by action addressees,

coordination and staffing actions are taken within prescribed time limits in

*Additional action addressees for specific involvement as indicated.
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compliance with A FR 57-1. The "immediate" and "follow-up" actions required of

addressecs are as follows:

a. Combat Area Commander

(Actions upon receipt of Combat ROC)

(1) Review, verify need for, prioritize with respect to all other active (not

satisfied or withdraw.) Combat ROCs from his area.

(2) Eiorward message to all addressees and originating combat commander

within 5 work days stating tentative approval or disapproval.

(Follow-up actions)

(3) Within 20 work days following the receipt of the Combat ROC, forward

message to all addressees and originating combat commander stating

final approval or disapproval.

(4) Conduct quarterly review of each active Combat ROC submitted from

his area to determine if requirement is still valid. Prepare priority

listing of all active (including MASE Class V Modification) Combat

ROCs. Submit copies of priority list to IIQ USA F/RDQ/RDP/RDR/XOO

to arrive by first lay of 2nd, 5th, 8th, and 11th calendar months.

b. IIQ AFSC

(Actions upon receipt of Combat ROC)

(1) Review and staffing. Commence tentative explorations for technical

solutions to problem.

(2) Upon receipt of tentative approval by Combat Area Commander, com-

mence preparation of a best planning estimate (BPE) of technical solu-

tion to problem.
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(Follow-up actions)

(3) Witiiin 20 workdays following receipt of Combat Area Commander's

tentative approval, forward BPE by message to USAF/RDQ (and/RDR

if reconnalsancc or electronic warfare items are Involved). Informa-

tion copies to originating Combat Commander and appropriate Combat

Area Commander, HQ USA F/LGY,/XOO, AFSC/SDA, TAC/DR,

AFLC/XOT, ATC/XPQ, MAC/DOQ.

(4) Provide information on Class V Modification Combat ROCs to AFLC as

needed.

c. IIQ TAC

(Actions upon receipt of Combat ROC)

(1) Review; staff coordination.

(2) Upon receipt of Combat Area Commander's tentative approval, begin

a.ssessmunt ol irmpact l" retqul cement, the i)roloSOd tactical concept,

and the operat.onal utility of the end-product.

(Follow-up actions)

(3) Within 10 workdays following receipt of the BPE, forward by message

the [AC evaluation of the proposed solution and appropriate comments

to ASD/RWT, and to the originator and all addressee recipients of the

BPIL.

(.4) Provide operational guidance on the effect of the proposed solution on

world wide tactical air capabilities.

d. IIQ AI'LC

(Actions upon receipt of Combat ROC)

(1) Review; staff coordination. Identify AFLC involvement.

(2) Where Class V IModification is invoived, and upon receipt of Combat

Area Commander's tentative approval, direct the nreparation of a
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Class V Modification best planning estimate (BPE) by the appropriate

System Manager/Item Manager.

(3) Coordinate with ATC/XPQ and ASD/RW (tactical warfare) or the

appropriate SPO.

(Follow-Up Actions)

(.4) Withlin 20 workdays following receipt of Combat area Commander's

tentative approval, forward I3PE by message to: HQ USAL,/RI)Q (and/

RDR if reconnaissance and electronic warfare items are involved) with

information copies to originating Combat Commander and appropriate

Combat Area Commander; HQ USAF/LGY, /XOO; HQ AFSC/SDA; HQ

TAC/DR; HQ ATC/XPQ; HQ MAC/DOQ.

e. Combat Commander/Combat Area Commander. Within 10 workdays follow-

ing the receipt of the message LPE from either AFSC or AFLC, submit

comments and recommendations concerning the BPE to HQ USAF/RDQ (and

to/RDR if appropriate) with information copies to HQ USAF/LGY and/XOO.

f. 1IQ USAF

(Actions taken upon receipt of Combat ROC)

(1) Commence staff review and validation effort.

(2) Upon receipt of the Combat Area Commanders tentative approval, or as

promptly as practicable, approve or disapprove the Combat ROC.

(Follow-up actions)

(3) Within 20 workdays following the receipt of comments and recomnenda-

tions resulting from the review of the BPE by the Combat Commander

and Combat Area Commander, issue implementing instructions in Pro-

gram Management Directive (PMD) form.

(4) Advise all concerned of actions taken and statuas on each Combat ROC.
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Combat ROC Inputs and Outputs. The influences which dictate the initiation of and

which result from a Combat ROC are:

a. Input Influences.

(1) The involvement of a USAF command in combat operations or immedi-

ately threatened with combat operations, and

(2) The identification of a mission-essential need for ai operational capa-

bility which directly affects the commander's ability to conduct combat

operations.

b. The output influences are:

(1) The action, within specific due dates, at Combat Area Command Head-

quarters for tentative and final approval or disapproval of the require-

ment.

(2) The concurrent staffing and coordination by all concerned agencies

within specific due dates.

(3) The generation of the proposed technical solution, (the best planning

estimate (i3PE) ) and the review and approval of the BPE within a specific

due date.

(4) The issuance of implementing program instructions (PIM) within speci-

fic due dates to provide the required combat capability.

Reference. The reference used in the preparation of this text was AFR 57-1; "Poli-

cies, Responsibilitieb, and Procedureb for Obtaining New and Improved Operational

Capabilities".
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3. THE QUICK REACTION CAPABILITY (QRC)

Broad Definition. The Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) is a management and acqui-

sition process used within the Air Force to provide rapid response to urgent opera-

tional deficiencies or needs in electronic warfare, reconnaissance, and intelligence.

Normally, all written communications avd program management directives on all

QRC matters are sent by electrical message form.

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The QRC procedures are divorced from

the normal acquisition process and phases within the process. For QRC procedures,

the submission of a QRC request by a major command constitutes the beginning of the

process which, in a normal acquisition cycle, would be the conceptual phase.

Originator. Any major command may submit a request for a QRC.

Purpose. The purpose of QRC is to minimize the time interval between the emergence

of a new threat and the establishment of an operational and support capability in the

areas of electro,,ic warfare, reconnaissance or intelligence to cope with the threat.

Except for unusually urgent requirements approved by HQ USAF, QRC actions may

be applied only to programs involving small numbers of systems or equipment.

Content. Requests for a QRC will include the following:

a. Description of the require~d capability which clearly states and justifies the

need for urgent solution.

b. Description of anticipated operational concept, environment, and use.

c. Quantity required, logistic considerations, including basis for issue and

estimated flying/operating hour program.

d. Rcquired delivery schedule.

e. System(s) to which applicable.
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Distributiun of Request for QRC. The major command submitting the request for

QRC will submit copies of the request to action and information addressees listed

as follows:

a. Action copy addresses:

IQ USA F/RDRE

b. Information copy addresses:

IQ USA F/XOO, /RDQ, /INY, /LGY

AFSC PACAF

AFLC ADC

SAC AAC

TAC ATC

USAFE AFSS

Coordination and Action. Upon receipt of the request for QRC, coordination and

btaffing ,tctions arc taken within prescribcd time limits by bo.1i action and information

addrosscs in compliance with A i'R 57-5 and as follows:

a. Other commands with similar needs:

(1) Within 10 workdays following receipt of request for QRC, submit re-

quirements to HQ USAF/RDRE stating any unique consideratiohs.

Provide information copies to all recipients of the originating major

command request.

(2) A negative reply is required.

b. IIQ USAF/RDRE

(1) Within 20 workdays following receipt of the originating major com-

mand's request, either disapprove the request for QRC or direct AFSC/

AFLC, as appropriate, to conduct an evaluation and feasibility study.

(2) Appraise originating major command and other interested parties of

action taken.
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C. HQ AFSC/AFLC:

(1) Within 40 workdays following receipt of HQ USAF/RDRE direction,

provide findings of evaluation and feasibility study to ITQUSAF/RDRE

[with information copies to the originating major commanfd uid other

commands supporting the QRC.

(2) Conduct an evaluation and feasibility study of the request for QRC to

address the following areas:

(a) Total or partial satisfaction of the requirement

(b) Alternative solutions

(c) Recommended solutions

(d) Estimated schedules and costs (complete project)

(e) Cost b reakdown: including follow-on production, development,

production, test, logistics, support.

(f) Cost estimates (any associated system modification)

(g) Requirements, if any, for unusual resources, assistance or

priorities.

(h) Test and test support aircraft required in development or test.

d. HQ USAF/RDRE Within 20 workdays following receipt of findings from

AFSC/AFLC, either approve the development of the QRC in accordance with

findings, direct further evaluation, or disapprove the program. In the event

of approval, IIQ USAF/RDRE takes further action to:

(1) Assign QRC program designator and title

(2) Provide program milestones and equipment performance parameters

(3) Designate implementing and participating command(s) and assign

responsibility
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(4) Identify approved funding

(5) Provide for test and test support aircraft requirements cited in the

AFSC/AFLC findings of the evaluation and feasibility study.

(6) When installation of a QRC production item requires modification tk a

related system, issue modification program management directive con-

current with QRC program approval.

e. The implementing command (AFSC or AFLC):

(1) Exerches maximum authority and responsibility delegated by HQ USAF

to manage QRC program within funding, schedule, and performance

constraints.

(2) Expedites development, engineering, test, and logistics to accomplish

QRC program objectives within specified time frames.

(3) Advises HQ USAF of any inhibitin, policy or procedure which requires

waiver or change.

(4) Appoints the QRC program manager.

(5) Prepares required program documentation for support of QRC.

Related QRC Responsibilities.

a. AFSC

(1) Utilizing monthly QRC management reporting system (RCS: SYS R-29),

provide description, status and milestones on all active QRC programs,

including AFLC-managed QRC programs, 'with distribution as directed

by HQ USAF.

(2) Engineering assistance and system/item management control as

required.
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(3) Assistance to AFLC in preparation of evaluations and feasibility studies.

(4) Provide schedules and priorities to accomplish testing of QRC items.

b. AFLC

(1) Inputs to AFSC for monthly QRC report

(2) Management of QRC Logistic Support Plan

(3) Inventory manager for all QRC production items, selected QRC develop-

ment items and specialized support equipment.

(4) Operational eagineering support for QRC items.

(5) Assistance to AFSC in QRC item installation when requested.

c. ATC

(1) Monitor equipment maintenance/operator procedures in DT&E/IOT&E

testing of QRC equipment and verify adequacy of procedures.

(2) Act as consultant to the implementing command on technical order

verification and on support equipment.

d. Other Major Commands

(1) Establish an OPR within the command for QRC programs with pro-

cedures for expediting QRC matters.

(2) Appoint a primary and alternate QRC officer; furnish names, office

symbols and telephone numbers to HIQ USAF, AFLC and AFSC.

(3) Provide a project officer in Tr Y status when requested by AFSC/AFLC

to assist in QRC test and evaluation.

(4) Perform specific QRC program tasks as assigned.
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QRC Inputs and Outputs.

a. The influences which dictate the initiation of a request for QRC are:

(1) The identification of an cxisting or postulated threat involving electronic

warfare, reconnaissace and intelligence activities.

(2) The estimation orj enemy advantage posed by the threat.

(3) The need fo: effective, prompt countermeasures to the threat.

b. The output influences of the QRC are:

(1) Concurrent coordlination and actions, within specific due dates by action

agencies, by the approval authority, and by other commands having

operational interests similar to the requesting major command.

(2) The dynamic evolvemeht of a responsive management and acquisition

program for the engineering development of a solution, and the pro

duction, test, evaluation and deployment of QRC items.

(3) The establishment of the basic test and evaluation objectives of the QRC

item.

Reference. AFR 57-5; "Quick Reaction Capability".
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4. TIHE DEVELOPMLINT CONCEPT PAPER (DCP)

Broad Definition. The Development Concept Paper (DCP) is an OSD (Office of the

Secretary of Defense) document which serves in the management of a major system

development program to:

a. Present the OSD Staff management position and rationale supporting a

determination of need for a major system, including a plan for the acquisi-

tion of the system and,

b. State the decisions of the Secretary of Defense (SEC DEF) including the

decisions to approve or disapprove

(1) The initiation of the validation phase (the program decision)

(2) The transition of the program from validation phase to full-scale

development phase (the ratification decision)

(3) The transition of the program from full-scale development phase to

production phase (the production decision)

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The DCP is initially drafted during the

latter period of the conceptual phase. With the supporting doctmentation of studic.i

and walyses, it forms the progruni advocacy package prebented for DSARC I review

and to the SEC DE F for the first key decibion point (the program decision). Subse-

quently, the DCP is updated as necesary to accurately contain the suma1mary informa-

tion o; the orogram, the decision review thresholds, and the management issues

which requires the SEC DE F decision. In addition to its role in the review and

decisiun process which ptrL-mits the initiation of the validation phase (DSARC 1), the

DCP is also the principal document for program review at DSARCs 2 and 3 and the

related SEC DEF decisions points (ratification decision arid production decision).

"rhu decision review thresholds mentioned above are governing limits which, if

exceeded or when expected to be exceeded, require a SEC DE F progr.'mi review. In

6uch instanceb, an updated DCP must be presented as the document velicle for the

review.
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Originator. The Director of Defense Research and Engineering (DDR&E)

(or the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Telecommunications) for his programs) within

Office, Secretary of Defense has the basic responsibility for the coordination of inputs

ro " the DCP and for the submittal for the DSARC review and the SEC DE I,' decision.

The Air Force is committed to full and complete support to OSD in such matters and

has established a counterpart office within IIQ USAF for DCPs, identified as the

Assistant for Research and Development Programming (DCS/R&D). This office serves

as the Air Staff central point of contact on all matters pertaining to DCPs related to

Air Force programs. As a function of providing full and complete support, the Pro-

gram Element Monitor/Program Officer (PEM) within the Air Staff Directorate

having program responsibility is tasked with the responsibility for the preparation of

the draft DCP and updating and revising the DCP, coordinating such actions within

the Air Staff, AFSC and the Program Manager as necessary, and also with his OSD

counterpart, the OSD Project Officer for the major system acquisition programn.

Purpose. The purpose of the DCP is to provide summary documentation of a major

defense system acquisition program In order to support the DSARC reviews and the

SEC DE F decision maling process throughout the acquisition process.

Content. The DCP consists of a cover sheet, main body, and a signature page. The

information content of the DCP is prescribed in Attachment 3, HQ USAF Operating

Instruction (11OI) 11-16 "Responsibilities, Functions and Procedures Pertaining to

Development Concept Papers (DCPs)". The content is confined to the essential

summary information required for the SEC DE F progrmi management decision. The

DCP cover sheet identifies the particular issue of the DCP, the preparation date, the

responsible Service componen~t and field agency, the responsible ODDR&E unit and

specific major system program identifiers. The main body of the DCP addresses the

major subject headings listed below in succinct, summary information appropriate

for the SEC DEF level:

a. The IManagement Issue

b. The Reasons for Having the Program ("The Problem")
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c. Ways of Solving "The Problem" (Possible "Solutions")

d. Anticipated Resource Needs of the Program

e. Anticipated Schedule for the Program

f. Risks the Program Faces

g. Program Difficulties

h. Evaluation

i. Decision Options

j. Recommendations

Distribution of DCPs. The distribution of DCPs is accomplished by the PEIM within

the Air Staff Directorate having program responsibility and reflects the coordination

and information needs of both OSD and the Air Force. The development of the DCP,

initiated by the DCP outline, is an iterative process progressing through the develop-

ment of the draft DCP, the OSD "for comment" draft, the OSD "for coordination"

draft, and the approved DCP with different distribution needs for each. In general,

distribution is made as follows:

a. Distribution of the DCP outline: (first iteration)

(1) OSD Project Officer and within OSD, as appropriate.

(2) Air Staff PEM and within HQ USAF, as appropriate.

(3) AFSC and the Program 'Manager.

b. Distribution of the draft DCP: Through Air (second iteration)

Force, as necessary for comments coordination, proposed changes. Fol-

lowing the Air Force coordination, the draft DCP is revised by te Air Staff

PE'M to incorporate appropriate changes/recommendations and the document

then becomes the OSD "for comment" draft. (third iteration)
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c. Distribution of tho OSD "for coordination" draft DCP:

(1) OSD

(2) AFSC

(3) Program Manager

(4) Throughout DOD as directed by OSD for comments, coordination and

proposed changes.

Following the completion of DOD coordination, OSD provides proposed change

material to the Air Staff PEM, who revises the DCP to include required changes.

The document becomes the "OSD for coordination" draft. (fourth iteration)

d. Distribution of the OSD "for coordination" draft DCP:

(1) OSD

(2) DSARC principals

(3) ASD (T) or ASD (I), as appropriate

('1) Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff or his designee

(5) Deputy Director (T&E) DDR&E

(6) Secretary of the Air Force

(7) AFSC

(8) Program Manager

e. The approved DCP - Following the DSARC, the decision of the SEC DEF is

set forth in a decision memorandmn to SAF. The PEM in the Directorate of

the Air Staff i.,ving program responsibility updates the DCP to reflect the

SEC DEF decision and within 10 workdays following the decision distributes

copies of the approved DCP to: (fifth iteration)

(1) DSARC prinicpals

(2) SAF, and within Air Staff as appropriate
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(3) AFSC

(4) Program Manager

(5) Others, as appropriate

Coordination and Actionb. A high degree of coordination is accomplished in each

evolutionary phabe of the DCP, commencing with the coordination involved in the

agreement between OSD and IIQ USAF on DCP outline and procceding through the

development of the draft DCP, the OSD "for comment" draf't, the OSD "for co-

ordination" draft, and the approved DCP. For each phase of DCP evolution, coordi-

nation and actions as listed below are required:

a. Coordination incident to formalization of the DCP outline:

(1) (Air Staff PEM/OSD Project Officer). Informal coordination on a day-

to-day basis to include problems such as required studies and analyses

to support the program, force issues, status of tecbrology, management

organizations and funding.

(2) (Air Staff PEM) - Coordinate with Air Staff, AFSC and Program IAanager

on proposed DICP outline.

(3) (Air Staff PEIvI/OSD Project Officer) - Arrive at an agreement on the

DCP outline.

(4) (Air Staff PEII) - Preparation of the DCP outline. Provide copies to

Assistant for Research and Development Programming, DCS/R&D for

distribution within Air Force. Provide copies to OSD Project Officer.

(5) (SAF/RD) - Formally submit briefing outline to OSD for comment.

(6) (Air Staff PEWM) - Obtain written approval for DCP outline from OSD

Project Officer.
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b. Coordination for the preparation of the draft DCP:

(1) (Air Staff PEM/Program Manager/AFSC) - Compile the draft DCP.

Allow a minimum of six weeks for preparation of AFSC draft inputs.

(2) (Air Staff PENI) -. -istribute draft DCP to implementing/supporting/using

commands, Air Staff, Program Manager for coordination.

(3) (Air Staff PETI) - Consolidate Air Force comments. Provide copies to

AFSC and Program Manager.

(4) (CSAF) - Submit draft DCP to OSD at pre-DSARC planning meeting

(draft DCP becomes OSD "for comments" draft).

c. Coordination of OSD "for comment" draft DCP

(1) (OSD Project Officer) Distribute OSD "for comment" draft throughout

DOD for comments.

(2) (OSD Project Officer) - Provide OSD review and comments to Air Staff

PEhI.

(3) (Air Staff PENi) - Conso.idate OSD comments in second draft DCP.

(4) (Air Staff PEM) - SLbiait second draft to DSARC principals at least 10

days prior to the scheduled DSARC. The second draft DCP becomes

the OSD "for coordination" draft.

d. Coordination of OSD "for coordination" draft DC:

(1) (OSD Project Officer). Coordinates draft DCP with DSARC principals

(and ASD (T) ) or ASDI as appropriate), the Chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff or his designee, the Deputy Director (T&E), DDR&E,

and the Secretary of the Air Force.

(2) (OSD Project Officer). Provide OSD comments resulting from OSD

coordination to ItQ USAF and DSARC chairman not less than 5 workdays

prior to the scheduled DSARC.
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(3) (Air Staff PEM) Forward copies of OSD comments to AFSC and Pro-

gram Manager for DSARC preparation.

e. Coordination of approved DCP:

(1) Following the DSARC, the decision of the Secretary of Defense is set

forth in a decision memorandum from Secretary of Defense to Secretary

of the Air Force.

(2) (Air Staff PEM) - Updates the DCP, incorporating the Sec Def decision.

Within 10 workdays after the SEC DEF decision is made, distributes

copies of the approved, updated DCP to DSARC principals, AFSC, Pro-

gram Manager, and others as appropriate.

DCP Inputs vnd Outputs. The influences which dictate the initiation of the DCPs and

which result from the DCP are set forth below.

a. Input influences:

(1) The DOI) documentation requirements of a major system acquisition

programl, In which the I)CP Is required as the OSI) decision documont

reflecting program objectives, accomplishment, future plans, and

decisions.

(2) The requirement for advocavy doeunentation to gain SEC DEF approval

to advance the program acquikition process of a major system.

(3) To appraise SEC DEF of a breach in pre-established decision thres-

holds in a major system acquisition programs and to facilitate the pro-

gram review and SEC DE F decision required in such instances.

b. The influences of the outline and draft versions of the DCP are:

(1) The selection and conduct of specific studies aid analyses required in

support of the DCP.

(2) The formulation of the program objectives, program issues, plans,

performance parameters, system alternatives, logistics, acquisition
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strategy, milestone decision points, thresholds in cost, time and per-

formance, and the critical questions and issues to be addressed by the

test and evaluation program.

(3) The program presentation to the DSARC, the recommendations of the

DSARC to SEC DEF and the SEC DEF decision at key program decision

points to either continue in the acquisition of a system, or to cancel,

alter the direction of, or alter the pace of the program.

c. The influences of the approved DCP are:

(1) The approved DCP serves as the contract between OSD and HQ USAF

and the authorization for Air Force to proceed with the conduct of

specifically bounded activities involving the acquisition process for a

major system.

(2) The approved DCP influences the actions prescribed in subsequent Pro-

gram Management Directives (PMD) used by HQ USAF to implement the

program.

(3) The approved I)CP, and the supporting documentation concerning test

and evaluation (i. c., the draft Test Plan, test progTm reports) ad-

dresses critical questions and issues and related test objectives. In this

respect, the DCP influences the plan for test and evaluation contained in

the Test Objectives Annex (TOA) of the Program Management Plan (PMP).

.References.

a. DODI 5000. 2; "The Decision Coordinating Paper and Defense Systems Acqui-

sition Review Council." (Draft)

b. AFR 800-2; "Program Management"

c. HQ USAF IOI 11-16; "Responsibilities, Functions and Procedures Pertaining

to Development Concept Papers (DCPs)".

d. IIQ USAF HOI 800-1; "DCP/DSARC Preparation".

c. AFSCP SOU-3; "A Guide for Program Management".
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5. THE PROGRAM MEMORANDUM (PM)

Broad Definition. The Program Memorandum (PM) is sometimes called a "mini-

DCP (Development Concept Paper). " Like the DCP, the Program Memorandum is

an OSD (Office, Secretary of Defernse) documnent which serves in the management of

a system development program to present the OSD Staff management position and

rationale supporting the need for a system, including a plan for the acquisition of the

system. Like the DCP, the PM serves also to document program guidelines, thres-

holds, and the decisions of the review authority concerning the development program.

The PM differs from the DCP in that the PM is applied to less-than-major sys-

tem development programs while the DCP is required for major system programs.

The use of the PM is reserved for development programs which, while not meeting

the definition of major system development programs, are nonetheless suffici2ntly

important to merit the retention of program review and decision authority within OSD.

The development program to which a Program Memorandum is applied is not subject

to DSARC review or the SECI)E F level of program decision. Normally the decision

level for a program, under a Program Memorandum is one level below the DCP

decision level (e. g., at the Director DDR&E level vice the SEC DEF level), with

program decision authority remaining within OSD.

Relationship to Sy.-tcm Acqusiition Cycle. The relationship of the PM to the system

acquisition process is the same as is presented herein for the DCP. The PM is

originated late in the conceptual phase.

Originator. Same as for DCP.

Purposes. The pulposo of the PM is to provide summary documentation of a signifi-

cantly important (but less-than-major) defense system acquisition program in order

to support the program briefings and decision making process in OSD throughout the

acquisition process of the system. The approved PM, as in the case of an approved

DCP, constitutes epproval authority to implement the program described by and

within thresholds specified in the PM.
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Content. The format and content of the PM is the same as that prescribed for the

DCP.

Distribution of PMs. The distribution of PMs is the same as accorded DCP, except

that review/decision authority should be substituted for DSARC Pincipals wherever

appearing.

Coordination md Actions. Same as for the DCP, except that appropriate review/

decision authority should be substituted for DSARC Principals and SEC DEF where-

ever appearing.

Fv M Inputs and Outputs. Except for the specific references to DSARC and the SEC

DEF decision process, the influences affecting the PMI and those influences exerted

by the PM on the system acquisition process are identical to those of the DCP.

References. Only general references are available at this writing concerning the

Program Memorandum. Both AFLCM 800-1; "Acquisition Mvanagement Concept" and

AFSCP 800-3; "A Guide For Program Mmagement" contain fragmentary informption

on the purpose md composition of the PIM. Additional information on th. use and

format of the PM aiid the decision-level authority for PMI-related systems acquisi-

tion progrms was obtained through contact with responsible offices within the Air

Staff.
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6. THE PROGRAM T, ANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE (PMD)

Broad Definition. The Progrmn Management Directive (PMD) is the official HQ

USAF management directive used during the entire system/equiprment acquisition

cycle to provide direction to the implementing and participating commands and satisfy

requirements for the documentation of the program.

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The PMD is a living document which is

initiated in the conceptual phase and is updated as necessary to reflect the approved

management direction for the program. The PMD serves throughout all phases of

the acquisition cycle. Prior to the program decision (DSARC 1), the PMD exists as

a formal IIQ USAF action directive.

Originator. The Peogram Officer within the assigned Office of Primary Responsi-

bility (OPR) is the originator of the PMD. During the conceptual phase, the OPR for

the PTlD is HQ USAF/ADQ. Commencing with the program decision at DSARC 1 the

OPR functions are transferred from RDQ to the directorate or special Air Staff office

exercising primary interest responsibilities. Any Air Staff directorate or special Air

Staff office may issue a I)Mi) for areas in which they arc clearly identified as the Air

Staff 01P It.

Purpose. The PTID is used throughout the acquisition life cycle to state requirements,

request studies, aad initiate, modify, approve, change, transition or terminate pro-

gramns.

Content. The content of the PMID is the prerogative of the designated OPR, subject

to appropriate coordination. It provides the specific program direction or informa-

tion required at that point in time. While as brief as possible, the contents of the

PMID may range from a paragraph to several pages and may address only a selected

program area or all program areas. For example, a PIVD written by the Program

Officer/Program Eleaent Monitor (PEM) in the early stages of the conceptual phase

to direct the conduct of a study to provide the technology roadmap for a design solu-

tion may be limited to only the task and the required inputs to the task. In compari-

son, the sequentially numbered issue of that P1\iD which follows the program decision
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at DSARC 1 would normally provide complete program direction and would address

all program areas. Thus, the content of the PMD varies, reflecting not only the

phase and point in phase of a program, but also the complexity, cost, size, impor-

tance and organizational interrelationships of the program. Generally, the contents

of the PMD may be broadly categorized as (1) contractual or guidance information,

and (2) action directive, with elements of each as follows:

a. Contractual or guidance:

(1) Contract management information between HQ USAF and the implement-

ing and participating commands

(2) Program decisions and agreements

(3) Approval/disapproval actions by review authorities

(4) Guidanc3 and definition

(5) Program monitoring and review thresholds

(6) Resources and funding information

b. Action directive:

(1) Conchct studies and analyses of stated operational deficiencies

(2) Conduct preliminary design studies

(3) Development of solutions or technological alternatives

(4) Preparation of program advocacy documentation

(5) Management of retrofit configuration changes

(6) Authorize and allocate, as practicable, test aircraft to the implementing

command

(7) Initiate, modify, change, transition or terminate actions.
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Subject Headings. There are specific candidate subject headings appropriate for the

PMD as set .)rth 1D the PMD example format in Attachment 1 to IIQ USAF HDI 800-2.

The format is provided as a guide for writing a PMD and only the headings appropriate

for the purpose of the PAD will be used. These headings and a summary of paragraph

content consisting cf information, actions required or guidance, as applicable, arc:

a. Paragraph 1. SPECIFIC PURPOSE: (Mandatory for inclusion in all PMDs)

(1) Provides the reason for the PMD

(2) Idenifies what the PMD is intended to do

(3) Identifies the project

(4) States the task required, who will perform the tash (by name and address

of each action addressee) and when the task will be performed

b. Paragraph 2. PROGRAM SUMMARY:

(1) Summary of program information relative to program origin

(2) Priority and objectives

(3) References

(4) Force structure information

(5) Management concept of phases in program life cycle

c. Paragraph 3. INTELLIGENCE/THREAT ESTIMATE: Scope, level of detail

and procedures for updating the intelligence/threat estimate

d. Paragraph 4. PROGRAM MANAGEMENT:

(1) Complete description of required action

(2) Action required of each action addressee

(3) Schedule milestones and due dates

(4) Assign and limit authority
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(5) Reporting requirements

(6) Resources and support

(7) Precautionary guidance

(8) Contract and source selection guidance

(9) Life cycle cost estimates

(10) Instructions as appropriate for transition or termination

e. Paragraph 5. SYSTEMS ENGINEER[NG:

(1) Scientific and engineering application to the total systems engineering

effort

(2) Performance parameters

(3) Configuration and systems design

f. Paragraph 6. TEST AND EVALUATION:

(1) Critical questions and Issues which must be evaluated

(2) Extent of platiticitlon by iml)lementing and i)articlpatlng commands

(3) Test Objective Annex (TOA) to the PMD

(4) Indepundent evaluations by implementing, operating, and supporting

commands

(5) Reqirements to coordinate and comply with AFR 80-14

(6) Authorization and allocation of test aircraft and associated manpower,

as ,ppropriate

(7) Determination of test support resources requirements

g. Paragraph 7. COTMIMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS: Special requirements

in the operational system or test support program
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h. Paragraph 8. OPERATIONS: Current operations plan or changes thereto

i. Paragraph 9. CIVIL ENGINEERING:

(1) Use of prcsent facilities

(2) Funding new requirements

j. Paragraph 10. LOGISTICS: Unique or unusual logistics guidance or infor-

mation (other than direction for inclusion of the Integrated Logistics Support
flow provided by AFR 800-8).

k. Paragraph 11. MANPOWER:

(1) Estimated manpower requiremets related to the system for each com-

mand and functional area.

(2) Coordination of changes and requirements with using commands

(3) Statemeit of whether manpower requirements will be met from existing

resources or additional manpower is to be programmed by HQ USAF.

1. Paragraph 12. DATA AUTOMATION: Guidance for selection, acquisition,

development, utilization and management.

m. Paragrai 1:3. PERSONNEL TRAININGt

(1) Train.ng required in response to the system

(2) Tlime phasing for training

(3) Equipment support and procurement

n. Paragraph 14. SECURITY:

(1) Address requirement for Security Classification Guide and review/

approval by the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force, Research and

Development
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(2) Specific directions for classification requirements in administration,

design, performance, operations, vulnerability;-deficiency, etc.

(3) Special socurity considerations, Including access by foreign nationals.

o. Paragraph 15. PUBL!C RELEASE:

(1) Details of public release restrictions or requirements.

(2) Release of information to the public by contractors.

p. Paragraph 16. OTHER REQUIRED: The PMD may include guidance as re-

quired other than that specified in paragraphs 1 through 15.

Distribution of PMDs. A PMD may be issued in electrical message form if immediate

notification is necessary. It should normally be issued within 30 days after receipt of

program approval or change action from higher authority. The PMD will contain a

distribution list prepared by the Program Officer. The distribution list will normally

prescribe the following:

a. Action coaics.

(1) 15 each to IIQ AFSC or IIQ AFLC if identified as implementing command

(2) 15 each to all other implementing commands

(3) 5 each to each participating command.

b. Information copies. As specified by the Program Officer, utilizing the

listing conrained in IIQ USAF HOI 800-2, Attachment 4. Appropriate

additions thereto may be made at the discretion of the Program Officer.

Coordination. The Program Officer is responsible for accomplishing all required

coordination prior to th,, submission of the PMD for approval. Prior to the approval

of the PMD at the directorate level or by higher authority, the official signing the
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PMD will insure that the Program Officer has effected coordination with and provided

a copy to all interasted Air Staff officers, to include:

a. The appropriate Secretarial counterpart offices

b. IIQ USAF/RDNI for document control functions and adequacy of technical

content and format.

c. IIQ USA F/LGX, for PMDs Involving the development of and funding for

weapon sy3tems, subsystems or related equipment.

d. The original PMD coordinating Air Staff office (for all follow-on PMDs)

e. HQ USAF/LGP, to ensure the inclusion in the PMD of relevant procurement

or contractural instructions or appropriate guidance.

f. IIQ USAF/RDPQ, for any program involving test aircraft.

The appropriate Air Staff focal point(s), to ensure that critical direction is

included. Focal points and the number of coordination copies required by

each are ;centified and listed in IIQ USAF 1101 800-2, Attachment 2.

PMI) Inputs and Outputs.

a. Inputs - Influcnces which result in the generation of a PMD by the Program

Officer are related to the purposes of the PMD, set forth in paragraph 4

herein. thus, the need to state requirements, request studies, and to

initiate, modify, approve, change, transition or termin.te programs in the

acquisition process provides the inputs to the PMD.

b. Outputs - T7he P1lD output influences the following:

(1) All activities of the Air Force in the acquisition process, commencing

with the initial directive.

(2) The scope and content of the Program lanagement Plan (PMP)

(3) The authority and responsibility of the Program Manager.
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(4) The program advocacy as presented at the program decision point

(DSARC 1)

(5) The test and evaluation process for DT&E and IOT&E, includingI; objectives, participants, resources, funding, and independent evalua-

tions required.

References.

a. dlQ USAF HOI 800-2 dated 1 Mar 73; subject: "Program Management

Directior.".

b. AFR 57-1 dated 17 Aug 71; subject: "Policies, Responsibilities, and Pro-

cedures For Obtaining New and Improved Operational Capabilities".

c. AFR 800-2 dated 16 Mar 72; subject: "Program Management".

d. AFLCM 800-1 dated 29 Dec 72; subject: "Program Management".

e. AFSCP 800-3 dated 14 May 71; subject: "A Guide For Program Management".
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7. THE TEST OIECTIVES ANNEX TO THE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE

Broad Definition. The Test objectives Annex (TOA) to the Program Management

Directive (PMD) is a HQ USAF management directive written in the style and level of

detail of the PMD and which supplements the PMD to provide the baseline for the test

program of a major system from which independent evaluations by operating, support-

ing, and development commands are required. The TOA is prepared in response to

specific direction of HQ USAF for certain major programs.

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The TOA is issueQ in the validation phase

of the acquisition (.ycle and is updated with the PMD prior to each major program

decision milestone supp)orted by DCP preparation or revision such as the Defense

Systems Acquisition Review Council (DSARC), or similar review by HQ USAF.

Originator. The TOA is drafted by the system program cadre office or Program

Office within AFSC with operational test inputs provided by AFTEC, and is forwarded

to the Program Officer/Program Element Monitor within HQ USAF for coordination,

approval by the directorate having system responsibility, or higher authority as

appropriate, and subsequent inclusion in the PMD.

Purpose. As an annex to the PMD, the purpose of the TOA is linked to the broader

purpose of the PMD, which serves from the beginning of the validation phase through-

out the remainder ot thu acquisition cycle as the official HQ USAF managtment docu-

ment, providing direction to the implementing command and through the Program

Office to the contiactor, to the operating and supporting commands, and to all other

commands and agc nciez involved in the development of the system. The TOA accom-

plishus such functions for the -pecific area of system testing. It provides the baseline

for the preparation of subsequent system test and evaluation documentation, such as

the test section of the Program Management Plan, the Program Test Plan and the

Test Capabilities Annex, and the supporting Test Plans and test procedures including

Test Plans involving the use of certain test ranges and facilities.

Curtain major programs in which development and operational risks arc high and

N\hich involve the expenditure of a great quantity of resources demand a higher level
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of management control and supervision. In such instances, the TOA elevatea the

control authority for the test and evaluation baseline from the Program C .ice level to

the IIQ USAF level, ensuring management vibibility in test and evaluation of such sig-

nificant major acquisitions program.

Content. There is no prescribed format for the TOA. The scope and depth of coverage

In thi TOA will normally be determined by the IIQ USAF directorate rusponsible for

:,ystem dcvelopment in coordination with the Program Office. The content will dupend

upon size. complexity, time span of the prograam resources required, program de-

cision needs at all levels within the DOD, and the urgency of the test program. The

content will depend also upon the phase of system development in relation to thLu total

acquisition cycle. This is due to the fact that critical questions and issueb are not

static in nature. As system development eulves, certain critical questions and iueb

are resolved and otherb are surfaced, requiring the updating Df the TOA and changes

of content, as appropriate, to reflect the resolution of certain critical questions and

issues and the identification, association of objectives, and direction for rucolution of

newly identified critical questionb and isbues. There are certain content require-

ments, generally stated, for the TOA which are listed as follows:

a. The complete, current listing of critical questions and issues compiled by

HQ AFSC from the developer (including the contractor), and the supporter.

b. The critioal questions and issues of an operational nature provided by AFTEC.

c. The critical question and ibbues itroduced by the DSARC review which re-

quire address by test and evaluation prior to the next DSARC review.

d. A discussion of each critical question and issue to provide background in-

formation and the rationale for inclusion as a critical question or issue.

c. The general test and evaluation approach tr, be used In the resolution of

critical questions and Issues.

(NOTE: The DT&E inputs to the TOA are provided by the implementing

command. The OT&E inputs are provided by AFTEC.)
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f. The identification of specific test objectives which respond to each critical

question aid issue.

g. Tasking of commands for T&E and time phasing for goals.

h. 'rest support resources and requirements.

i. General reporting requirements.

Distribution of the TOA. The Program Officer/Program Element Monitor within the

HQ USAF directorate having program responsibility prescribes the distribution f2c

the TOA, which normally follows the distribution accorded the PIvM.

Coordination. As earLy as practicable in the definition of the program, the develop-

ment organization convenes a test conference attended by representatives cu the

developing organization, the system contractor, AFTEC, appropriate test organizations,

operating and supporting commands, and other headquarters, ab appropriate. Ihle

subject of this ini~ial test conference ib the formulation of test objectives. The draft-

ing of the TOA ib a coordinated effort among these participar.ts, among whom the

representative of the development organization guides and directs the conf.-rence

activity.

Following the coordination noted above, the TOA is coordinated within HQ AFSC

and AFTEC and upon approval at those levcls is subm:tted as the draft TOA to the

Program Officer/Progran Flement Monitor within the respoasibic directorate in the

Air Staff for coordination within HQ USAF.

TOA Inputs and Oatputs. The influencez, which impact the content, size and format of

the TOA, and, follow-ing its promulgation, the test and evaluation activities and con-

cerns influenced by the TOA are as listed below:

a. Inputs to tae TOA:

(1) Critical questions and issues identified by the contractor and the im-

pleraenting, supporting and using commands and A FTEC.

(2) Critical questions and issues resulting from the DSARC reviews.
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(3) Othei risk and cost factors and the urgency of the ,rogram.

(4) Constraints imposed by availability of resources and state-of-th-art

test technology.

(5) Data requirements for determining a level of confidence for sN'stem

development.

(6) The identification of alternatives and the selection of objectives for thc

test 1.rogram.

b. Output of the TOA. The TOA influences the following:

(1) Test planning, execution and reporting as set forth in the Test Section of

the Program Management Plan (PMP) and in supporting test and1 evalua-

tion planning documents prepared by AFTEC, the implementing and

operating commands, and the supporting command.

(2) Management decisions concerning the development and dploymnunt tf the

system, based on the relative importance of each critical question and

Issue, the selection of test objectives intended to resolve Stch matters,

and the Pttainment of test objectives.

References. As cf this writing, there is little reference mateiial available concern-

ing the TOA. The TOA is addressed briefly in paragraph 11. 6 of AFSC Supplement I

to AFR 80-14 titled "Test and Evaluation" and is mentioned in paragraph 6 "Test and

Evaluation" of Atfachrwnt 1 to HQ USAF HOI 800-2 titled "Program Management

Direction." Much of the content of the discussion of the TOA included herein N. as

obtained from contacts with various responsible offices within EQ USAF.
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8. THE PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP)

Broad Definition. The Program Management Plan (PMP) is the principal management

baseline document for implementing and planning the system development program.

It is a thorough, coordinated and well-documented plan for managing acquisition pro-

grams. The P--MP is developed by the Program Manager (PM) to present in greater

scope and detail, and as integrated time-phased tasks and resources requirements,

>- !the tasks initially levied by the Program Management Directive (PMD) from HQ USAF

and command supplements thereto. Unless otherwise directed in the PMD, the Pro-

gram Manager approves the PMP and no approval by higher headquarters is required.

The document contains only that information deemed necessary by the PM for the

needs of the program. defines and identifies the participation and support responsibil-

ities of participating organizations, and is directive upon the participating organiza-

tions. The PMP is updated by and at the discretion of the PM.

Relationship to System Acquisition Cycle. The preparation and promulgation of the

PMP normally occurs early in the validation phase following the promulgation of

the PMD and the approval of the program b3 the SEC DEF at the program decision

milestone (DSARC '). The PMP is updated b- the PM at any point in the acquisition

cycle in order to realign the PMP with now or changing program requirements as set

forth in later PMD's and command supplements, and to affect changes in the integrated

time-phased tasks and resources requirements.

Originator. The Program Manager (PM) is the originator of the PMP.

Purpose. The purpose of the PMP is tvofold:

a. The PMP serves as the principal management baseline document during the

validation, full-scale development, production and deployment phases of the

acquisition cycle and to the point of transition of progrmn responsibilities to

AFLC.

b. The PMP serves as a directive in the levying of tasks, responsibilities,

support 'unctions and resources requirements on participating commands.
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Content. The guidance for content and format of the PMP is contained in Attachment

4, AFSCP 800-3; "A Guide For Program Management," which is recommended as a

source of valuable detail. There are several rules governing the content of the PMP,

listed briefly as follows:

a. Include only the minimum essential information for outlining the overall

management plan.

b. Limit detail to the implementing and planning requirements of the Program

Office, HQ USAF, HQ ASFC and participating organizations.

c. Normally, the PMP need only reference in appropriate sections the support-

ing documents (such as Test Plans or Civil Engineering Master Plan) con-

taining details of implementing and planning functions.

d. The amount of information included within a prescribed section may vary for

each program depending upon factors such as system or equipment size,

complexit , cost and the degree of national urgency attached to the program.

e. PMPs may be issued incrementally, depending on program urgency and the

availability of input material. In such instances, the foreword will identify

the docuaent as an increment of the PMP and will include a proposed date

for the next increment.

Subject Headings. There are also prescribed section and subject headings for the

PMP as listod below. Additional sections may be included at the discretion of the

Program Manager; however, each prescribed 6ection should be addressed. If any of

the subject headings listed below are not applicable to a program, an explanation should

be included. The following is a list of sections, by subject content, presented for in-

formation and guidance. Specific instructions and format applicable to a program

should be issued by the PM.

a. Section 1 - Program Summary and Authorization:

(1) Brie( description of the system/equipment and i ationale for selection,

with applicable references to the DCP.
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(2) Summary of the research and development and technology involved.

(3) The overall acquisition management concept.

(4) Summary of (or reference to) the latest PMD, APSC Form 56, etc. that

concerns progrun parameters, resources, or otherwise govorns actions

of participating organizations.

(5) Identify program priority, precedence rating, importance category as

applicable.

b. Section 2 - Intelligence: (Provided to the Program Office by the intermediate

commana intelligence office)

(1) Summary of the threat baseline against which the program was initially

approved for development, updated as changes occur. (Not to include

information classified above SECRET. Reference documents which

contain higher level classhiied intelligence information, as appropriate.)

(2) Ieferences to detailed intelligunce/throat documentation related to the

programn.

(3) Description of the character and detail of intelligence/threat information

continually required by the Program Office and participating organiza-

tions during acquisition to ensure that the system remains responsive to

the threat.

c. Section 3 - Program Management:

(1) Overall management concept and approach (in greater detail than in

Section 1).

(2) The establishing of an integrated management information system,

responsive to Program Office and contractor needs.
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(3) The PM,IP (Section 3) contains major subsections as appropriate identi-

fied as:

(a) Technical Performance - (continuous assessment of program

accomplishments versus stated requirements)

(b) Schedules

Master Program/Overall Milestone Schedule

Production/Delivery Schedules

Facilities and Site Activation Schedules

Task Schedu'l3s

Training Schedules

(c) Interrelationships (organizational)

(d) Reporting Requirements

(e) Financial

A (f) Procurement

(g) Production

(h) Contractor Data

(i) Turnover and Transition

(j) Risk Analysis

(k) Information

(I) Miscellaneous

d. Section 4 - System Engineering and Configuiration Management: Provides

the management concept for system engineering and configuration manage-

ment.
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e. Section 5 - Test and Evaluation:

(1) Provides the management concept for test and evaluation.

(2) Identifies all participating organizations.

(3) Identifies specific test objectives, (including critical issues and questions

to be resolved by the test progTam), reporting requirements and pro-

cedures.

(.1) Includes test plans developed in coordination with AFTEC and supporting

commands for Development Test and Evaluation (DT&E) and Initial

Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E).

(5) Provides for participation in Follow-on Operational Test and Evaluation

as approoriate, and for engineering support through initial system

deploy nent to an operational theater or base.

(6) Includes plans for AFTEC and supporting command participation in DT&E

and other activities a-, mutually determined.

(7) [nclUAes source Of test support (government and contractor). The loca-

tion of such support should be provided when determined, and, also, the

approximate start/stop dates for the required support.

f. Section 6 - Communications/Electronics: Includes requirements for com-

munications/electronics for Program Manager/ Program Office, test

support, and the operational system.

g. Section 7 - Operations:

(1) Provides an expansion of the operational concept of the system under

development, prepared with the assistance of the operating command.

(2) Suppoiting studies, analyses.and documents should be crobs-referenced.
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(3) Subjects addressed within this section, as appropriate, are mission,

limitations, deployment/operational plan and dates, command and

control, readiness (including availability and reliability), the OT&E

plan, unit maintenance, supply and safety, meteorological/environment,

electronic warfare, organizational structure, transportation, personnel/

manpc.wer, training, facilities, special weapons, penetration aids,

related training and operation readiness training, electromagnetic

compatibility/electromagnetic environment/site surveys, and life

support.

h. Section 8 - Civil Engineering:

(1) Includes a master plai where appropriate (or reference thereto) which

outlines the proposed site developr-.ent for total facility requirements,

including each installation or sub-installation.

(2) Categorizes facility requirements as technical support real property

(TSRP) or nontechnical supI)ort real property (NSRP).

(3) AN.lgn. responsibility, u.-tablhe.m, procedure.,, icntiflc. cnminltment.,

progrmus, and resources for the necessary programming, design, con-

struction, maintenance, acceptance and transfer (to the operating com-

mand) of real proper requirements.

i. Section 9 - Logistics: (Prepared with inputs from and with assistance of the

responsible logistics organization and other participating agencies.)

(1) Provides a comprehensive description of the tailored logistics concepts

for the progran.

(2) Includes considerations bupporting integrated logisties applicable to the

systm/equipmcnt pluning, design, dovelopment, test demonstration

and operational processes.
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(3) Includes logistics program planning aspects concerning other elements

of thu PMP supporting reliability, maintainability, and transportability.

(4) Includes aspects of test equipment, supply support, transportation,

packaging and handling, and technical data at all levels of logistic

support.

(5; This section is coordinated with the Integrated Logistic Support Plan

(ILSP) and its related management information system to ensure

progress, status visibility, and overall life cycle logistics support.

j. Section 10 - Manpower and Organization:

(1) Provides a description of the organization of the Programs Office and

the relationships and roles of other Air Force and government agencies

involved in the acquisition.

(2) References any formal agreements with participating organization.

(3) Provides manpower requirements based on inputs from and with

assistance of the Program Office, the operating command, other par-

ticipating organizations, and the system/equipment contractors.

(4) State, manpower requirements derived from operation and maintenance

concepts and design parameters. Projects manpower requirements

through the system/equipment life cycle.

(5) Includes organization charts and brief functional statements for the

operating command units to which the system/equipment manpower will

be allocated.

k. Section 11 - Personnel Training: (Prepared utilizing inputs frum Air Train-

ing Commaand, operating commands, and other participating organizations).

Provides summary of personnel training requirements to meet system/

equipment tests and operational support activities, cros.s-referenced to other

sections, as necessary, to reflect total PTlP requirements in: requirements

for trained personnel, types, location and key dates for individual training
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courses, major items of required training equipment and schedules for

activation; and initial and replacement training requirements by fiscal

quarters, projected for 5 years, if applicable.

1. Section 12 - Security:

(1) Provides security support information and guidance concerning classifi-

cation guidance, public release of information, release of information to

foreign nationals, personnel security clearances, and industrial

security.

(2) Provides system security information and guidance related to the design

of the system/equipment, and the operational considerations concerning

security.

m. Section 13 - Application of Directives: Contains the complete baseline list of

directives, arranged in sections from 1 through 12 in consonance with the

construction of the PMP, to provide the identity of directives which require

-an action by the Program Officer. IFor example, security directives which

require an action of the Progrmn Officer are listed within this section and

are referenced to Section 12 (Security) of the PMP.

Coordination. As the singular program management baseline document for use by all

participating agencies and higher-level decision authorities, the PIMP requires a high

degree of coordinacion between the Program Office and Air Force commands. Much

of the content of the PMP is prepared by appropriate commands such as AFLC

(Section 9. Logistics), the using command (Section 7. Operations), or Air Training

Command (Section 11. Personnel Training), requiring the coordination of the Program

Office and the responsible commands. Further coordination is required in the inte-

gration of time-phased tasks and resources requirements contained in the PMP. The

degree of coordination involved in producing an effective, viable PMP depends upon the

size of the program, the complexity of the program and the PMP required for the

program, the number of agencies participating in the acquisition program and the
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interfaces which evolve and are identified in the planning, compilation and implementa-

tion of the PMP. Coordination is normally accomplished between the Program Office

and participating agencies through the representatives of participating agencies

assigned to the Program Office and through the exercise of command/agency focal

points established to effect coordination with the Program Office.

PNIP Inputs and Outputs.

a. Inputs - The management plan requirements, as defined and outlined in

Attachment 5, AFSCP 800-3; "A Guide For Program Management" determine

the input requirements of the PMP. Such inputs must be in consonance with

the Development Concept Paper (DCP), the Program 'Management Directive

(PMD), and with command supplements to the PIAD for the program.

b. Outputs - The PIMP influences the following:

(1) The identification of tasks, responsibilities and resources and the

identification .nd scheduling of integrated time-phased actions required

of participants in the acquisition program.

(2) The degree of program acceptance at the key decision milestones in the

acquisition process.

(3) All activities involved in the '.alidation, development, production and

deployment phases of the acquisition cycle.

(4) The planning and conduct of DT&E and IOT&E, the establishment of test

objectives which respond ta critical questions and issues, and the re-

porting of test results.

Reference. AFSCP 800-3 dated 14 May 1971, subject: "A Guide For Program

Management."
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9. THE TEST DIRECTIVE FOR OT&E

Broad Defiidtion. The Headquarters Air Force Test Directive is a formal document,

normally in the form of an official letter or electrically transmitted message which

authorizes, directs, and provides the basic information necossary for the planting,

__ execution, support and reporting ot an OT&E program. The toerm test directive In-

cludes the specific documents in the evolution of the test directive which are:

a. The Initial lest Directive - A IIQ USAF directive that initiates, for planning

purposes, kn IOT&E project. Sufficient authority and information is con-

veyed in this interim directive to form an initial test team and to develop the

test design and Test Plan. "The Initial Test Directive may be the PIVID or a

document identified specifically as the Initial Test Directive which is used in

lieu of or in conjunction with a PMD to initiate test planning.

b. The Draft Test Directive. A document produced by AFTEC for submission

to IIQ USAF for review, ,q)proval, and upon approval, publication and dis-

.Lominatiun as the I[Q USAI' Test Directive. The draft Test Directive is an

exl)ansion of the Initial Test Directive (or the PMD which served as the Initial

Test Directive).

c. HQ USAF Test Directive. A final Test Directive which authorizes and directs

the plant.nng, execution, and reporting of am OT&E program. It also is aL tasking document, requiring major commands to provide the required

resources for an OT&E project assigned to AFTEC. The principal use of the

'rest Directive is to outline the purpose of the test, establish schedules, task

participants, provide direction and guidance, and convey specific O'&E test

direction that was not fully defined at the PMI) issue date.

Relationshipo.Systenm Acquisition Cycle. The relationship of the Teat l)iructive to

phases of the acqusition cycle is generally as follows:

a. For IOT&E

(1) The Initial Test Directive, which may be either a PMD or a letter or

message-type document used for planning purposes, is promulgated as
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early as is practicable in the acquisition process. The basis for the

Initial Test Directive is the identification of critical questions and issues

and the early inputs provided by AFTEC concerning OT&E requirements

for the system, including the test schedule, resource estimate and draft

test design.

(2) The Draft Test Directive is prepared by AFTEC subsequent to the

issuance of the Initial. Test Directive and is associated with either the

validation phase or the early full-scale development phase.

(3) The IIQ USAF (final) Test Directive is issued in sufficient time to permit
detailed 1OT&E planning and the conduct of IOT&,E prior to the production

decision (DSARC III). These considerations dictate that the document

be issued in the validation phas or early in the full-scale development

phase, and in any case, as soor as practicable following the coordination

and approval of the Draft rest Directive at the HQ USAF level.

b. For FOT&E. The Test Directive f'r J'OT&E is normally produced in the

production and deployment phase. in some instance:; during an acquisition

process L requirement may be foreseen for tho conduct of FOT&E in the

early production and deployment phase. In such Instances an Initial Tost

Directive for FOT&E may be issued prior to the production decision in the

full-scale do-velopment phase.

Originator. -Me AF/XOOW\ Project Officer, under the direction cf the Deputy Director

for Operational Test and Evaluation, Director for Operations, has the overall respon-

sibility for the preparation, coordir ation, publication and distribution of USAF Test

Directives for OT&E. In practice, the Project Officer prepares the Initial Test

Directive utilizing inputs provided by AFTEC. For the IIQ USAF (final) Test Directive,

the Projogct Office cocrdinatus tho Draft Test Directive (prepared by AFTEC) uong
the Air Staff, performs the Air Staff functions for approval advocacy, and publishes

and distibutes the document ,ter approval.
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Purpose. The Test Directive identifies and tasks participants, identifies resources,

provides authority, direction, guidance, essential command interface responbilitiu ,

the rationale for, and baseline information concerning the planning, conduct, and

reporting of OT&E The Test Directive is the authority and basis for implementing

documents (the Project Order and the Project Plan) prepared by the major command

tasked with conducting the OT&E.

Content. The level of detail contained in the Test Directive shall be appropriate for

the needs of the specific program. There is no firmly prescribed format; however, a

format and basic paragraph content is provided for use as a guide. This format and

guidance is set foth in Attachment 1 to AF/XOOWD Deputy Director for Operational

Test and Evaluation Operating Instructions (DD01) No. 10-12; subject "Test

Directives", dated 5 April 1973 which contains the following:

Para. It Heading Content

1. Title/Project Number a. Nickname (approved by AF/XOOWB) or

descriptive words for title.

b. Project number (e.g. AFOTE/SAC/74/

08) identifies test as a HQUSAF OT&RE

project to be conducted by the Strategic Air

Command and is the eighth OT&E Test

Directive issued by HQUSAF in FY 1974.

2. Backgrodnd a. Provides historical basis for the

initiation of the 'rest Directive.

b. Includes significant facts, events,

dates which led to the test requirement.

3. Purpose Provides overall purpose or require -

ment of the test, for example: operational

deficiency, need for modification, now ro-

quirement for test data, documentation to

support a solution, proposal or decision, etc.
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Para. It Heading Content

4. Concept of Operations a. Describes overall intent of the test.

b. Provides additional clarification of the

purpose of the test.

c. Identifies test and relationship of test

to other testing.

*d. Indicates number and type of test

articles involved.

e. Describes overall tactics and tech-

niques to'be evaluated.

f. Maintenance and logistic support con-

cept.

g. Expected test. duration

h. Special support personnel and other

resources required.

5. Test Objectives a. Includes questions/issues to be

addressed.

b. States and defines specific test
objectives.

c. Considers needs, requirements and

special interest oi the user as well as

e)ected hostile environment.

d. Ensures that test objectives are in

compliance with AFR 80-14, DODD 5000.3,

and AF-HDI 800-2.
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Para. It Heading Content

6. Description of Test a. Provides test Items descriptions, in-

Items eluding unique featuros that sot it q,)art

from other similar items.

b. For aircraft, provides performance

data from previous testing, if relevant.

7. Specal Planning a. Special or peculiar facts established

during the validation of the test require-

ment.

b. Special concepts, tactics and tech-

niques to be employed.

c. Operating conditions relating to the

requirement for test.

d. All relevant matters not included else-

where in the Test Directive.

8. Participating a. Lists all agencies, organizations, and

Agencies and contractors who will participate in vr sup-

Responsibilities port the test.

b. Defines responsibilities of participants.

9. General Project a. Provides USAF Precedence Rating.

Requirements b. Specifics authority to release test in-

formation and provides security guidance

and direction.

10. Milestone Schedule Identifies milestone events and pro-

posed date for each event.
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Para. It leading Content

11. Reports Provides guidance and direction for

preparation, format, coordinatioi. and

distribution of interim and final reports

and as appropriate, the AFTEC/CC Sum-

mary Report.

12. HQ USAP Project Lists the Air Staff Project Officer by

Officer name, rank, office symbol, security

clearance, telephone number, and mailing

address.

13. Distribution List Includes test participants and informa-

tion addressees as appropriate. When the

Test Directive is in letter form, this will be
the last page.

Distribution of Test Directives. The determination of distribution requirements is the

responsibility of the Air Staff Project Officer. The Test Directive will be i)rovided to

each participant (including contractors) in the test, and to each command or agency

having a supervisory responsibility or monitoring interest.

-Coordination. The coordination of the Test Directive is the responsibility of AFTEC

and the Air Staff Project Officer. Coordination may be categorized as:

a. Coordination to validate the testing requirement.

b. Coordination to conduct preliminary planning.

c. Coordinatior. to identify and allocate test resources.

d. Coordin'tion in the preparation of the Tost Directive, and

e. Air Staff coordination.

(1) Validating the test requirements. To the extent required, the indications

that a test is needed will be studied and analyzed and previous efforts to
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collect data of the type desired and the results of such efforts will be

reviewed. Other factors in the validation of the requirement involve

coordination between AFTEC and the Air Staff Project Office, the user

command, and others as required to determine other data requilements

that might be satisfied by the test; the review of available data to preclude

duplication; and the review of interrelationships in the system, mission,

environmental factors, enemy capabilities and tactics, and htuman factors

relevant to the proposed test and the requiremeixt for data.

(2) Prelhminary plnning. This portion of test advocacy requires the coordi-

naticn of the Air Staff Project Officer, AFTEC and the user command in

the preparation of a preliminary plan (based on the validation of the test

requirement and the overall test purpose) which identifies critical ques-

tions and issues and defines test objectives, prescribes the necessary

test environment and test milestones, a.d establishes data requirements

and the priority of the test in relation to other programs.

(3) Identification and Allocation of Resources. This element of coordination

conducted by A I.rEC involves the determination of where, when, and by

whom the test can be conducted and the lmown limitations in facilities and

resources.

(4) Preparation of the Test Directive. The preparation of the draft directive

by AFTEC requires the integration of the validated test requirement,

prcUminary planning, and resource considerations into the draft formal

rest Directive and the coordination of tho draft directive with the Air

Staff Project Office, participating commands, contractors, and agencies

to ensure that responsibilitics assigned for conducting and supporting tle

test are understood by all parties, are concurred in, and are feasible.

For Joint rests, this latter coordination is especially important, and

shall result in a formal letter or Memorandum 3f Agreement between the

Air rorce and the participating Services/agencies. This formal agree-

ment is appropriate for inclusion in the Test Directive.
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(5) Air Staff Coordination. Prior to issue, Test Directives must be approved

by the Deputy Director for OT&E. Letters/Memorandum of Agreement

and Joint Test Directives will normally be approved by the Assistant for

OT&E.

Test Directive Inputs and Outputs. Influences which effect the Test Directive are:

a. Input Influences:

(1) The identification of critical question/issues, the requirement for

responsive data, and the significance and urgency of the resulting

management decision.

(2) The availability of test resources and technology required to produce the

desired data.

b. The influences resulting from the Test Directive are:

(1) The preparation of implementing directives (Project Order and Project

Plan) within the major command assigned responsibility for the conduct

of O"&E.

(2) The initiation of actions by all participating commands, contractors and

agencies resulting in the planning, conducting and reporting of the pre-

scribed Operational Test and Evaluation with objectives as stated in the

Test Directive.

References.

a. HQ USAF Deputy Director Operating Instruction (DDOI) No. 10-2; subject:

"Test Directives", dated 5 April 19173.

b. Annex D, USAF Program Action Directive 74-1; Operations, dated 15

January 1974.
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I' Addendum. For command-initiated OT&E projects, a HQ USAF Test Directive is not

issued. In such cases, the Project Order, prepared and issued by the HQ of the major

command initiating the OT&E project, is the authoritative basic document for the

planning, executing, supporting and reporting of OT&E. While Pot universally pre-

scribed, the contents of the Project Order will generally conform to the Test Direc-

tive contents described herein, as will the coordination r, -t, influences, and other

matters modified as required to the specific requirements C the major command con-

ducting the OT&E project.

For categories of OT&E other than command-initiated OT&E projects (such as

AFTEC conducted OT&E projects, AFTEC conducted Joint OT&E Tests and command

conducted OT&E, projects), a HQ USAF Test Directive is issued which is the authorita-

tive basic document for planning, executing, supporting and reporting OT&E. In such

cases, the Project Order is a document which, at the major command level, imple-

ments the HQ USAI. Test Directive.

Project Orders are distributed as prescribed by the major command to include

distribution (for information only) to AFTEC.
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Appendix B

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE OT&E INTERESTS

1. PURPOSE

A recurring theme throughout this manual is that OT&E is not an end in itself but

rather is a systematic means of providing needed answers for the achievement of

higher purposes. Fundamentally, USAF OT &E assists in providing an improved USAF

mission performance posture which in turn supports the overall mission of the

Department of Defense, Because of these facts, the role of the Office of the Secretary

of Defense in OT&E is important to understand. The purpose of this Appendix is to

summarize that role.

2. AUTIIORI'Y

Weapon System acquisition and improvements to the existing inventory are normally

thought of in the context of Research and Development Test and Evaluation (RDT&E).

In this regard, the authorities and responsibilities vested in the Secretary of Defense

by the National Security Act of 1947 (as amended) are unique:

"... to eliminate unnecessary duplication in the Department of

Defense, and particularly in the field of research and engineering --

its overall direction and control (is vested) in the Secretary of Defense".

A later strengthening of the intent of Congress was the passage of the Defense Re-

organization Act of 1958 in which the Office of the Director of Defense Reseal ch and

Engineering was established as a key element of the Office of the Secretary oz Defense.

3. ORGANIZATION

a. DDR&E - The Director of Defense Research and Engineering is the principal

adviser ,aid staff assistant to the Secretary of Defense in the fields of

scientific and teclnical matters; basic and applied research; research,

development, test, and evaluation of weapons, weapon systems, and defense

nmateriel; and design and engineering for suitability, producibility, reliability,
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maintainability; and environmental services. He supervises all research

and engineering activities in the Department of Defense.

(1) WSEG - An important organization that supports the DDR&E in the

particular area of the concern of this manual is the Weapons Syrstom

Evaluation Group. The WSEG provides the Department of Defense with

operational analyses and evaluations. The Group functions under the

administrative direction of the Director of Defense Research and

Engineering and performs studies for the Joint Chiefs of Sta.ff, the

Director of Defense Resea-ch and Engineering, and other elements of

the Oifice of the Secretary of Defense.

(2) DD(T ,E) - To get us closer to the OT&E interests of the OSD we must

introduce a key Deputy of the DDR&E. He is the Deputy Director for

Test and Evaluation. The DD(.&ER) has the following responsibilities:

(a) Across-the-board responsibilities for test and evaluation in the

Department of Defense. Review test and evaluation policies and

procedures of the DOD and the Military Departments and recommend

changes as appropriate.

(b) Monitor closely test and evaluation prograns conducted by the

Services for DSARC progruns and such other programs as he

believes necessary throughout the entire testing cycle. Report to

the DSARC and directly to DepSecDef his assessment as to the

adequacy of the list of critical issues and problems to be attacked

by test and evaluation and the schedule of test milestones, and

report at Milestone III (the time of decision regarding full scale

procurement of a system) to the DSARC and to the DcpSecDcf his

independent recommendation.

(c) Insuring timely OT&E is accomplished with operational personnel in

as realistic an operating environment as possible and, where prac-

1ical, using pilot or early production items.
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(d) Requesting Service test plans and test results as may be required to

accomplish the above as early as such plans are developed by the

Services and needed by DT&E.

(e) Initiating and coordinate appropriate joint testing.

) Overseeing the evaluation of foreign systems for possible DOD use.

(g) Administering for OSD its responsibility for the national and major

Service ranges.

Other elements of the OSD that are heavily influential in the veapon system acquisition

cycle (and thus directly and indirectly associated with Test and Evaluation) include:

b. Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) - The Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Comptroller) advises and assists the Secretary of Defense in the

performance of the Secretary's programming, budgetary, and fiscal functions

and organizational and administrative matters pertaining to these functions;

provides for the design and installation of resource management systems

throughout DOD; and collects, analyzes and reports resource management

informat'on for the Secretary of Defense and, as required, for the Office of

Management and Budget, the Congress, the General Accounting Office, and

other agencies outside of DOD. He supervises, directs, and reviews the

preparation and execution of the DOD budget and administers services per-

taining to automatic data processing and central data services.

c. Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) - The Assistant

Secretary of Defense (Installations and Logistics) is the principal staff assis-

tant to the Secretary of Defense in the fields of material requirements; produc-

tion planning and scheduling; ,,quisition, inventory management, storage,

maintenance, distribution, movement, and disposal of materiel, supplies,

tools, and equipment; small business matters; transportation, petroleum, and

other logistical services; supply cataloging, standardization, and quality con-

trol; commercial and industrial activities and facilities; military construction,

including Reserve Forces facilities; family housing; real estate and real.

property, including general purpose space; and industrial relations. He is also

responsible for assessing the vulnerability of resources to attack dunage and

for international civil emergency planning.
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d. Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation) - The

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Program Analysis and Evaluation) reviews,

for the Secretary of Defense, quantitative requirements including forces,

weapon systems, equipment, personnel, and nuclear weapons; assists the

Secretary in tne initiation, monitoring, guiding, and reviewing of require-

ments studies and cost-effectiveness studies; encourages the use of the best

analytical methods throughout the DOD; and conducts or participates in

special studies as directed by the Secretary of Defense.

4. KEY OSD ASPECTS IN SYSTEM ACQUISITION

Without belaboring the details of the current process of acquisition of major weapon

systems at least two aspects of this process need be cited here as being key.

The first is a document known as a Development Concept Paper which is basic to the

process.

The DCr is prepared to pull together and establish agreement on the issues and con-

siderations which should go into SECDEF's go no-go milestone decision. Once

approved by SECDEF, the DCP constitutes a "contract" between the Secretary of

Defense and the Se.:vice for the decentralized management of the program, and also

serves as a concise statement of program rationale.

The DCP, including all appendices, is held to a concise 20-page limit to keep it to a

length that can be read and assimilated by busy high-level officials, including the

Secretary of Defense.

Each DCP is tailored to both the program and the decision fo which it is prepared,

thus each is to soae extent unique. However, most cover the following subjects:

* The decision the Secretary is being asked to make

• The alternatives which should be considered in reaching this decision

* The reasons for having the program, i. e. , the threat or other condition which

constitutes the "demand" for the program.

" Business/M1anagement plan for carrying out the program
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0 Projected costs

* Risks and measures for dealing with them

* The limits of the grant of authority from SECDEF to the Service to manage

the program. Thresholds are normally set on costs, schedule, particularly

for program milestones, and demonstrations of performance.

* Test and evaluation

Before introdcing the second key aspect it will be constructive at this point to

digress and discuss Test and Evaluation to assure a common understanding. This

point is chosen for this discussion because immediately above it is noted that the all

important DCP requires a section on T&E.

\ile the terms "test" and "evaluation" are most often lound together, they actually

denote clearly distinguishable functions. "Test" denotes the actual testing of hardware/

software - models, prototypes, production equipment, computer programs - to obtain

data of value in developing new capabilities, managing the process, or in making

decisions on the allocation of resources. "Evaluation" denotes the process whereby

data is logically assembled and analyzed to aid in making systematic decisions.

T&E is the deliberate and rationa] generation of data concerning the naLure of the

en.crging system and the creation of information useful to the technical and managerial

personnel controlling development. In the broad sense, T&E may be defined as all phys-

ical testing ,d experimentation and related analyses performed during the course of

the research, devolopment, introduction and employment of a weapon system or sub-

system. T&E is continuous throughout the system's entire life although it has various

labels on it at different times and different purposes under these labels. For example

there is Development T&E and Operational T&E which in turn is divided into Initial

OT&E and Follow-on OT&E, Joint T&E as well as others. Again, these differences

arc covered in detail elsewhere and will not be treated here.
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The second key aspect to the acquisition process is a formally established group

lmown as the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council. The DSARC membership

includes those SECDEF staff officers cited above (the DDR&E, the ASD (Comptroller),

the ASD (Installations and Logistics) and the ASD (Progran Analysis and Evaluation).

The Deputy SECDEF is a frequent participant in DSARC sessions.

5. BACKGROUND AND CURRENT INFORMATION

Soie bac!--round n the OSD current high intcrest in Test and Evaluation including

Op.eratoral T&E is valuable.

The wjapon system acquisition procedures that evolved in the decade of the Sixties

had several problems. Funds for testing were often neither aiequate not properly

"fenced" to protect them from diversion to other uses. Test results w.re tius seldom

of good or sufficient quantity or quality or timely enough to really influence decisions

on major program. Thus, costly mistakes and debilitating controversies often occurred.

Efforts started in the late Sixties to correct these problems were accelerated by the

Report of the Blue Ribbon Defense Panel of July 1970. Although the recommendations

of the BRDP were not implemented to the letter they were, in fact, implemented in

their intent.

In his memo of 11 February 1971, "Conduct of Operational Test and Evaluation,"

Deputy Secretary of Defense Packard wrote: (emphasis added)

"Although each Service now has a somewhat different way o organizing for

operational test and evaluation, it is apparent to me that this function can best

be performed by an agency %%hich is separate and distinct from the developing

command and whiTh reports the results of its test and evaluation efforts directly

to the Chief of the Service. Moreover, within the Service headquarters staff,

there needs to be an office with a clear OT&E i"'.ntification to provide staff

assistance direetly to the Service Chief and to provide a headquarters focal

point for the independent OT&E field agency. Thus, at the completion of

Operational Service Testing in the Army, OPEVAL in the Navy, and Cat III

testing in the Air Force, I would expect that the respective Service Chiefs
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would have a clear picture of the operational suitability of a weapon ,-ystem for

Service use, to include its principal deficiencies and limitations and tne corrective

actions required prior to full-scale introduction into the force. Accordingly, each

Service is requested to restructure its organization for OT &E along the lines specified

above.

"As a second step, I am establishing a Deputy Direct.r for Test and Evaluation

within ODDR &E with across the board responsibilities for OSO in test and evaluation

matters. This office will review and approve test and evaluaton plans prepared by the

Services and will i.rovide an assessment of results obtained."

Prior to the establishment of the ODD (T&E) the ODDR&E was not completely without

some OT&kE influence. An Assistant Director for OT&E was established in 1966. This

office became part of the ODD(T&E). D-,rther, an Assistant Director for Ranges and

Space Ground Support was established - 1960. This office had the ODDR&E - staff

level and responsibility for the major DoD Test Ranges. Similarly, the OAD(RSGS)

(with a new function of providing targets) became a part of the ODD(T&E). The evolu-,
tion resulted in thp. current structure of the ODD (T&E).

l SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR, {

DEFENSE RESEARCH AND ENG IINE ERINGI

AO(OT&E) DEPUTY 01RECrOR /

TEST AND EVALUATION

ASITN IETRASSIST ANT DIRECTOR ASSiSTANT DIRECTOR

TACTICAL SYSTFMS STRATEGIC AND SUPPORT TEST RESOURCES
TEST 8 EVALUATION SYS. 'TEST & EVALUATION

" AlRCRAFrSYSTEMS e 0FENSIVE SYSTEMS * TEST CENTERS
" TACTICAL MISSILES * DEFENSIVE SYSTEMS o TEST RANGES
" COMBAT vrHICLES/ * AIRLIFT & SEALIFT * TARGETS

WEAPONS * SrTRATEGICCOMMArJD&
* SURFACE & SUBSUR. LONTROL

FACE (NAVY)
" TACTICAL COMMAND &

CONTROL

FIgrure B3-1. Structure for OT&E within ObI)
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As the Defense Department worked to improve its OT&E posture, the Congress

also took an important step.

The Armed Forces Appropriation Authorization Act for FY 1972 (Public Law

92-156) included a Section 506 which stated (in part):

"(a) Beginning with 1972, the Secretary of Defense shall submit to the Congress

each calendar year, at the same time the President submits the Budget to

the Congress, a written report rcgarding development and procurement

schedules for each weapon system for which fund authorization is required

and for which any funds for procurement are requested in such budget.

Beginning with the calendar year 1973, there shall be included in the

report data on operational testing and evaluation for each such weapon

system for which funds for procurement are requested.

(b) Any rcp )rt required to be submitted under this section, shall include de-

tailed and summarized information with respect to each weapon system

covered by such report, and shall specifically include, but shall not be

limited to--

(1) To the extent required by the second sentence of subsection (a) of this

section, the results of all operational testing and evaluation up to the

time of the submission of the report, or, if operational testing and

evaluation has not been conducted, a statement of the reasons therefor

and the results of such other testing and evaluation as has been con-

ducted. "

The important thing to note regarding Section 506 is that if a good story cannot

be told about OT&E on any given system no Procurement Funds will be authorized

and appropriated. This excellent and not exactly subtle incentive caused many to

become very interested in OT&E.

The steps taken by the Military Departments to improve their 0T&4 potiturte

.are detailed in subsequent sections of this mwnual.
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Several powerful and effective tools have been provided to the DD (I' &E) that enable

him to carry out his responsibilitios. Doi) MlIre1, li'v m00l. ', " aVo d VV \ n',Miom"

(January 1973) is really the possession of h& 0)('&E). It is his ehai'lt z11d authority

to act. It states the policy framtework within which he functions and upon which ll

IMilitary l)epartanent regulatory documents on T&E (e.g., AFR 80-14) are based. IIt

is thus the cornerstore of all T&E carried out in the entire Department of Defense

(including its component Departments of Army, Navy and Air Force). It is "must"

reading for all who are associated with DoD T&E.

A further tool is a separate and distinct appropriation of funds directly to him for his

control and appor.ionment to the various programs and uses that he cited in his re-

quest to the Congress for the funds. These funds are contained in Program Element

65804D. They are from the overall Research Development Test and Evaluation

Appropriation and thus have the flexibilities associated with the RDT &E Program.

The annual sum has historically been between $25-30 million.

Joint Testing - Recall che earlier listing of the responsibilities of the DDT&E)--

specifically he is to "initiate and coordinate appropriate joint testing". Now, when

the DD(T&E) recognizes a need and after due study, discussion, and coordination, he

causes a joint test to be directed on two or all of the Military Departments (as partici-

pants) somebody has to have the money to pay for the test costs. It is somewhat

impractical, to say nothing of being a source of irritation, to designate one of the

Departments to "cough up the money". Thus, 65804D funds are, for the most part,

designated to pay these costs--at least the "unique" or "test peculiar" costs. The

participating departments do absorb the costs of their manpower and other not easily

specifically identifiable costs (O&M for participating aircraft for example). By

providing funds it is also easier for the DD(T&E) to maintain control of the tests.

Several such joint te!,ts have been and are currently being conducted. Examples

include:

a. The Joint Electronic Warfare Test: With the Navy as the designated Execu-

tive Agent, this test is to provide information on electronic warfare tactics,

teclmiqres and equipment effectiveness under realistic operational conditions.
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b. The Hit Probability Joint Test: Here the Army is executive. The tests are

to provide an empirical basis for predicting U. S. aircraft attrition in future

tactical engagements. The data obtained will modify and give greater confi-

dence to attrition prediction models which have never been validated by actual

measured data.

Others, simply by title are:

c. Laser Weapons Joint Test

d. Laser Guided Weapon Countermeasures Joint Test

e. Airborne Target Acquisition Joint Test

f. Close Air Support Command & Control Joint Test

g. Radar Bombing Accuracy Joint Test

h. Air to Air Weapons Joint Test

i. Aircraft Survivability Joint Test

Although the bulk of the funds appropriated to the DD (T&E) Appropriation is used to

support joint tests other uses can be cited. For example certain T&E related studies

have been (lone, a 'level-of-effort" consultant service is obtained from one or more

FCRC houses, certain "get-well" money was provided to each Military Department

early in this OT&E resurgence era, and fuds for studies associated with the definition

of the Continental Operations Range were provided to the Air Force.

Other Involved OSD Elements - OSD interests in OT&E, as noted earlier, are also

held by offices other than the ODDR&E/ODD c'&E). For example the basic policy

memorandum (15 Nov 72 Memorandum for Assistant Secretaries of the Military

Department's/'(Financial Management) from the Assistant Secretary of Defense,

Subject: "Congressional Data Sheets Required by Section 506, PL 92-156, in support

of the FY 1974 Authorization and Budget Requests") that implemented Section 506 of

PL 92-156 was i-,sued by the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Comptroller. This

memo expanded the words of Section 506 to the point where it is possible to prepare
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a "check list" to assure compliance with the Congressional requirement for OT&E

information. The topics to be addressed are:

a. Narrative on OT&E accomplished to date.

b. Addition:-] OT&E to be accomplished prior to program budget year major

production cGntract award.

c. Where aplicable, why the IOT&E required by current DOD Policy will

not have been completed by that date.

d. Summary description.

e. Schedule.

f. IOT&E/FOT&E results to date.

,. Degree of similarity between item tested and item to be procured.

h. Major subsystems not included in the testing.

i. Agency responsible for OT&E.

j. State whether an independent or combined test.

k. Location where conducted.

1. T--e of personnel who operated and maintained the item during test.

in. Major discrepancies.

n. Remedial action to be/or taken.

0. Planned retesting/schedule.

p. Maintainability/reliability comments.

q. Identify IOT&E not accomplished prior to production contract decision,

with explanation.

r. Germane operational experience applicable to itcm operational 8ultability/

effectiveness.
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Still another step taken under the aegis of the ASD (C) was the issuance of a

new funding policy for the various elements of the DoD Test and Evaluation Facility

Base. (The TEFB and its 26 elements is discussed elsewhere in this manual). All

26 elements do not come under the new policy. Those omitted were considered to

provide services only to their parent Military Department and thus the choice of a

method of fundirg was left to the applicable department.

The policy basicafly requires a user of the range, test facility or test center

to pay for the direct costs ascribed to its use. All other costs of maintaining,

operating, developing and retaining a modern, viable capability for test support

is provided to the range, test facility or test center directly as an institutional fund.

This policy is specifically mentioned to warn the Test Director reader of

this manual to specifically investigate the funding procedures of any such place

he may plan to us-) well in advance of his planned use. If this is neglected it is

easily conceivable that an unplanned expense could manifest itself in a highly

embarrassing fashion when a "range use" bill is presented.

Recall the DSARC discussion above and the members of that body. On each

major program thie DSARC must meet at least three times. These meetings occur

between each of th. prescribed phases of the Acquisition Cycle as follows:

Conceptual Phase
DSARC I

Validation Phase
DSARC II

Full Scale Development Phase
DSARC III

Production & Deployment Phase

Since meetings I and II are largely concerned with development of the system

they are more the province of the DDR&E. Thus, he chairs those sessions. Meet-

ing III however, is where the big step is taken that commits the DoD to the spending

of large amounts of money for production of N-units of the system. In fact, to

even qualify for DSARC attention at all the predicted production costs must be at

least $200 million. DSARC III is chaired by the Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Installations and Logistics).
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The ASD(I&L) is, of course, very concerned about the OT&E performed in

connection with all such major acquisitions. It is at DSARC III where the OT&E

stops being "Initial" =d becomes "Follow-on". Thus the ASI)(I&I,) is the key

figure at this point in the acquisition cycle.

A reference back to the responsibilities of the AS)(l&L) cited earlier shows lie

is concerned about such matters as system maintenance, supplies, tools, and other

logistic functions. All of those must be tested (and evaluated) "with operational per-

sonnel in as realistic an operating environment as possible"--and this is indeed OT&E.

Finally, we must talk about the OT &E interests of one other OSD official not previously

mentioned. This is the Director for Telecommunications and Command & Control Systems,

This Director (who reports directly to the SECDEF) was, in the past, titled Assistant

Secretary.

Note the previously given organization of the ODD (T&E). The areas of concern of each

of the Assistant Directors are listed under each AD box. Communication systems are

not mentioned.

The Director, TCCS has total cognizance over the systems (primarily communications)

hc is ' , ,sible for including development and test and evaluation. There is, of

course, significant coordination and interface between the Director and the DD(TP&E).

Fundamentally however, the Director is the responsible party when it comes to

OT&E of such systems.

6. SUMMARY

In summary the Secretary of Defense, his )eputy, his Director of Research and Engi-

nering and his Assistants for Comptroller (functions), Installations and Logistics,

Program Analysis & Evaluation and his )irector for Telecommunications and Coni-

nmud & Control b3,stems all are highly concerned about OT&E and thus exert major

influence on its conduct. The key mn is the DD(T&E). The policies and procedures

regarding OT&E coming from the office of the SECDEF must be read, understood and

complied with. In io doing the fundanental and higher p)urpose of OT&E of assisting in

,an improved defense posture is served.
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Appendix C

ARMY OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION - AN OVERVIEW

1. INDEPENDENT TEST AGENCY FOR OT&E

01 EA. The U.S. Army Operational 'lest and Evaluation Agency (OTEA), a Field

Operating Agency (FOA) reporting directly to the Chief of Staff of the Army, is the
A.rnn' independent test agency for operational test and evaluation (OT&E). OTEA is

located on North Post, Fort Belvoir, Virginia.

2. BACKGROUND

Pre-OTEA Testing. P :..g the period 1962-1971, the testing of systems and equip-

ment under development and in-process of acquisition by the Army \was accomplished

almost totally within the Army Material Command (AMC). Within AMC the "material

du eloper," a Project Manager or equivalent conducted Engineering Development

"lest3 (EDT), R&D Acceptance Tests (RDAT) and similar development tests. The

local point for test activity within AM\IC was (and for DT&E continues to be) Test Com-

Ilidnd (rECOM), which is independent of the material d~veloper, but under the cuminrd

ot A\NIC. TECOM employed both Engineering Tests (ET) and Service Tests (ST) in the

LAtbting and evaluation of systems and equipments. ETs were conducted by TECOM to

t1.tu tmine if systems met the material need. STs examined the human interface \ith

the b btem, \%ere operational testing oriented, and were conducted .\ithin AMC under

the appropriate Board (artillery, infantry, aviation, armor, engineer, air defense,

,irborne and communications) at a test center. These tests employed typical user

Lioups in a tactical unkironment and generall possessed many of the characteristics

vl prubnt day OT&E. Service tests conducted in this era had certain disadvantages,

uvc\cr. These tests were often conducted after the management decision to produce

', a. emerging bsstem/equipment in nunbers, and even after the deployment for Arm)

puieational use. Such testing was funded by the developer, was subject to cost-cutting,

and was not independent of the influence of the developer.
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Commencing with the Deputy Secretary of Defense (DEP SEC DEF) memorandum to

ute military components of the DOD in May 1970, the Department of Defense made

several sweeping policy changes concerning the acquisition of material and the role of

test and evaluation in providing timely information to management on which to base

developnent and acqu isition decisions. Ultimately, these policy changes were formally

set forth in DOD Directives (DODD) 5000.1, "Acquision of Major Systems" and

i)UDI) 5000.3, "est and Evaluation". These directives im)actcd the systems acqui-

simn procedures, test and evaluation practices, and organizations in each military

service, and within the Department of the Army, resulted in significant changes in

policy and organization.

ihe initial response of the Army to the DOD Directives was to attempt to satisfy the

ne% material acquisition and test policies by reorienting the Army acquisition poli-

ces ,nd procedutes to conform to the new DOD directives and relocating some OT&E

responsibilities such as the "Intensified Confirmatory Troop Test" (ICTT) from

'I ECOM to Combat Developments Command (CDC). Other OT&E, such as the

"Lxpanded Service Test" (ESl) remained with TECOM. This location of OT&E fune-

tiow, within an existing command in the Army structure proved to be only n interim

11CCa1.1rc. Before CDC's assigned responsibilities in OT&E' could be fully Imple-

mented, a reorganization of the Army was effected, including the decision to estab-

lmh a truly independent field agency responsible for OT&E. This decision is

iefleeted Ln a Departnm.nt of the Army (DA) Memorandum dated 20 June 1972; subject:

"'Matrial Acquisition Guidelines" which was implemented by a DA Letter of Instruc-

tions (LOI) dated 23 August 1972.

3. FORMATION OF OTEA

On 22 September, 1972, an Army Adjutant General Letter (AGGL) was promulgated,

establishing OTEA with a level of manning at 53 officers, 2 enlisted men, and 65

ci iian personnel. Over the following four months, the O'1 &E responsibilities in

CDC for major and certain non-major systems were transferred to OTEA, with the

retvininig responsibilities in operational testing of nonmajor systems relocated in

the newly organized Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC).
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On 15 January, 1973 OTEA reported having attained the full oerational capability to

prosecute mission- tasks, and functions assigned.

The significant dates in the history of the Operational Test and Evaluation Agency are:

23 August, i972 - Issuance of Department of the Army 1,01 which established

the policies on which OTEA functions are based.

22 September, 1972 - Promulgation of Army Adjutant General Letter which

was formally established OTEA.

15 January, 1973 - OTEA became fully operational.

Mission and Tasks. The mission and functions of OTEA are assigned by Army Regu-

lation (AR) 10-4, "U. S. Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency" and are as

follows:

a. Mission. "The mission of OTEA is to manage all user testing, operational

testing (OT), force development testing and experimentation (FDTE), and

joint user testing directed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD).

b. Specific Tasks. Specific tasks are assigned to OTEA which are summarized
as:

(1) Plan, direct, and evaluate the operational testing of all major and

selected nonmajor systems.

(2) Coordinate the operational testing of other nonmajor systems.

(3) Program and budget the requirements financed under Operations and

Maintenance, Army (OMA), Program 2, and coordinate funding for

requirements to be financed by all other appropriations for assigned

testing.

('1) Manage major and coordinate nonmajor FDTI'E.

(5) Coordinate Army participation in the planning and execution of Joint

OT&E.
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(6) Provide a strong focal point organization at HQDA to keep DA and OSD

fully informed on the Army's OT needs and accomplishment.

c. Assigned ntnctions. OTEA is assigned spocific futctions in the ar a of user

testing. Uisr test ing itieludos 0 pet'itlal 081 ll y. tk 111 ,'iie I l'wvlopillill

Testing and Experimentation (FDTE), and Joint Testing. (See paragraph 4

for an explanation of these terms. ) The functions in user testing set forth

below are assigned to OTEA:

(1) Operational Testing (OT)

(a) (All major and selected nonmajor systems in acquisition) Plan,

program, budget (oridentifybudget requirements, as appropriate),

-chedule OT, prepare an independent evaluation which assesses the

significant operational issues and the adequacy of testing for all such

systems.

(b) (Other nonmajor systems) Manage testing and assist the DA pro-

ponent, when required, in assessing the quality of test plans,

execution, and reports.

(2) Force Development Testing and Experimentation (FDTE)

(a) (All major FDTE) Manage testing, to include: programming;

budgeting; scheduling; approving test design of selected test plans;

monitoring the conduct and ensuring the quality of testing; providing

a review and evaluation of test results to IIQDA and others as re-

quired. Coordinate the planning, programr.ing, budgeting and sched-

,iling with the Test Schedule and Review Committee (TSARC).

(b) (Othfer nonmajor FDTE) Manage testing and assist the DA staff

proponent as required to assure the quality of test plans, test execu-

tion and reports.
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(3) Joint Testing. Assume test management responsibilities for OSD

sponsored tests involving the Army, to include:

(a) Initial point of contact for the Arms.

(b) ProgTam, hudget (or identify budget requirements, as appropriate).

(c) Schedule and coordinate Army participation.

(d) Recommend to HQDA the Army command or agency to function

as the proponent for doctrinal and technical aspects of Army

participation.

(e) Assist the Army Test Director by providing testing expertise

and budget lanning.

(f) Review, comment on, recommend for approval the overall test plan

(4) Othei Functions Assigned to OTEA. Focal point for DA for the manage-

ment of user tester instrumentation and coordinator of financial planning

and management of all OT, FDTE, and joint and combined testing, to

include:

(a) Preparation and submission of user testing documentation

(including justification) to support development of the Army

Program Objectives Memorandum (POM).

(b) Developing recommended funding levels and mission priorities

f3r DA.

(c) Reviewing, validating, prioritizing and justifying all user test

requirements submitted to DA during the Budget Development

Cycle.

(d) Monitoring and reviewing the utilization of user testing funds

and recommend revisions, as appropriate, based on changes

to missions and priorities.

Command Relationships. The Commanding General OTEA reports to the Chief of

Staff of the Army and has an alternate office in the CSA office to provide the
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headquarters focal point required in response to the Deputy Secretary of Defense

memo of 11 February 1971. Other OTEA relationships are prescribed as follows:

a. OTEA is authorized direct communications and liaison within HQDA and

elsewhere as required in the prosecution of assigned user testing respon-

sibilities.

b. OTEA functions as the Army point of contact for user test matters with

ODDRE (T&E) and OSA.

c. In the tasking of Army commands and agencies in matters concerning user

testing, OTEA prepares the appropriate assignment documents for the CSA

and submits such documentation through the normal chain of command.

4. OTEA INVOLVEIMENT IN THE ACQUISITION CYCLE

Preface. There ar3 significant differences between the military services in the

organization and procedures employed by each in their response to the DOD Directives

concerning material acquisition and testing. For the Air Force reader, these differ-

ences must be identified and explained in order that valid comparisons may be made

for an appreciatiOn of the practices within each Service.

In order to understand OTEA's role, certain characteristics of Army material acqui-

sition and tests are provided as follows:

Army Systems/E'quipmcnt Testing. The testing of Army systems or equipment is

divided into Development Testing (DT) and User Testing, the elements and character-

istics of which are:

a. Development Tests (DT). DT is essentially the same throughout all the military

services. These tests are technical requirements-oriented, managed by the

material developer and conducted throughout the development cycle to deter-

mine primurily the degree to which an item meets performance specifications.

Army DT iL usually conducted in three phases as:

(1) DT I - Conducted in the validation phase to assess technical risks and

suppcrt the request for program transition to the full-scale development

phase.
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(2) DT I - Conducted in the full-scale development phase to resolve or

minimize design risks problems, provide an estimation of the system/

equipment military utility, and support the request for program transi-

tion to limited production (occurring in the latter full-scale development

phase) or when appropriate, full-scale production (the production phase).

(3) DT III - Conducted to ensure that deficiencies observed in DT II are

corrected in production equipment.

b. User Testing. User testing is a generic term encompassing Operational

Testing (OT), Force Development Testing and Experimentation (FDTE),

and Joint Testing.

(1) Operational testing (OT) - OT is the testing of systems in the material

acquisition process by an organization independent of the developer.

As with DT, operational testing is usually conducted in three phases as:

(a) Or I - Conducted in the validation phase usually in combination

with DT 1, to provide an indication of utility and worth to the

user, identify critical operational issues, aid provide information

to support program transition into full-scale development.

(b) O1 II - Utilizes pre-production equipment in troop unit field exer-

cises to examine the resolution of critical operational issues.

Conducted in the full-scale development phase, occasionaily in

combination with DT II.

(c) 01 III - Examines initial production items to ensure that operation-

aily critical issues are resolved and that the item/system is

operationally suitable. Conducted in the full-scale development

phae, separate from DT II.

(Figure C-1 depicts the Army DT and OT testing in thn material acquisi-

tion cycle. This illustration shows the usual combination of DT I and

OT I, the normally separate conduct of DT HI and OT II, and DT II, and

OT 1H, and the phase in which tests are conducted.)
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Conceptual Validation Full Scale Production

Phase Phase Development and
Deployment

DT III

DT I DT 11

OT I OT III Follow-on

OT II OT&E

Initial

Material Experimental Advanced Dev Engr Dev Production Full Scale

Configuration Prototype Prototype Prototype Model Production

Figure C-1. Testing in the Army materiel acquisition cycle

(DT II, OT II, and DT III is conducted on all development items/systems

as a minimum. Non-developmental items normally undergo only DT Ill.)

(2) FDTE - This element of user testing consists of tests ranging from

field experiments (small scope, highly instrumented, high resolution)

to field tests (broad scope, less instrunented, loN% resolution, highly

subjective). FDTE assesses interdependence among doctrine, tactics,

organization and material and often supports the acquisition process.

Its purpose is also to develop or demonstrate the adequacy of doctrinal,

organization training and logistical concepts. FDTE is categorized as

"major" or "minor" and is further subdivided into:

(a) Field experiments

(b) Field tests

(c) User evaluations

(d) Military potential tests
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(3) Joint Tests - An element of user testing conducted to evaluate Army

systzvms or concepts having an interface with or requiring a test envi-

ronment of another Service, or systems or concepts of another Service

which require testing in an Army environment.

5. TIE REQUIREMENTS PROCESS

The degree of OTEA's involvement in the acquisition cycle depends upon whether the

system in acquisition is designated a "major system," "selected nonmajor system"

or "nonmajor system." (Definitions for these terms are provided in this document.)

Within the Department of the Army (DA), as with the Air Force, the Required Opera-

tional Capability (ROC) establi.shes the need for an operational capability. The sub-

mission of the ROC is the first step in the development of a system. The ROC is
submitted to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations (DCSOPS) by the originator.

DCSOPS is responsible for ensuring that the ROC is adequate and for coordinating the

ROC among the Army Staff.

D)CSOPS, in coordination with the Deputy Chief of Staff Research Development and

Acquisition (DCSRDA), will determine whether the system proposed by the ROC is to

be considcrs. -" major system or a nonmio-d-r system. Major systems include not only

those which qualify for a Defense System Acquisition Review Council, but also other

systems, designated as "selected nonmajcr systems," which are critically important

to the Army, are complicated, expensive, ;ontroversial, or which for other reasons

require the involvement of the top management level of the Army.

Major Systems. For major or selected nonmajor systems, DCSOPS is responsible

for processing the ROC for approval, and following approval, setting in motion the

special management policies and procedures reserved for such systems. This

special management effort includes the establishment of a Special Task Force in the

con~ceptual phase which is responsible for producing the draft De-velopment Concept

Paper (DCP), the Concept Formulation Package (which suppor'ts the content of the

DCP), and a Final Report which is provided to the material dveloper (the Project

Manager or equivalent office). The Final Report forms the basis for and contains
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necessary guidance and inputs to the Development Plan (DP), prepared by the Project

Manager. The plan for test and evaluation is contained in the Final Report and when

translated into the DP by the Project Manager, it becomes Section IV of the DP

entitled "Coordinat.d 'rest Program."

Nonmajor Systems. The ROC for a nonmajor system is approved by DCSOPS in

coordination with DCSRDA. In addition, DCSRDA designates the using command or

agency with which the system developer (usually the Army Material Command (AMC))

will coordinate acquisition, including the development, testing, production and de-

ployment and is directly responsible for the General Staff management of the develop-

ment of other than major systems. Prior to authorizing the development (and depend-

ing on the program importance and risks) the DCSRDA may direct the construction of

a Concept Formulation Package and a Development Plan by the material developer,

with assistance as appropriate, by the user, logistician, and test commands and

agencies. Nonmajor acquisition programs are subject to such reviews and controls

as the DCSRDA deems necessary. For nonmajor programs, the decision milestones

are called In Process Reviews (IPfls).

Decision Levels. Figure C-2 depicts the levels of decision for major programs and

nonmajor programs within the Department of the Army.

6. THE ROLE OF OTEA

In the acquisition cycle of major and selected nonmajor systems, OTEA's functions

are shown in Figure C-3 and are reviewed herein in five areas, listed as follows:

a. The OTEA independent evaluation plan.

b. OTEA's participation in the Special Tasl: Force.

c. The Coordinated Test Program.

d. Planning and conduct of field tests.

e. OTEA's independent evaluation.
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Figure C-3. OTEA Actions

The OOA dependent valuation Plan. Upon the assignment of TEsting responsibility

il of a system to OTEA, usually in the conceptual phase of the acquisition cycle, the

SAgency begins to develop thc IhldIpefndent Ivaluzation Plan. TIhis phan serves as a road-

map for all further actions by OTEA, commencing with the OTE'1A participation in the

Special Task Force. The objective of the plan is to documecnt the data sources re-

qjuired for an evaluation of the system's operational effectiveness which is independent

of evaluations of technical effectiveness, cost, and other considerations.

The plan includes ,all OT&E test and coordlination requirements and is initially

developed concurrent with OT RA's participation on the Special Task Force. The

~~pliin is updated as required during the clevelopmnet process.

OTEA's Participation on the Special Task Force. Upon approv'al of the ROC for a

major or selected noajor system, the DA appoints a Special Task Force, an adl hoc

~group o1f experts composed of members from all major commands arod agencies con-

~cerned. OTEA is included for expertise in the area of OT&E. The deliberations of

+ the Task Force. are based on analysis, tests, field experimentation and studies

resulting from DA tasking. Upon determination that the development effort prescribed
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by the ROC is feasible and needed, the Task Force produces three documents which

have key roles in the development effort: the draft Development Concept Paper

(DCP), the Concept Formulation Package (CFP) which supports the content of the

DCP, and a Final Report which is provided to the material developer (the Project

Manager). OTEA representatives on the Task Force provide the list of operational

issues, identify operational test facility and resources requirements and provide the

OT portion of the draft DCP. OTEA also provides the OT inputs to the plan for test

and evaluation in the Final Report.

Normally the Special task Force will be dissolvc-d not later than the completion of

DSARC I (the program decision milestone), at which time the Project Manager will

assume management responsibility for the acquisition of the system.

The Coordinated Test Program (CTP). The Final Report produced by the Task Force

and provided to the Project Manager is the basis for and contains essential elements

of the Development Phu (DP). The DP prescribes the program and schedule for all

further development of the system to include all DTE and OTE requirements. The

DP is prepared in the validation phase by the Project Manager.

OTEA's involvement with the Project Manager (PM) commcnce upon selection of the

PAM at the start of the validation phase at which time the Agency provides the OT&E

input to the Coordinated Test Program (CTP). The CTP (Section IV of the Develop-

ment Plan) is the key management document for establishing the DT and OT to be

vecomplished by the nmaterial developer and the command/agency responsible for OT,

and is the basis for the phning, coordinating, conducting, analyzing, and reporting

of testing in the ,nate'iel acquisition cycle. The functions of OTEA in the CTP are:

a. Preparation of Chapter 2 (operational testing) and costing estimates.

b. The preparation of Outline Test Plans (OTP) for operational tests to be

conducted. (The OT test requirements provided by .he OTEA input to the

Final Report forms the basis for the Outline Test Pians.
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c. The incorporation of all Outline Test Plans of the Coordinated 'Test Program

into the Army Five Year Test Plan.

d. Continual updating of the OT portion of the CTP.

Planning and Conduct of Field Tests. Commencing in the validation phase, OTEA

prepares a test design plan for each operational test within the Coordinated Test Pro-

gram. The test design plans are provided to the testing command prior to the start

of detailed Lest plannig at the test site. In preparing the test design plan, OTEA

utiliCs the OTP's ,and the test support data (such as proposed doctrine, organization,

threat, logistics ptocedures and training plan) provided by supporting commands and

agencies in response to requirements in the Five Year Test Plan. OTEA also effects

coordination of the test design plan with appropriate commands and agencies.

Elements of test planning, other than the basic test design, are prepared by the ad

hoc test directorate formed for a given test. These additional elements includc. test

analysis planning, test evaluation procedure, data collection procedure, an outline of

the test scenario as a part of a larger control plan, personnel planning (requirements

and assignments, including a plan for the test directorate structure), support planning

and the test budget.

In addition to providing the test design plan, OTEA provides a field test team to fill

key positions in the test directorate and Lo organize the test directorate at the est

site. The field test team is assigned to the test directorate for the duration of

planning, conduct, and reporting of the test. OTEA's role in a typical test director-

ate, (shown on page C-15 in Figure C-4) is to furnish 3 to 5 personnel to fill key posi-

Lions such as the Deputy Director for OT, the Chief Analyst, the Chief Data Collector,

and the Chief Controller. TRADOC, -epresenting the user, provides the Deputy Test

Director for Systems Concepts with appropriate assistants in areas of conceptual

expertise. All other positions are filled by the testing command.

For OT conducted by Modern Army Selected S3 stems Tes., Evaluation, and Review

(MASSTER) for OTEA, there are exceptions to the foregoing: (1) MASSTER prepares

the test plans, subject to OTEA approval, and (2) OTEA's participation in the field

testing is usually limited to a monitor/observer team.
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Figure C-4. Typical test directorate organization depicting OTEA involvement

O'f EA's Independent Evaluation. The independent evaluation of operational effective-

ness commences with the OTEA Independent Evaluation Plan in the conceptual stage

of the acquisition cycle. Based on the plan, all data elements and data qources re-

quired to satisfy test objectives are identified and test objectives are continuously

reviewed to ensure that objectives respond to operational issues. The evaluation

utilizes all available information, including the results of development testing.

OTEA's independent evaluation is provided directly to the Army Systems Acquisition

iReview Council (ASARC) and the Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council

(DSARC), as appropriate, to assist in the decisions corcerning the commitment of

resources for full-scale development and limited or full production (ASARC/DSARC

II, 1a, III respectively). OTEA evaluations of nonmajor systems, which involve OT
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planned and conducted by other commands in coordination with the material developer,

is accomplished on a case-by-case basis as directed by the Department of the Army.

7. COMBINED DT&E/IOT&E

During the conceptual phase of a major or selected nonmajol system, the documents

produced by the Special Task Force tentatively determine whether DT&E and IOT&E

(consisting of DT/OT I, II and III) will be conducted as combined tests. This matter is

addressed in summary fashion in the draft Development Concept Paper and in greater

detail in the plan for test and evaluation in the Final Report of the T'ask Force. The

combined test form is further defined in the Coordinated Test Program of the Develop-

ment Plan and gains Army authorization for implementation upon approval of the Out-

line Tes, Plans for testing of material in acquisition and the inclusion of Outline Test

Plans in the official, authoritative document for all Army test programs, the Army

Five Year Test Plan. The influences which drive the decision to combine DT&E and

IOT&E are:

a. The development and operational issues involved.

b. The objectives of both DT&E and IOTE.

c. The availability of prototype equipment.

d. The cost in terms of resources, including time.

As a general rule, these influences dictate a normally combined DT 1OT I; the

occasional combiaation of DT I1IOT II, and rarely, the combining of DT IIL/OT IIL

Objectives and Roles in Combined DT/OT. The following DT/OT tasks depict the

objectives and the roles of both the developing agency and OTEA in the combined

DT&E/IOT&E projects noted above:

a. Task: Combined DTI/OTI (validation phase)

Objectives:

DTI: (1) Demonstrate that technical risks have been identified and

that solutions are in hand.
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(2) Provide the technical data to support the ratification

decis ion.

OTI. (1) To provide an indication of utility and worth to the user.

(2) Refine identified criticai operational issues and seek

new issues to be examined in subsequent testing.

(3) Provide the operational test data to support the independent

evaluation furnished to ASARC 11 for the ratification deci-

sion milestone.

b. Task: Combined DT Il/OT II (full-scale development phase)

Objectives:

DTII: (1) Provide technical data to support the transition of system

development to either low-rate initial production or full-

scale production.

(2) Demonstrate that engineering is essentially complete and

that solutions to all significant design problems are in hand.

OTl: (1) Assess military utllity, operational effectiveness and

operational suitability in a realistic operational environ-

ment.

(2) Provide the operational test data to support the independent

evaluation furnished to ASARC Ha concerning the decision

to initiate either low-rate initial productinn or full-scale

production.

c. Task: Combined DTIII and OTI (full-scale development phase)

Objectives:

DTIII: (1) Validate production items.

(2) Confirm corrective actions for development problems

disclosed in earlier testing.
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(3) Conduct DT&E scheduled for, but not conducted in earlier

development testing.

OTIII (1) Examination of initial production items to ensure that the

system is operationally suitable; that all operationl ly

critical issues have been resolved, and that all benefits

and burdens of the system are identilied.

(2) Provide the operational test data to support the independent

evaluation concerning the ASARC III production decision.

General responsibilities in combined DT/OT

Developing Agency's Role OTEA's Role

Provides test planning and test execution Prepares separate Test Plan, coordi-

baseline. nated with and using DT Test Plan as

the baseline.
Provides test items such as develop-

mental items and system prototypes or Provides Deputy Di rector for T

initial prL'oductio, models. Ensures participation of representative

Primary responsibility for the test user troops.

program. Utilizes data rromi DT, OT a.d other

Provides Deputy Test Director for DT. sources for evaluation.

Coordinates test resources in the Coordinate test resources in the

Coordinated Test Program. Coordinated Test Program.

Prepares separate DT report. Provides separate OT report.

Distributes report in accordance with Provides independent evaluation to the

Table 2 of AR 70-10. decision body for the appropriate de-

cision milestone.

DislribLtes reports in accordance

with Table 2 of AR 70-10.
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Combat Developer's Role

Provides proposed concepts of employment

(doctrine, tactics, technique, organization,

logistical procedures and training).

Defines threat and environment.

Furnishes scenarios

Ensures user's interests are represented.

8. OT&E DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

A review of Army Regulations concerned with operational test and evaluation fails to

reveal a definition for operational test and evaluation per se, or for follow-on opera-

tional test and evatuation.

The Army definitions and objectives concerning OT&E and the sources of definitions

and objectives are provided as followvs:

1a. "Operational Testing - Testing of material systems which is conducted by an

organization independent of the developer. OT is accomplished with repre-

sentative user troops in as realistic an operational environment as possible

to provide data to assess

(1) Military utility, operational effectiveness, and operational suitability

(including compatibility, interoperability, reliability, availability,

maintainability, and integrated logistics support and training require-

ments of new systems).

(2) From the user's viewpoint, the new system's desirability, considering

systems already available and the operational benefits/burdens associ-

ated wit' the new system.

(3) The need for modifications to the system.

(4) The adequacy of doctrine, organization, operating techniques, tactics

and training for its employment and the system for its iainttnance

support." AR 10-.4: "U. S. Army Operationad Test and Evaluation Agency"
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."Operational Evaluation - Tie test and analysis of a specific end item or sys-

tem, so far as practicable under service operating conditions, in order to

determine if quantity production is warranted considering a. the increase in

military effectiveness to be gained, and b. its effectiveness as compared

with currently available items or systems, consideration being given to:

(1) personnel capabilities to maintain and operate the equipment; (2) size,

weight and location considerations; and (3) enemy capabilities in the field.

AR 310-25: "Dictionary of United States Army Terms"

c. OT&E Objectives -

(1) "Operational testing will be conducted to determine if the system is

operationally suitable from a doctrinal, organizational, and tactical

point of view and to collect performance and reliability, availability, and

maintainability (iARM) data for the equipment when in the hands of troops.

Annex A of DAFD-SPY: "Letter .)f Instructions

(LOI) for Implementing the New Material

Acquisition Guidelines" dated 23 Auguist 1972

(2) "(Operational) test and evaluation shall be condUcted throughout the

mate-ial acquisition process to assist in progressively eliminating

acquisition risks and in assessing military worth ......... The goal

is to accomplish required testing of important characteristics before

each decision point and within a maximum of six months from start of

stch testing. "

Annex 11 of DAFD-SDY "Letter of Instruction

(LOI) for Implementing the New Material

Acquisition Guidelines" dated 23 August 1972
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9. THE ARMY ORGANIZATION

A summary view of tha organization of the Army is provided (Ref Figure C-5) fol-

lowed by a more detailed description of the Army organization for tie conduct of user

testing. Also included are the identification of major participants and significant

doeunentation related to the material acquisition process.

Sunmary view. The Secretary of the Army (SA), as civiliui head of the Department

of th Army (DA), is directly responsible to the Secretary of Defense for ,,ll organiza-

tional, administrative, and operational affairs -)f the DA. The principal assistants to

the SA are the Undersecretary and Assistant Secretaries of the Army. The Army

Staff is the military staff of the Department of the Army. The Chief of Staff, Army

acts as agent of the SA and is head of the Arm,- Staff. The Army Staff consists of the

General Staff, the Special Staff, and the Personal Staff.

As the senior Army officer and head of the Army Staff, the Chiei of Staff is the

principal military advisor to the SA. He is responsible for the planning, developing,

execution, review, and aaalysis of all Army programs and activities. A direct line

of coimmand aLthor:ty exLends from the Secretary of th, Army to the Chic" of Staff,

Army.

The General Staff, trider direction of the Chief of Staff, renders professional advice

and assistance to 'ie Secretary of the Aimy and the Assistant Scretaries of the Army,

providing broad guidance, basic policies awt pians. The General Staff also assists

the SA in the preparation and issuance of directives to implement plans and policies

and is responsible for the supervision and execution of such directives.

The Special Staff, under the Chief of Staff consists of the military heads of specialized

functions which ale essentially in support of the General Staff operation, such as the

Adjutant General, the Chief of Engineering, the Surgeon General, etc.

The Chief of Staff, Army exercises control over the Major Army Comnuimds and all

military elements of the Department of the Army such as tEi material developers,

the combat developers, and the active and reserve Army combat and support units.
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Major Army Commands include Forces Command, U.S. Army, Alaska; U.S. Army,

Europe; the U. S. Army Materiel Commandl, and others.

Organization for User Testing. Within the Department of the Army thre prit'ipal

organizations exist to perform the function of user testing. These org'nii.ations arv:

a. OTEA - An Agency under the Chief of Staff, Army charged with the

responsibility for OT&E of major and selected nonmajor systems, for
the management of all OT&E, and for the coordination of FDTE and

joint testing.

b. CDEC - (Combat Development Experimentation Command) - A subordinate

command of Training and Doctrine Command (a Major Army Command),

responsible for the development of concepts and for the conduct of field

experiments involving both OT&E and FDTE. Normally, the OT&E and

FDTE assigned to CDEC involves small scope, highly instrumented,

objective testing.

c. MASSTER - (Modern Army Selected Systems Test Evaluation and Review) -

A subordinate command of Forces Command (a Major Army Command),

charged with planning and conducting OT&E and FDTE and testing con-

cepts invo t ving doctrine, material, organization and training. Normally

the OT&E and FDTE assigned to MASSTER are the larger scope, less

instrumented, subjective-type tests.

The Coordination of the User Testing Effort. The coordination of all user testing

effort is accomplished through a mechanism called the Test Schedule and Review

Committee (TSARC). The TSARC reviews and recommends for approval the proposed

Army Five Year rest Program which is the tasking document tc OTEA, CDEC,

MASSTER, and all other commands and agencies for the conduct of user testing. The
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TSARC is composed of:

CDR OTEA (Chairman), and general officer representative of:

TRADOC CDFC

FORSCOM TECOM

AMC Other Army General/Special Staff, as

DA Staff (R&D, DCSOPS, DCSLOG, required.

Comptroller) Army Commands as appropriate to the

MASSTER level of involvement.

Functions. The TSARC functions are:

a. Convenes twice each year (June, December) re 6 ularly. On call, as neces-

sary to resolve critical problems.

b. Reviews the proposed Army Five Year Test Program (FYTP) (prepared by

OTEA for the CSA) against the needs of test data to support specific decision

points. (Decision of TSARC must be unanimous or are resolved by Vice Chief

of Staff of the Army. )

c. Recommends approval of FYTP.

FYTP. The Army Five Year Test Program (FYTP) contains Outline 'rest Plans

(O'fP's) for OT&E, proposals for FDTE, and Army requirements in the DOD pro-

gram for joirt tgsting. OTP's for major and selected nonmajor systems are prepared

by OTEA. OTP's for other nonmajor OT&E are prepared by the command responsible

for OT&E as designated by DA, usually TRADOC.

The FYTP contains personnel, material, facilities requirements (who, where, when,

how) of user testing. It is directive for the current fiscal year 11 and is approved for

planning and budget guidance for the more distant three year,-.
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Responsibilities in Material Acquisition and Testing. The following identifies princi-

pal participants in Army material acquisition and testing and provides a summary

description of the roles of each: (refer to like-numbered blocks in Figure C-5 "Army

Organization for Material Acquisition and Test. ")

Block Number Title Functional Description

I Chief of Staff, Army a. Insures adequacy of the Army's overall
material acquisition and test program

b. Provides policy direction and guidance

in accordance with policies of SA.

2. Deputy Chief of Staff Primary Staff responsibility for overall
Logistics (CSLOG) policy for improvement of material

(deployment phase) including related OT.

3 Deputy Chief of Staff a. Establishes policy for Army R&D
for Research, Develop-
ment and Acquisition b. Plans, coordinates, supervises all Army
(DCSRDA) research, development, test and evalu-

ation.

c. Establishes research and development

objectives.

d. Coordinates with DCSOPS to approve/

disapprove ROC's for nonmajor systems.

e. Exercises General Staff management for

development of nonmajor systems

(includes progran reviews and controls.)

f. Appoints using command or agency to

coordinate with material developer on

the development and test of nonmajor

systems.
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Figure C-5. Army organization for
material acquisition and test
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Block Number Title Functional Description

g. Staff responsibility for the Coordinated

Test Program (CTP) which includes

both development testing and opera-

tional testing.

h. Staff management responsibility for

nonmajor systems, including adequacy

of testing and level of program review.

4 Deputy Chief of Staff a. Exercises General Staff responsibility

for Operations and for:Plans (DCSOPS) .

(1) Development of broad force I

requirement.

(2) Development of strategic con- 4

cepts, plans, estimates.

b. Issues appropriate guidance for R&D I
and Combat Development Programs

through the "Basic Army StrategIc

Estimate (BASE) and the Army Strate-

gic Plan (ASP).

c. Approves ROCs. 1

d. Primary Staff responsibility for mon-

itoring the provision of troop resources

for OT:

5 Operational Test and a. Responsible to CSA for management

Evaluation Agency of all user testing.
(OTEA)

b. Determines when, where, how and by

whom OT vill be accomplished.

c. Prepares the OT portion of the Coor-

dinated Test Program of the Develop-

ment Plan.
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Block Number Title Functional Description

d. Plans, programs, budgets, directs,

ro)ol'tS, anid ovII 1uLs OT oil :111

major and selected onnmj or systems.

e. Provides inventory control, identifies

requirements and provides assistance

in test instrumentation for user testing.

f. Coordinates planning, programming,

budgeting, and scheduling for all OT.

g. Establishes requirements, provides

guidance for planning and conduct of

OT on nonmajor systems.

h. Provides the chairman for the Test

Schedule and Review Committee

(TSARC).

i. Prepares and publishes the Army Five

Year Test Program (FYTP).

j. Functions as initial point ol contact

and coordinator for the OT portion of

all combined DT/IOT and for Army

participation in joint user testing.

5A Test Schedule and a. Review and approve the OT, FDTE,
Review CommitteeReviewCo e and Joint Testing proposed for the
(TSARC)

Army Five Year Test Plan (FYTP).

b. Unanimously approve the assiiments

of responsibility for conduct and support

of user testing contained in the FYTP.
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Block Number Title Functional Description

5B OTEA Coordination a. Functions as focal point organization at

Office IIQDA to keep DA and OSD fully informed

on the Army's OT needs and accom-

plishments.

1. Provides interface between CSA and

OTEA for OTE matters.

6 Combat Developer a. Formulates material objectives and

requirements relating to employment

of Army forces in a theater of operations

V, for systems in development and test.

b. Maintain cogi/ance of development

program.

c. Participate in the preparation of the

Development Plan, including the Coor- - U
dinated Test Program.

d. Provide representation to management

reviews of nonmajor systems.

e. Participate in test planning, monitor

conduct of tests, and review test reports.

f. Provide appropriate comments to DA.

7 CONUS and Overseas a. Provide supplementary support to
Commands OT&E as required by the FYTP.

b. Provide user's inputs into the system

under development.

•2
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Block Number Title Functional Operation

c. Pursuant to approved test plan assign-

ments in the FYTP, provide administra-

tive, logistic, uid military personnel/

units for OT.

8 Material Developer a. Conduct research, development, test

and evaluation (RDT&E).

b. Translate operational requirements into

hardware system.

c. Conduct maintenance support planning.

d. Ianages techmology base development

effort.

e. Designates the Project Manager for

major Army systems, or otherwise

assigns responsibilities for lesser

acquisition programs in order to:

(1) Coordinate and execute a T&E pro-

grain responsive to DT&E/IOT&E

questions and issues.

(2) Prepare a Coordinated Test Pro-

gram (CTP) early in the acquisition

process to coordinate wid integrate

DT and 0Y'.

f. Establish test support requirements for

material acquisition.
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Block Number Title Functional Operation

g. Preparation, coordination, distribution

and maintenance of the Development

Plan (DP).

h. Provide T&E technical support.

i. Coordinate with OTEA on T&E planning

and support,.

j. Furnish materia, and technic 1l support,

including spare parts and special test

equipment.

k. Provide necessary funding to activities

supporting DT.

8A Test Command a. Coordinate with appropriate commands/
(TECOM) agencies within AMC and with OTEA and

others to define test requirements ,nd

objectives.

b. Provide membership to Special Task

Force and provide inputs to the DCP and

the Coordinated Test Program.

c. Plan, conduct, report DT&E.

d. Integrate OT into DT testing for com-

bined DT&E/IOTE testing.

e. Provide DI'&E results through AMC

chain of commands to ASARC/DSARC

at decision milestones in the acquisition

process.
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3lock Number Title Functional Description

(not shown) Special Task Force Appointed in the conceptual phase by

Army Chief of Staff to accomplish the

following:

(1) Provide necessary data concerning apro-

posed major system to support a DA/

OSD decision to initiate development.

(2) Produce a draft Development Concept

Paper (DCP), a Conccpc Formulation

Package (CFP), and a Final Report

which includes a plan for test and

evaluation.

tnot shown) Arm3 Systems Acquisi- Review major system development pro-
tion Reviewv Council(ASARC) grams designated by HQDA to obtain a

IIQDA decision at key decision mile-

stones. (i. e. the decisions to enter the

validation phase (ASARC 1); the full

scale development phase (ASARC II);

anrd the production phase (ASARC III)

in the system acquisition process.

10. SIGNIFICANT DOCUMENTS IN TIE ACQUISITION PROCESS

'1 he 6ignificant doculnentb peculiar to thc Army requireinenta/acqtusition process

,rud the normal order of introduction of such documents into a given acquisition

process is presented as follows:

a. Operational Capabilities Objectives (OCO) - The OCO is a docume't which

sets forth the operational capabilities required by the YArmy within a future

period of ten or more years. Such requirements are stated in terms of

general capabilitics. Their inclusion is the OCO -,erves to provide direction

and guidance to Army research and does not conbtitute approual for ma'terial

development actions.
C-31
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b. Catalogue of Approved Requirements Documents (CARDS)

The CARDS is a requirements document which is updated and issued

quarterly by the DCSOPS. The CARDS consist of three sections,

identified as follows:

(1) Section 1 - Contains the Operational Capabilities Objective (OCO)

described above.

(2) Section 2 - This section is titled "Approved Material Requirements

Document" and is a compilation of ROCs which have been approved

and are either dormant or have resulted in development actions not

yet completed. An approved ROC for which funding is not established

will be carried within Section 2 for two years, after which the ROC

is deleted. ROC's within this section which have resulted in funding

and development actions are identified by:

(a) Title of system

(b) Material developer

(c) Combat developer

(d) Decision level (i. e. DSARC/ASARC/Arniy in-process review

(IPR).

(3) Section 3 - Entitled "Deleted Requirements", this section contains

the listing of ROCs which were previously contained in Section 2, but

which were deleted after a period of 2 years due to a lack of funding

resultiig from either the demands of higher priority requirements, a

change of threat, or other reasons.

c. Concept Formulation Package (CIL'P) - The CFP, as discussed earlier, is

one of the products of the Special Task Force subsequent to the ROC

approval for a major system. On a case by case basih, and as directed

by DA, a CFP may be prescribed also for lesser systems in which case

C3
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its preparation is the responsibility of the material developer. The CFP

contain,, Ow~ supporting documentation for the draft DOP and consists of

tile followin--:

(1) Trade-off Dete rmination (TOD)

C( isdeof Anlss T

Report. This document is provided 'Go tile Program Manager uponl his

assumption of program responsibility (normally at or immediately after A

the approve~d program dccis ion at ASARO I/DSARC I). The Final Report

is thle basis for and provides significant input to the Development Plan

kDlP). The Final Report contains:

(1) Systems summary

(2) Sys tenms require mont and analysis

(3) Alternatives in approach to system development, and relationships

to odher systems.

(4I) Plani for system development

(5 ) TOIechniCal portion of the IM)

(6) Financial and procure ment plan

(7) Plan for test and ev'aluation (provided by the material developer

and OTEA).

e. Development Plan (DP) - The DP corresponds to the Program IManage-

mont Plan in Air Force development programs. It provides appropriate

analysis of technical options and the life cycle plans for development,
production, training and support of material Items, recordIs programI
decisions, and contains the user's IIIuire mulntS. 1J114 Iii :telui :4 Iop.ie,
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represented by the Program Manager, is responsible for the DP which is

used for beth major and nonmajor programs. Elements of the DP are:

(1) System summary

(2) System requirements and analysis

(3) Plans for systems developir..nt

(4) Coordinated Test Program

(5) 'Plan for personnel and training requirements

(6) Logistic support plan.

f. Coordinated Test Program (CTP). The CTP (section IV of the Development

Plan) contains the overall coordinated plan for testing in the entire acquisi-

tion cycle. The material developer's tester prepares the DT&E portions

of the CTP (chapters 1 and portions of chapters 3 and 4). The command!

agency assigned OT&E responsibilities, which for major and selected non-

major systems is OTEA, prepares the OT&E portion of the CTP (chapter

2 and portions of chapter 3 and 4). The subsequent development of Outline

Test Plans is based on and become an rttachment both to the CTP and to

the schedules and details for tests contained in the Army Five Year Test

Program. (FYTP).

11. 11PPACT OF fl()D DIRECTIVES 5000. 1 AND 5000.3

From 1970 through 1973, significant changes were effected in the DOD approach to

acquisition, test, and evaluation of systems and material. These changes were initially

the subject of memoranda to the Secretaries of the Military Components and were later

formally promulgated as DOD Directives. The first of these Directives was DOD

Directive 5000.1, issued in 1971, which established the DOD policy and provided

gudance for the acquisition of major defense systems. This directive defined major

defens(. systems, identified responsibilities in acquisition assigned to the military

departments of the DOD and those specific decisions and responsibilities to be
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exercised by the Secretary of Defense; established the Program Manager's role, pro-

vided for the conduct of development programs in phases identified as conceptual,

validation, full scale development, production, and deployment; and established

guiding program considerations in the areis of system nools, cosi., logistic SuppoLrt,

the reduction of risks and management control. Further. the directive specifled that

tesL anid evaluation would commence early in the acquisition process and would provide

the data on which large-scale production .comitments would be based.

In January 1973, DOD Directive 5000. 3; "Test and Evaluation" was issued. This

directive applied certain management principles to nonmajor as well as major acqui-

sition programs, and most significantly, directed that within each DOD component

(Army, Navy, Air Force) "there will be one major field agency separate and distinct

from the developirng/processing commanc which will be responsible for OT&E."

For the Army, the DOD Memoranda and tme formal directives (DOD Directives 5000. 1

and 5000. 3) which followed had great impact, requiring changes in Army procedure,

policy, and organization; the more significant of whiclh wore:

a. The separation of operational testing from development testing under the

material developer, and the relocation of the OT&E functions within Combat

Development Command (CDC), an already existing command within the

Army structure.

b. The subsequent disestablishment of CDC and the establishing of the U. S.

Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency, a Field Agency repotting

directly to the Chief of Staff, Army for the management of all user testing

(OT&-&, FDT&E, and Joint Tesing).

c. The realigmment of the acquisition phases recognized by the Army to conform

to the acquisition phases and decision milestones set forth in DOD Directive

5000.1.

d. Changes in acquisition program management, documentation and testing

1i order to satisfy DOD requirements.
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Army Implementation of DOD Policy for Acquisition and Test. The Army directives

listed below implement the DOD policies set forth in DOD Directives 5000. 1 and

5000. 3 and within the Department of the Army, establish policy, provide guidance and

assign responsibility concerning system/equipment acquisition and test and evaluation:

a. Department of the Army Memorandum for Major Army Commanders and

Heads of Army Staff Agencies, dated 20 June 72; subject: "Material

Acquisition Guidelines".

b. Department of the Army Letter of Instructions (LOI) for Implementing the

New Material Acquisition Guidelines, dated 23 Aug. 72.

c. Army Regulation (AR) 1000-1, dated 30 June 72; subject: "Basic Policies

For Systems Acquisition By The Department of The Army".

d. Army Regulation (AR) 70-10, dated 26 Oct 73; subject: ','Test and Evaluation

Durjig Development and Acquisition of Material".

e. Almy Regulation (AR) 10-4, dated 15 Jan 74; subject: "U.S. Army Operational

Test and Evaluation Agency".

f. Department of the Army Letter of Instruction (LOI) for Management of

Joint, User 'Testing Programs, dated 28 Feb. 74.

12., PRINCIPAL ARMKY TEST AND EVALUATION FACILITIES

Arctic Tast Center, Ft. Greeley, Alaska

Tropic Test Center, Ft. Ciayton, Canal Zone

Proving Grounds:

Aberdeen, Md.

Dugway, Utah (includes the Desert Test Center).

Electronics, Ft. Huachuca, Arizona

Jefferson, Indiana

White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico
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Kwajalein Missile Range, Marshall Islands

Combat Development Experimentation Command (CDEC)

Modern Army Selected Systems Test Evaluation and Review (MASSTER)

Test Command (TECOM) Boards.
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References:

AR 10-4 "US Army Operational Test and Evaluation Agency"

15 Jan 74

11Q DA Pamphlet No. 11-25 "Life Cycle Management Models For Army Systems"
(Draft) 1)ec. 72-'

AR 1000-1 "lasic Policies For Systems Acquisition By The Department of

the Army" 30 Jun 7'2

AR 70-10 "Test and Evaluation During Development and Acquisition of Material"

26 Oct. 73

DA Letter of Instructions (LOI) for Implementing the New Material Acquisition

Guidelines 23 Aug. 72

DA (DAFD) letter "Responsibilities for User Testing" 27 Feb. 73

DA Letter of Instructions (LOI) for Management of Joint User Testing Programs

28 Feb. 74

OTEA "Operational 'rest and Evaluation METHODOLOGY GUID -", (Draft) Feb.73

MASSTER "Test Officers Planning Manual" Feb 74

CDEC "CDEC Experimentation Manual" Nov. 73
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Appendix D

NAVY OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION - AN OVERVIEW

1. '[ND EPENDENT TEST AGENCY FOR OT&E

OPTEVFOR. The Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR), under the

direct command of the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) for the conduct of OT&I., Is

the Navy's indepcndent test agency for OT&E. The command headquarters,

COMOPTEVFOR, is located ashore in the Camp Allen Annex of the Norfolk (Virginia)

Naval Base.

2. BACKGROUND

The History of the Navy's Independent Test Agency. OPTEVFOR traces its origin to

the final months of World War 11. During the Okinawa campaign, the surface forces

of the Navy operating in support of the ground forces on Okinawa came under a sus-

Ia l(d concentra ted attack by Japanese ka i ikaze ("divine wind")aircraft. The suicide

attacks by these aire raft, took a great toll In ships and personnel, and a means was

urgently required to de0al effectively with the threat. In LJiy of 1945, the Composite

Task Force, U. S. Atlantic Fleet was formed and tasked with the development and

evaluation of methods to combat such attacks. This was the origin of the Navy's

independent operational test agency.

In the years diat followed, clanges were made to the name of the command and to

the assigned miss-ion and tasks to provide for a wider scope of responsibilities in test

and evaluation. Changes were also made in the organizational structure which ex-

1:anded test and evaluation capabilities, formed a similarly structurod command for

test :uid evaluation activity within the Pacific Fleet, and located the command ashore.

The significant dates in the history of the Operational 'Test and Evaluation Force are.

July 194r5 - Fii'utbnj -if Cnjposjtit F''i.I Force. (! S AlJawtic Fi"ccl

19.17 - Redeignated as "Operational Dvclopment Forc, N. S. Atlantic fleet"

1949 - Location of the command ashore at the Norfc'k, (Virginia) Naval Base

1959 - Revision of mission to include wider OT&E responsibilities. Rlenamed

'Operational Test and Evaluation Force."
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Mission and Tasks. The mission and functions of OPTEVFOR are assigned by the
Chief of Naval Operations and are as follows:

a. Mission: 'To operationally test and evaluate specific weapon systems, ships,

aircraft and equipments, including procedures and tactics, where required; and, when

directed by CNO, assist development agencies in the accomplishment of necessary

Development Test and Evaluation."

1b. Specific Tasks: Specific tasks arc assigned to COMOPTEVFOR by CNO

which arc summarized as:

(1) Function as an independent test agency for OT&E under the command of

CNO. Serve as principal advisor to the CNO for all Department of the

Navy OT&E matters.

(2) Present results of OT&E to the DSARC III (production decision) review

and to other reviews as directed by CNO.

(3) Conduct operational tests on weaxon systems including ships and air-

craft. Evaluate oper;ational eflectiveness, suitabi lity, and Capability,

reporting results to CNO.

(4) Assist development agencies in DT&E, including Fleet support, as

required, reporting to CNO the results of such assists and an

assessment of the system tested.

(5) Review and evaluate the T&E planning for new weapons systems to

address and resolve critical issues and report findings to the CNO.

(6) Monitor and report other T&E efforts as directed by CNO.

c. Assigned Functions:

(i) Early )T&I: involvem-ent: The CNO hiw also fornially :ssigned I'unctions

to COMOl TI'EVI.IOR which ensure early participation in the development

test and evaluation (DT&E) of an emergent system. During the first
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three phases of the acquisition process (Conceptual, Validation and

Full-Scale Development Phases), COMOPTEVFOR, as directed by CNO,

serves as the coordinator between the developing agency and fleet units

in arranging for services and facilities (including an operational envi-

ronment) required by the developed for research, investigatory and

development projects, and for development testing. In these instances,

COMOPTEVFOR also functions as an observer and evaluator, reporting

to CNO on the developing agency's project. Early involvement is as-

sured by the following functions assigned by CNO:

(a) (Validation Phase) Providing to the developing agency operational

planning assistance in determining the testing required, antici-

pating future testing requirements, and defining critical opera-

tional issues.

(b) (Validation Phase) Participation in testing planning, indepen-

dently observing selected tests and demonstrations conducted

by the developing agency, and examining test results. Sub-

mission of test assessment to CNO and the developing agency

to include comments and recommendations concerning future

operational suitability of the system, progress to date, and

operational issues requiring further examination. (note: this

function introduces initial OT&E, combined with DT&E, in the

Validation Phase).

(c) (Full-Scale Development Phase) Independently observing sc-
lected developmental tests and reviewing the data from an

operational viewpoint in order to verify readiness for opera-

tional testing.

(2) Initial OT&E Functions: As noted above, the formally assigned func-

tions of COMOPTEVFOR specify that COMOPTEVFOR will commence the
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initial OT&E of a system in the Validation Phase. Additional IOT&E

functions assigned are:

(4) (Full-Scale Development Phase) Planning and conducting

operational tests of specific equipments or systems

(b) (Full-Scale Development Phase) Provide IOT&E results to

CNO prior to the major production decision.

(3) Follow-on OT&E (FOT&E) functions: The following FOA1&E functions

are formally assigned to COMOPTEVFOR:

(a) (Production and Deployment Phases) Plan and conduct FOT&E

to develop optimum procedures or tactics.

(b) (Deployment Phase) Conduct further OT&E as assigned by ONO

to verify correction of deficiencies and to validate system per-

formance.,

Command Relatlonships: COMQPTEVFOR is under the direct command of the CNO

* for the conduct of OT&E. Other command relationships arc:

a. CNO provides:

Policy direction

Financial support

'l'echnical and procedural guidance

b. CINCLANTFLT provides:

Administrative support for COMOPTEVFOR IlQs Staff and logistic

services for Atlantic Fleet operations

c. CINCPAC FLT/CINCUSNAVEUR provide:

Logistics services for fleet operation conducted by COMOPTEVFOH

in respective areas. j
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d. CONCLANTFLT/CINC PAC FLT/CINCUSNAVEUR, as appropriate,

exercises operational control over Fleet units assigned to

COMOPTEVFOR.

3. OPTEVFOR INVOLVEMENT IN THE ACQUISITION CYCLE

From the discussion of mission, task and functions assigned by CNO to OPTEVFOR

(paragraph 2; Mission and Tasks), it may readily be determined that not only is

OPTEVFOR the independent Navy agency for operational test and evaluation, but that
OPTEVFOR also performs the function of an interface between the research or de-

velopment agency and the fleet for all RDT&E projects assigned by CNO involving

the participation oi: assistance of operational units. The full scope of such partiipa-

tion by OPTEVFOR ranges from basic research projects not necessarily related to

any specific development program to projects which are program oriented. In an

acquisition cycle of a given system or equipment, OPTEVFOR may be involved in

any or all of the following test and evaluation projects:

Fleet Research Investigation R

Development Assist D

Operational Assist X

Technical Evaluation Project (TECIIEVAL) T

Operational Evaluation (OPEVAL) 0

Fleet Operational Appraisal F

Project Identification: The projects listed above are assigned by CNO and are identi-

fled by a long and a short title. The long title is a concise phrase descriptive of the

project. The short title is a corresponding letter/number which Is to be included in

-all written communications concerning the project. The short title consists of the

following:

The letter symbol, shown above for the type of project followed by a slash bar (/) and

a second letter symbol denoting shipboard applicaitins (Is); airborne application (/v);

or surface and/or sub-surface application (/c).
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A number which indicates the sequential order of assignment by CNO. (Example

of the foregoing: o/s 54- An Operational Evaluation applying to shipborne equip-

ment, assigned number 54 in the CNO series.)

Project Definitions. Projects assigned by CNO arc categorized as:

a. Fleet Research Investigation - An examination by the developing agency,

not necessarily program oriented, or natural or special phenomena in

operatioal environment conducted for the collection of research data

and requiring the assistance of operating forces of the Navy. j
b. Development Assist - A CNO project for providing fleet services and

support to the developing agency during the Conceptual Phase for the tests

needed in gathering data to determine the direction in which development

should proceed. Development Assists may also relate to material improve-

ments of equipment already operationally deployed (e. g., proposed ShIIP-

ALTS, ORDALTS).

c. Operational Assist - A Validation Phase project assigned by CNO in which

the developing agency is provided services and assistance of Navy opera-

tional units for the purposes of establishing confidence in program worth

and the development effort, including the development est and evaluation

(DT&E) data required to support the review and decision process (i. a.,

DSARC .r) prior to the initiation of the Full-Scale Development Phase. An

Operational Assist may also apply to certain material improvement programs.

d. Technical Evaluation Project (TECIIEVAL) - A CNO project assigned and

conducted during the Full-Scale Development Phase for the purpose of

investigating systems oi- equipment and collecting data to permit the de-

veloping agency to determine wdhether the system or equipment is technically
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acccptabie, meets design and performance specifications, and is tcch-

nically suitable for Operational Evaluation (OPEVAL). For aircraft or

missile development programs, the TECIIEVAL will include the Navy

Preliminary Evaluation (NPE) or the Navy Technical Evaluation (NT.).

TECHEVALS may apply, also, to material improvement prograns including

conversions, major modifications and modernization.

(1). Navy Preliminary Evaluation (NPE) - An early assessment in the de-

velopment readiness for trials by the Board of Inspection and Survey

(BIS). An NPE is usually conducted at the developing contractor's plant;

however, a nortion of the evaluation may utilize certain military facil-

ities, such as bombing, gunnery and missile ranges.

(2) Navy Technical Evaluation (NTE) - NTEs are Navy missile evaluations

conducted as AIRTASKS by Naval Air Systems Command or Naval

Ordnance Systems Command for the purpose of assessing the missile's

potential for satisfying the operational requirement and design objec-

tives. As a general rule, NTEs are completed just prior to Operational

Evaluation and the deployment of the missile to the operational forces.

. Opelatinal Evaluation (OPEVAL) - A CNO p oRject assigned during the

Full-Scale Development Phase to OOMOPTEVFOR for execution, assisted

as necessary by the development agency, the objectives of which is to con-

duct IOT&E in order to satisfy test and evaluation data requirements for

the program review and production decision. The conclusion of the OPEVAL

completes the IOT&E process unless further tests are directed by the pro-

gram review authority as a requisite for a production decision.

f. Fleet Operational Appraisal - The Fleet Operational Appraisal is a ONO

project assigned during the Production or Deployment Phase to

COMOPTEVFOR, or to commands recommended by COMOPTEVFOR,
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for the conduct of FOT&E. When not assigned primary responsibility

for the conduct of the project, OPTEVFOR pr1ovides assistance in

planning anld data anialysis as requested.

4. COMXBIINED DT&E/IOT&E

DOD I)ireti%.e 5000. 3, section IV. 3C state,, that IYI &E and OT&E should be con-

dlucted separaitely . fhowever, DOD pollC icy- does~rlt thle combining of the two areas

of test and evaluation where separation would cause delay involving unacceptable mili-

tary risk.-, or would1 cause an unacceptable increase in acquisition cost.

Goveurning Navy directiVeb recognize that the primary objective of the DT&E pro-

gram~ is thle generation of essential, valid data upon which to base design decisicns

during the develoutment phases. The directives recognize also the essential con-

sideration that the objectives of thle DT&E program not be overburdened by secondary

objCctiVes. INeve rthe less, the Navy philosophy concerning test and evaluation is

deeply rooted in the belief that in addition to thle achievement of design character-

is tics, the achievement of specific ope rational characte ris tics is at major responsi-

bilit~y of the developing activity .uid that development test plans (DT&E) must be

structured and executed in such at mannur ats to ensure thle generation of data re-

quired for tht' assessment of operational eflectiveness and suitability (operational

evaluation). In order that Dr&E ,*roperly address such operational concerns,

OPTUEFOR is assigned certain specific f'unctions during system development which

assist and supplement the le01 of the system developer in the generation of critical

questions und issues, the formulation of test objectives, and in test llflningy and

execution. The Navy's premise, therefore, is that DT&E and OT&E are not separable

inl a clean, clear fashion.

F'or purposes of tis diseutsionl of thle combined Navy IY'EITEin at major

system acqluisition 'ctthere are three ti t and evaIluationl pliOJCCtS in Which theL
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Developing Agency and OPTEVFOR normally conduct an integrated effort. These

combined DT&E /OT&E projects are:

a. Th eeloplmnnt Assist lProJect

b. The Ope rational Assist P roject

c. The Technical Evaluation Project

The matrices shown below depict the role of both the Developing Agency and

OPTEVFOR in the combined DT&E/OT&E projects noted above,

(1) Task: DEVELOPMENT ASSIST PROJECTS (Projects conducted in the Conceptual

Phase for the purpose of obtaining data required for development decisions

and the request for a DSARC I program decision, or for system modifi-

cation decisions).

DEVELOPDTG AGENCY'S ROLE OPTEVFOR's ROLE

Primary responsibility for the project Arranges for fleet services

Identifies fleet services required Concurrence in test plan required in

matters pertaining to fleet unitP lans tests

participation
Coordinates test plan with OPTEVFOR

Obtains fleet services, provides
Conducts test and evaluations liasion

Reports to CNO on test and evaluation Monitors testing

Independently reports to r.NO with

comments and recommendations, as

approl) riatc

Reports to CNO the fleet services

provided for the tWsk
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(2) Task: OPERATIONAL ASSIST PROJECTS (A project conducted in the Validation

Phase for the purpose of obtaining DT&E data to suppolt the request for a

DSARC II decision for full-scale development).

DEVELOPNG AGENCY'S ROLE OPTEVFOR's ROLE

Primary responsibility for the project Participates in test planning

Identifies fleet services required Arranges for fleet services

Plans tests, structured to provide Participates in selected tests

data for assessment of suitability Participates in the intepretation of

and effectiveness, as practicable tet results

Conducts tests (with participation of Refines critical operational issues

OPTEVFOR) and T&E requirements contained in

Interprets test results (with parti- the DCP or comparable CNO docu-

cipation of OPTEVFOR) ment

Refines critical issues and questions Reports "independent operational

in DCP or comparable CNO docu- assessment" of the Operational Assist

mcnt, incorporating inputs from Project to CNO

OPTEVFOR. Recommends to CNO the operational

Reports to CNO the results of O)e - issues and test requirements for

ational Assist Project test and the full-s cale development phase.

evaluation

Refines development issues and test

requiremcitts for full-scale develop-

mnert phase
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(3) nTsk: TECHNICAL EVALUATION (TECIIEVAL) PROJECT: (A mandatory project

in support of an Operational Evaluation (OPEVAL) Project, conducted during

0i full-scale development phase for the purpose of obtaining DT&E data to

support. both the following OPEVAL and the request for a I)SARC III decision

for' p roduction.)

DI EV E LOP ING AGENCY'S ROLE OPTEVFOR's ROLE

Primary responsibility for the project Arranges for fleet services

Identifies fleet services required Coordinates with Developing Agency

in the refinement of the Test and
Provides prototypes, pilot production

units, as available. Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) and

in planning the TECHEVAL tests
Plans tests, to include the coordinated

Identifies OPTEVFOR data require-inputs of OPTEVFOR

ments
Conducts tesLs (with participation of

participates in selected tests

Interprels test results
Inteprets test resultst

ReplRorts to CNO the results of the "eports "independent operational

TI'ECIIEVAL assessment" v' 9he TECHEVAL

to CNO.

Certifies the system is in a state of

development readiness for the OPEVAL Refines operational issues to be

addressed during OPEVA.

Sequence of Testing

hi sequence in tile acquisition cycle, the Operational Test and iLValuation (OPEVAL)

Project follows the completionl of the 'T IECIlEVAL which combines IYI&I. and IOT&I.

The OPE.VAL is concerned only with IOT& I. isSues. 'Thelzinilng ;nd condut of the

OPEVAL tests, and the reporting of tL and evalua.ion fhtillngs :aru the rcspoxlsiility

of OP'I'I'EVFOII. The completion of the OIK\VAL marks it0 turihtIon of tht. 101 &., -'

effort by OPTEV!'OR.

D-11



5. OT&E DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

Definition of Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E). "Tests and evaluation

participated in or performed by operational personnel focusing on operational effec-

tiveness and suitability (including reliability, compatibility, interoperability, maintain-

ability, and supportability). It also includes the development of optimum operational

tactics for systems and equipment being developed for service use."

a. 'Initial Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E): That T&E

accomplished prior to the DSARC Milestone III or comparable

CNO or CHNAVMAT first major production decision point to

permit assessment of the operational effectiveness and suitability

of a weapon system."

b. "Follow-On Operational Test and Evaluation (FOT&E): FOT&E is the

continuing operational test and evaluation of a weapon system con-

ducted in an operational environment by operational personnel using

production systems for the purpose of verifying system performance;

validating correction of deficiencies previously identified, and refining

tactical employment doctrine and requirements for personnel and

* training. FOT&E may be initiated using piloi or pre-production sys-

tems which most closely resemble the production units until the

latter items are available." OPNAVINST 3960.8

OT&E Objectives. "The objectives of the overall operational test and evalua-

tion effort for any program is to aid in providing, at major decision points in the de-

velopment and acquisition process, the best information possible at that point in time

as to: the military utility of the prospective sys tern; its expected operational effec-

tiveness, operational suitability (including reliability, maintainability, simplicity,

logis tic, and training iequirements); need for modification; and the organization,

doctrine and tactics for system deployment." SEC NAVINST 5000. 1

D-12
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6. THE NAVY ORGANIZATION

General: An understanding of the Navy's organization for test and evaluation

requires a basic knowledge of tile broader organization of tile Navy. The Department

of the Navy consists of the Navy Department, tile Shore I-:stalilisluhment, and tile Op-

erating Forces. The Navy Department includes the Offices of the Secretary and

Undersecretary of the Navy and associated staff offices, the four offices of Assistant

Secretaries of the Navy and the management offices specifically assigned to each,

the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO), the Commandant of the Marine Corps, and the

Chief of Naval Material (CHNAVMAT). (Historically, the term "Navy Department"

has meant the adminis trative and management offices of the Department of the Navy

which are located at the seat of the Federal Government in Washington, D. C. ) The

Shore Establishment is comprised of the Systems Commands under CHNAVMAT and

the various Offices, Bureaus, and Commands and shore activities of the Navy as well

as the Corps Reserve and the Supporting Establishment of the Marine Corps. The

Oerating Forces of the Navy and Marine Corps are the forces afloat and the Fleet

M:1ri e Forces, rv'sl(cetively, anid the co(inim.'1(ls assoc:iated with them, such is

Con manider in Chief, Atlantic Fleet (ClNC LANFLT), anod Co mmanding General,

Fleet Marine Force (FMF), Atlantic.

A direct line of command authority extends from the Secretary of the Navy

(SECNAV) to the. senior line naval officer (THE CNO) and to the senior line Marine

Corps officer (the Commandant of the Marine Corps). The CNO exercises control

over CHNAVMAT, the Systems Commands of Air, Ordnance, Electronics, Ships,

Supply and Facilities Engineering under CHNAVMAT, and the Bureaus, Offices,

Commands and activities which, with the Systems Commands, comprise the Shore

Establishment. The CNO also exercises direct control over the Operating Forces.

For the Marine Corps, the Commandant of the Marine Corps is the counterpart

officer of CNO. lie controls the Supporting Establishment, the Corps Reserve, ,od

the Operating Forces of the Marine Corps.
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Organizations for Test and Evaluation. Within the Department of the Navy,

three separate organizations exist to perform the function of independent evaluation

of systems and equipment. These organizations are Operational Test and Evaluation

Force (OPTEVFOR), charged with the primary responsibility for Navy OT&E; the

Board of Inspection and Survey (BIS), which conducts acceptance trials of ships and

aircraft; and the Development Center, Marine Corps Development and Education

Command (MCDEC), an organization with similar responsibilities and functions to

OPTEVFOR, responsible for independent OT&E of systems and equipment for the

Marine Corps. A review of the chart (Figure D-1) included herein, 'Navy Organiza-

tion For Operational Test and Evaluation (OT&E) will provide addition.l perspective.

OPTEVFOR is tha Navy's independent OT&E test agency, reporting directly to

the CNO and to the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet Commanders. With resources and

personnel in modest numbers on the east and west coasts of the United States, the

command relies heavily on the resources and personnel of the Shore Establishment

and Operating Forces for assistance in the prosecution of testand evaluation projects

assigned. OPTEVFOR advises the CNO on the capability of new systems Ad equip-

ment to satisfy Navy operational requirements as well as performance specifications

and responds to the basic issue, "Does the system or equipment satisfy the operation-

al requirement of the Fleet?"

The Board of Inspection and Survey (BIS), established during the administration of

President Thomas Jefferson, is also an independent agency, reporting to the SECNAV

through the CNO on the acceptability of ships and aircraft for service use. The Board

is composed of a President and a small permanent staff and is assisted as required

by technical agencies and personnel and resources from other organizations for the

conduct of particular acceptance trials. The role of BIS is separate and distinct

from the role of OPTEVFOR. The objective of the Board of Inspection of Survey is to

determine whether the Navy (the buyer) got what it contracted for and whether the

contractor (the seller) adequately fulfilled his guarantees. Thus, the roles of

OPTEVFOR and BIS are different; however, the end result of the functions performed

by each complements and strengthens the information available to CNO and SECNAV

on which to base management decisions.
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NAVY Organization Functional Descriptors For OT&E. Refer to like-numbered

blocks in the chart titled "Navy Organization For Operational' Test and Evaluation",

Figure D-1.

Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

I Chief of Naval Operations:

Insures adequacy of the Navy's overall

test and evaluation program.

Provides policy direction, technical

and procedural guidance and financial

support to COMOPTEVFOR in accord-

ance with overall policies of SECNAV.

1A Director, Research, Development Test

and Evaluation:

Serves as focal point within Office of

CNO for T&E.

Reviews proposed T&E objectives and

requirements for fleet services to sup-

port T&E programs.

I)r1ioritiz's :ll T&1 iT&& pogritiis and Is-

signs tW ops rating forcCs for prosceutlon.

Receives, revicvs, assesses all OT&E

reports and functions ,s sole releasing

authority of OT&E information to higher

authority.

Funding for T&E in the programming and

budgetary system.
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Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

1A Recommends CNO decis ion at key
(cont) decision milestones for the further

development and acquisition of less

than major systems for which CNO is

assigned responsibilities.

1B Test and Evaluation Divis ion:

Controls the planning, conduct and

reporting of all air, surface, and

undersea/strategic test and evaluation.

Coordinates assignment of OT&E pro-

jects to COMOPTEVFOR.

1C Assistant-Director For OT&E:

Provides staff assistance to the Di-

rector, RDT&E in all OT&E matters.

2 Board of Ins pection and Survey:

Conducts service acceptance trials of

new ships and new model aircraft.

Reports results of tests to the CNO and

to the SECNAV.

3 Commander, Operational Test and Evalua-

tion Force (COMOPTEVFOR):

Functions as the Navy's independent

test agency for OT&E

Serves as principal advisor to ONO for

all matters pertaining to Navy OT&E.

D-16
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Figure D-1. Navy Organization for OT&E
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Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

3 Provides results of OT&E to Defense

(cont) Systems Acquisition Review Council

(DSARC) and to other designated levels

of review as directed by the CNO.

Conducts operational tests on systems,

including ships and aircraft. Evalu-

ates operational effectiveness, suitabil-

ity, and capability of tested systems.

Reports res ults to the CNO.

Assists development agencies (normally

the System Commands) in development

test and evaluation (DT&E) as appropri-

ate. Reports results of assists and in-

dependent assessment to hoth the de-

velopment agency and the CNO.

Review management acquisition plans

for new systems and reports to the

CNO on the adequacy of the test plans

in addressing critical questions and

issues.

Monitor and report on other T&E efforts

(e.g., OT&E conducted by and within

a command) as directed by the CNO.

3A (VX-1) Air Test and Evaluation Squadron

ONE: (Atlantic)

Primary unit for the OT&E of Air witi-

submarine warfare systems and associ-

ated tactics.
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Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

3B New London Test and Evaluation Detach-

mernt:

Prosecutes OT&E projects as assigned.

Assists in scheduling fleet services in

suppo,'t of l)T&F.

Provides liaison with the development

community in the general vicinity of

New London, Connecticut.

30 Deputy Commander Operational Test and

Evaluation Force, Pacific:

Structured in parallel with

COMOPTEVFOR.

Plans, coordinates and prosecutes

OT&E with Pacific Fleet units.

3D (VX-4) Air Tes t and Evaluation Squadron

FOUR: (Pacific)

Primary unit for OT&E of fighter air-

craft, air-to-air weapon systems,

and associated tactics.

3E (VX-5) Ai, Test and Evaluation Squadron

FIVE: (Pacific)

Primary unit for OT&E of attack air-

craft, air-to-ground weapon systems,

and associated tactics.
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Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

4 Development Center, Marine Corps Devel-

opment and Education Command:

Serves as counterpart organizaton of

COMOPTEVFOR as the indepen ent

OT&E test agency within the Marine

Corps.

5 Chief of Naval Material:

Designates the Project Manager for

major defense systems, or otherwise

assigns T&E responsibilities for lesser

acquisition programs in order to:

Coordinate and execute a T&E program

responsive to operational questions

and issues.

Prepare a Test and Evaluation Master

Plan (TEMP) early in the acquisition

process to coordinate and integrate

test scheduling and test accomplishment.

Provide T&E technical support.

Determine requirements for assistance

of operating forces (which involves

COMOPTEVFOR) in T&E and apprise

the CNO.

Developlng Agency (normally the appro-

priate Syate~ml Comuistnd):

Coordinate with COAlO1I'.:VI,'()I onl

T&E planning and support
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Block Number OT&E Functional Descriptor

6 Furnish material and technical support.,
(cont) including spare parts and special test

equipment.

Provide for installation and removal of

system or equipment to be tested.

* Provide necessary funding to activities

supporting DT&E.

7 Operating Forces

Provide T&E support as requested by

the CNO or the Commandant of the

Marine Corps, as appropriate.

Identification of Major Participants in System Acquisition. Within the Navy,

the major participants in the acquisition process for systems and equipment and the

responsibilities assigned are presented as follows:

~Responsibilities:

a. The Assistant Secretary All matters related to res earch, de-

of the Navy, (Research and velopment, engineering, test and

Development) (ASN(R&D)) evaluation within the Navy.

Manages the Navy RDT&E appropri-

ation.

b. Chief of Naval Operations Determine requirements ]
Deputy' Chiefs of Naval State major characteristics

Operations
Establish programs

Act as program sponsors for procure-

ment, modernization and alteration of

systems.
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Responsibilities (cont)

Appoint 'rogran coordinator"

c. Director, Research, Focal point in Office of CNO for test

Development, Test and and evaluation.

Evaluation (DRDT&E) Assists ASN (R&D) in coordination and

integration of Navy RDT&E program. 1
Acts as appropriation sponsor for

Navy RDT&E.

Manages the planning and reporting

procedures for the conduct of the

RDT&E program.

Coordinates, formalizes require-

received from DCNO's.

Appraises the progress of RDT&E

effort.

Recommends projects for curtailment,
suspension, or cancellation in favor of

more worthy acqu!sition programs.

Exercises cognizance over planning,

conduct and reporting of all DT&E

and OT&E.

Formulates RDT&E program objectives

and the annual budget for RDT&E.
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Responsibilities (cont)

d. Chief of Naval Material Translates operational requirements from

(CWNAVMAT) CNO into hardware systems.

Manages technology base developlment

effort.

Appraises CNO of new capabilities made

possible by advances in science and

technology.

Develops detailed plans for RDT&E

projects in response to requirements.

Designates the Project Manager for

systems acquisition.

7. SIGNIFICANT DOCUMENTS IN THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

The significant documents peculiar to the Navy acquisition process, and the normal

order of introduction of such documents into a given acquisition process, is presented

as follows:

a. General Operating Requirements (GOl1s) - A requirements document

which is prepared and annually updated by the Director, Research,

Development, Test and Evaluation (DRDT&E) for each warfare and support

area to forecast operational capability requirements for the future and

provide orientation for technological research.

b. Tentative Specific Operational Requirement (TSOR) - A requirements docu-

ment which is prepared by DRDT&E to identify operational requirements and

to formally request the generation of a Proposed Technical Approach (PTA)

by CIINAVMAT. The TSOR neither establishes firm requirements nor

authorizes development programs; however, it does initiate the exploratory

analysis for the technical solution to an operational need.
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c. Proposed Technical Approach (PTA) - A document provided to CNO

by CiINAVMAT in response to a TSOR. The PTA provides the al-

ternative technical solutions to the operational requiremcnt stated in

the SOR and contains inputs provided by appropriate Systems Commands

or responsible Bureaus or offices. PTA's may :lsa) he submitted as

unsolicited proposals in response to GO11s.

d. Spocific Operational Requirements (SOls) - A requirements document

prepared by DRD'.&E to formally state the need for development of new

or improved 'apabilities and to authorize the conduct of an Engineering

q Develop:.ient or Operational Systems Development Project. The SOR

is addressed to CIINAVMAT and requests the generation of a Technical

Development Plan (TDP).

e. Technical Development Plan (TDP) - A planning document prepared by

CHNAVIAAT, with inputs from Systems Commands, responsible Bureaus

and Offices in response to a SOR. The TDP documents the actions,

procedares and resources required in attaining the operational capa-

bility described in the SOR. For programs falling below the DCP

thresholds of DOD Directive 5000. 1, the TDP serves to plan and control

such programs within the Navy. (The SOR and the TDP provide funda-

merntaA documentation for the evaluation of the system by OPTEVFOR.)

f. Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) - A planning document prepared

by the Project Manager and/or the Ship Acquisition Progrmn Manager

under the direction of CIINAVMAT which inciudes comprehensive time-

phased requirements for subsystem and system testing. The TEMP

specifies the demonstrations required for the achievenent of progrun

objectives to support decision milestones and should also address the

requirements for FOT&E. OPTEVFOR is responsible for the review of

the TEMP for adequacy of proposed testing and the relevance of proposed
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testing and objectives to critical questions and issues and for submitting

review comments and recommendations to the CNO. From the TEMP,

OPTEVFOR develops both the detailed project plan for IOT&E and

recommendations for the implementation of Follow-on OT&E.

g. Project Master Plan (PMP) - The PMP defines a management approach

for acqtuiriag a system or equipment. It is a compilation of planning

documents which places in context the plans, schedules, costs and scope

of work md resources to be provided by each participating organization.

Since planning through full-scale development is covered in the TDP,

the PMP extends the project objectives by emphasizing production, de-

ployment, and support. The Project Manager is responsible for the

preparation of the Master Plan.

8. IMPACT OF DOD DIRECTIVES 5000.1 AND 5000.3

During the period 1970--1973, sweeping changes were made by the Secretary of

Defense (SECDEF) in the approach to the acquisition of new systems and equipment

within the Department of Defense (DOD) and in the organization fer and conduct of

test and evaluation. These changes were begun in 1970, initiated by directive

memoranda, and were later formalized in two highly significant DO) Directives,

identified as DOD Directive 5000. 1 (issued in 1971); subject: "Acquisition of Major

Systems' t , and DOD Directive 5000.3 (issued in 1973); subject: "Test and Evaluation."

These directives impacted the approach to system acquisition and test and evaluation

within each of the military services. An essential requirement set forth in DOD

Directive 5000. 3 dealt with the establishing of an independent test agency within each

military component of the DOD. Within the Navy, operational test and evaluation

is and has been for many years, conducted by a field agency (COMOPTEVFOII)

independent of the deveoping command. However, in other areas, DOD Directives

5000. 1 and 5000.3 required changes in Navy procedure and policy, the more signifi-

cant of which were:

a. The realignment of the acquisition phases recognized by the Navy to conform

to the acquisition phases set forth in DOD Directive 5000. 1.
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b. Changes in acquisition program management and documentation in order to

satisfy DSARC review requirements and the key decision milestones of SEC

DEF review and decision.

c. The application of specific management principles, set forth in DOD Directives

5000. 1 and 5000. 3, to all acquisition programs.

d. The resolving of major risk areas as early as practicable in ship acquisition

programs, changed as follows:

(1) In the acquLsition of a new slip class involving a new hull or

propulsion - type, the hull and propulsion are to be prototyped and

tested beore following ships are started. In addition, the integrated

combat systems normally are to undergo successful DT&E and an

initial zhase of IOT&E on land based test sites or other ships before

following ships are approved.

(2) The lead ship trials (i. e. , tests conducted on the first ship of a new

class) are to be used by both the developer and COMOPTEVFOR to get

the eailiest overall evaluation of the ship.

Navy Implementation of DOD Policy For Acquisition and Test. The Navy directives

listed below implement the DOD policies set forth in DOD D 5000. 1 and 5000. 3, and

within the Department of the Navy, establish policy, provide guidance and assign

responsibility concerning system/equipment acquisition and test and evaluation:

a. SECNAV INSTRUCTION 5000. 1; subject: "System Acquisition in the

Department of the Navy."

b. OPNAV RNSTRUCTION 3930.8; su')ject: "Assignment and prosecution of

test and eva'.uation projects."

c. OPNAV hNSTRUCTION 3960.8; subject: "Test and evaluation of Navy

systems and equipments."

d. OPNAV hNSTRUCTION 5440.47; subject: "Mission and functions of

Operational Test and Evaluation Force (OPTEVFOR)
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(Note: The acronyms 71SECNAV" and "OPNAV" stand for Secretary of the Navy and

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, respectively).

DOD Directives 5000. 1 and 5000. 3 also resulted in an adjustment of events in the

Navy schedule of test and evaluation to align such events with the DSARC decision

milestones. Figure D-2, "DSARC and Test and Evaluation Schedules" and Figure D-3,

"Naval Aircraft and Missile Acquisition T&E Cycle" show tha current relationship of

program developmeait, including DT&E, IOT&E and FOT&E, to the phases of the

acquisition cycle and the DSARC events.

9. PRINCIPAL NAVY TEST AND EVALUATION (T&E) FACILITIES 41
Pacific Missile Range, Point Mugu, California

Atlantic Fleet Weapons Range, Roosevelt Roads, Puerto Rico

Atlantic Underseas T&E Center, Andros Island, Bahamas

Naval Weapors Center, China Lake, California

Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, New Jersey

Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent River, Maryland

Naval Aerospace Recovery Facility, El Centro, California

Naval Air Test Facility, Lakehurst, New Jersey
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Figurt D-2. DSAIRC and test and evaluation schedules.
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Appendix E

THE COMPARISON OF OT&E BETWEEN Pill: :\IY, N:\VY :\NI 1 I\ilt'K

General. The overviews of Operational Test and E\ aluation in thu Arm and the NaLx

appear hrein as Appendices C and D, respectively. The main text of Ihis document
(Chapters I through 15) offer a broad scope view of like activities within the Air Force.

For tile Air Force reader, the ability to compare the OT&E activity between services

affords an opportunit, to identify similarities and contrasts and as is true in all tech-

nical activity, provides a healthy cross-fertilization of organizational and procedural

concepts and philosophy.

Joint Tests. From time to time, the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) pre-

scribes a Joint Test involving the Air Force and one or more of the other military

components within the Department of Defense (DOD). The organizations of the Army

and Navy for conducting OT&E and the related information on each Service's activity

should prove useful Lo the Air Force personnel involved in the coordination of Joint

Test activity who perform the interface function with other Services.

Summary View. In addition to the detailed information on Army and Navy OT&E pro-

vided in Appendices, Figure E-1. "ARMY/NAVY/AIR FORCE COMPARISON" provides

a summary view and comparison between the Services.
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Appendix F

DEVELOPMENT OF STATISTICAL DESIGN

This Appendix discusses the principal areas cf consideration wh.2h go into the develop-

ment ot the statistical design for a test. The statistical design for the test (1) dictates

questions which may he addressed in the test program that are based upon an objective

walysis of tei experimental data, (2) suggests the resources which are necessary for

the test, (3) defines the experimental conditions that are appropriate for each test

trial, and (4) defines the data analysis plan for processing the experimental data after

it is colle3ted, verified and reduced.

1. IDENTIFY DEPENDENT VARIABLE CHARACTERISTICS

The observations to be made in the test are the dependent variables in the statistical

design. The form of response that each dependent variable assumes must be identi-

fied to facilitate .n ap;propriate statistical design. To illustrate, the response could

be either a continuous variable over a range of values, (c. g., miss-distance of a

missile from a target) or the response could be one of two values, (e. g., success or

failure, yes or no, go or no-go), or the response could take on a series of discrete

values, (e.g., judgesI rating, using the integers 1, 2,..., 10, of n aircrew's ado-

quacy of or performance for specific functions).

Knowledge of the type of probability distribution to expect for dependent variables,

(c. g., Normally distributed, uniformly distributed) should be identified to provide a

basis upon which to structure a statistical design. For example, some statistical

designs assume a Normally-distributed variable. When there is lack of adequate

knowledge about the probability distribution for a variable, non-parametric techniques

may be required in the statistical design.

2. IDENTIFY LEVEL.JS AND COMBINATIONS OF TEST FACTORS (INDEPENDENT

VARIABLES)

The test factors thac have been identified previously in the test planning process are

the independent variables in the test and must be analyzed to further define the levels

F-.
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(or range of values) they may assume in the test. The various combinations o test

factors that are present in the test must be considered also since this will influence

the scope of the experiment.

One should be aware as to whether a test factor is qualitativc, (e.g., an aircrew or

aircraft) or quantitative, (e.g., the altitude of weapon release). For a particular

test, a test factor may be held fixed at a series of specified levels, (e. g., weapon

release altitude at 10, 000, 20, 000, 30, 000 and 40, 000 feet) or permitted to vary at

random within a range of values. When the principal set of combinations of test

factors that are to be examined in the test have been identified, the test plannler has

one of the basic ingredients with which to develop a statistical design.

3. IDENTIFY TYPE OF STATISTICAL PROBLEM

The test plarner must translate the basic test objectives and qu(istions into specific

types of statistical problems which can be addressed with the experimental data that

is gathered during the test trials. "Statistics" is ar activity that assists in the

dcision-making process under the conditions of uncertainty ur random variation in

the outcome of a particular observation. The uncertainty or random variation does
not m han thathere i, complete ignorance of the system und(er test; simply, that since

random variation is present in all groups of observations, the real variation due to

the test factors must be detected in its presence.

There are three basic t)pes of statistical problems into which th, test objectives and

questions should fall: (1) estimations, (2) comparisons, aid (3) determining relation-

ships between variables. An example of an estimation problem would iJo to estimate

the average miss-distance from a target by a missile and the miss-distance interval

which would have a 95 percent chance of including the true population mean mih.s-

distance. An example of a comparison would be to determino if system A is better

than system B. An example of determining a relationship would be the derivation of

a, equation which described the average target detection time for an aircrew as a

function of the target size, movement, and color contrast. There is an elemcnt of
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overlap in the mechanics of the mathematics between the determination of a relation-

ship and the estimation and comparisons problems; however, it is convenient to cate-

gorize them sepiaitely since the orientation to the test designers' problems is differ-

ent.

4. MATCH PROBLEM TYPE TO CANDIDATE SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

Having identified the general type of statistical problem for the test, the next step is

to derive candidate statistical designs for the test that will solve the statistical prob-

lem. There are two general categories of statistical design techniques. The first

category, called parametric techniques, is the most commonly used and relates to the

situation where characteristics of the probability distribution for the dependent vari-

able are known or assumed, (e. g., Normally distributed). The second category,

called non-parametrc techniques, relates to the situation where characteristics of

the probability distribution for the dependent variables are unknown or ignored.

Parametric Techniques

The process of inferring something about a population on the basis of a samnple drawn

from the population is called statistical inference. Most statistical theory is based on

the assumption that the samples drawn are random samples. Each member of the

population has a Imown i)robability of being included in the sample and that the pattern

of variation in the population is not changed by extracting the sample. Parametric

statistics entails the characterization of the population under study by one or more

parameters, (e. g., mean and variance).

Estimation of Mean, Varianca, and Confidence Interval. Sample statistics; or simply

statistics, are comp.ted from the test data observations to estimate the parameters

which characterize the population from which they are drawn. The population param-

eters arc denoted by Greek letters and include the mean (p), the variance, (a) anrod

the standard deviation (a). The sample mean (x) is computed by Equation (1)

n

x = x/n (1)

i=F
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2where there are n observations of x in the sample. The sample variance (s ) is given

by Equation (2)

n
s=  (x i-R2/(n-1). (2)

i=1

The denominator in Eauation (2) is n-1 rather than n to provide an unbiased statistic.

An unbiased statistic is one whose expected or average value taken over an infinite

number of similar samples will be the true value of the population parameter being

estimated. For example, x and s are unbiased point estimates of p and a , respec-

tively.

A n interval estimate (f a population parameter consists of the interval between two

values of a function of the sample statistic that is asserted to include the parameter

under discussion. The range of values between these two extreme values is the con-

fidence interval for the parameter, since its width may be determined from the degree

of confidence that is assumed when one asserts that the parameter lies within the in-

terval. The confidence limits are the end points on the confidence interval and are

determined from the observed sample statistics, the sample size, and the degTec of

confidence desired in Jhe application. For example, if one assumes a Normally dis-

tributed variable, a 95 percent confidence interval for p (the population nemu) is given

by Equation (3)

95% confidence interval for p = 1. 96 oVn- , (3)

where 1. 96 is taken from the standard Normal distribution tables and corresponds to

the distance (in terms of the number of standard deviations), in both directions, from

the mean for the familiar bell-shaped curve that would include 95 percent of all ob-

servations. The population standard deviation (a) is assumed known when using Equa-

tion (3). When u is tufliown, the "Student" t distribution is used and, hence, the

confidence intervl is given by Equation (4)

1.00(1-a) % confidence interval for 4 . t S/2s ', (,I)
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where t is taken from tables for the Student t distribution, entering with parameters

n-1 (degrees of freedom) and i-a/2 (confidence level). The following expression per-

mits the computation of the number of degrees of freedom:

/number of number of inde- N
Degrees of freedom = [independent - pendent parameters

o:: bsevtos/ estimated in com-!: seration puting variation /

In tills example the ulber ov indcpend(.nt observations is n and in estinate or the

l)OI)Ul'ttiOlnican lwas tised in computing the variation by edluation (2)

.Comparing Two Meanis. The discussion for tile comparison of two means illustrates

many of the basic principles that apply to more complex statistical problems. A

statistical hypothesis is an assumption about the population being sampled. When

comparing the means of two populations, it can be hypothesized that the difference

between the means is zero. This is expressed as le: Al - P2 : 0.

A test of hypothesis i4 a rule by which a hypothesis is either accepted or rejected.

The rule is usually based on sample statistics, called test statistics when they are

used to test hypotheses. The critical region of a test statistic consists of all values

of the test statistic where the decision is made to reject 110.

A decision made to either accept or reject a hypothesis is subject to two kinds of

possible errors since the test is based on sample statistics dorived from n observa-

tions. If a hypothesis is really true although it is rejected on the basis of the test

statistics, a Type I error has been committed. The Greek letter a is used to denote

the probability of having a Type I error occur. In our example when 110 is rejected,

an alternative hypothesis (that the means are not equal) is accepted and this hypothesis

is denoted by III: t, A p2"

If a hypothesis (I1 o) is accepted when it is not really true, a Type II error has been

committed. The probability of having a Type II error occur is denoted by 0. The a

aird 0 error probabilities are the risks of making incorrect decisions based on the

test statistics. A principal objective in statistical test design is to make a and 0 as
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small as possible while balancing the corresponding expenditure of test resources to

increase the sample size n (increasing n tends to reduce the 0 error for a fixed level

of a).

In typical test design applications, the value of a is set at a particular value, (e. g.,

a = 0. 05 or a = 0. 10). For the comparison of two means, the test designer should

determine the probability (a) of not detecting a specified difference between the popu-

lation means when, in fact, that difference is the true difference. For example, sup-

pose that the requirement exists to detect a difference in means if there is a true

difference of 25 percent with a probability of 0. 90 (P = 0. 10, the probability of not

detecting the difference). Thus, knowing a, 0 for a specific difference in true means,

and an estimate for a or s, the analyst may consult statistical tables to determine the

proper sample size n for the test.

There are either of two test statistics to employ in the comparison of two population

means. If the population variance is lkovn or the sample variance is estimated from

a sufficiently large sample, the standard normal variable (Z) may be used:

x -x
2 1

Z (5)

n, n2

The critical region ,orresponding to the 95 percent confidence level (a=0. 05) is Z I
>1.96. Thus, one could compute Z from Equation (5) and accept Ho: ul=A2 if Z

<1. 96; otherwise, accept HI: Au 2 when [ Z >1.96.

\When the sample sizes are small and the population variance is unknown, the Student

t-distribution is used for the test statistics

2 2
x2 2 (n -I)s + (n9 -I)s 9where s =- 2

1112 F12
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The critical region to test the hypothesis He: p1 = A2 corresponds to those values of t

which are greater than the absolute table value (ttable) for the Student t-distribution

with a specified a-error and n1 + n 2-2 degrees of freedom. Thus, accept H = 2

if Itl< tt able; otherwise accept Hl: ; 1 # 42 if I t I >table.

Comparing Two Variances. Consider the situation where one desires to test whether

the variances from Iwo normal populations arc equal. The hypothesis to test is Ho .
0

21 2 1

F = ' (7)
s 2 2

where Sl 2 nds2 s2 2

and s2 are arranged such that > s2 2

The critical region rorresponds to those values of F which are greater than a table

value for the F-distribution for a Type I error risk of a and there are n1 -1 and n2-1

degrees of freedom in the numerator and denominator, respectively. The variance

ratio or F--distribution has many applications for more complex statistical problems,

(e. g., analysis of variance).

Comparing More Than Two Means. Generally, OT&E involves the comparison of

more than two popula.ion means based on sample statistics. The technique usually

employed to solve suc.h problems is called analysis of variance. Fundamentally,

analysis of variance (hereafter, abbreviated ANOVA) is just what the name implies -

partitioning the variance of the dependent variable from an experiment into parts to

test whether or not certain factors (independent variables) that were introduced into

the design actually affect its value. For example, is the miss-distance of a missile

system affected by the particular aircraft which releases it? Does the type of radar

aboard an aircraft affect the time of target acquisition? In each case, there is interest

in testing whether the factor(s) under study significantly affect the measured response

variable when compared to the random variation in the process.

When the proper conditions and assumptions are present, the ANOVA technique is a

powerful technique to use for statistical problems that involve the comparison of more
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than two means. Basically, the efficiency of ANOVA is derived by utilizing all the

observaticns across all combinations of test factors to estimate the experimental

error or random error inherent in the process. The F-test or variance ratio is used

to compare the estimated variability attributable to a test factor to the estimated ex-

perimental error and, subsequently, test for a significant effect.

Various ANOVA Models. There are numerous types of ANOVA models. each incor-

porates particular assumptions that describe the manner in which the test is structured

and conducted. An overview of several of the principal types of ANOVA models are

discussed below:

a. Single Factor. In discussing the single factor ANOVA model, many of the

principles involved apply to nore complex designs with only slight, but im-

portant, modifications. The single-factor experiment involves the test to see

whether there is a significant difference between the levels of one factor. For

example, consider the experiment where there is interest in determining

-whether tbere is a difference betweep four aircraft types for their effect on

the radial miss-distance of an identically-launched missile at a target.

Table F-1 snows the data for this example.

TAB1LE F-1. RADIAL MISS-DISTANCE

Aircraft Type

I II III IV

51 59 40 37

50 56 41 34

57 45 40 40

54 50 34 38

55 51 38 36

F
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The order in which the 20 observations were taken was completely random.

Therefore, the example problem has a completely randomized design. The

model for the design is given by Equation (8)

Xij = +A. + ei. (8)

where X is the value for the dependent variable for the ith observation within

the jt aircraft type, Ai represents the effec. k .r the jt aircraft type, and

represents the random error that is the present 'n the it observation within

he-the jth aircraft type.

The model has the following assumptions:

(1) The effects are additive as shown by Equation (8).

(2) The error term e.. is a Normally and independently distributed randon'
13

effect. It has mean value zero and its variance is the same for each

level (he four aircraft types in the example) of the test factor.

(3) I is a fixed (but unlnown) parameter for the population mean.

(4) The sum of the factor level effects add to zero. This may be expressed

by Equaion (9)

A = 0, (9)

j=1

where J = 4 (the number of aircraft types) in our example. If the J levels

of the factor are chosen at random, the A. are assumed Normally and in-
2 9

dependently distributed with mean zero and with a common variance oA

When tie Aj are set at prc-determined levels, they are called fixed and

Equation (9) flso applies.

The hypothesis that is tosted in the single factor design is IIo: A =0 for all j.

If this hypothesis is not rejected, then it is assumed that, there is no effect

F-9
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introducc by the type of aircraft and that each observation Xij is made up of

a mean ;A and a random error eW1.

The ANOVA table for the example is shown in Table F-2. The sources of

variation are the "between aircraft types effects" and the experimental error.

The "Sum of squares" are computed from a set of equations that are derived

from the (cur assumptions for the model wnd the observation data, Xij. The

"degrees of freedom" correspond to the number of observations in a sample

uscd to estimate a parameter minus the number of parameters that are being

est, mated for the same sample, (c. g., there are four A. means to estimate

the iverage A effect. ) "Mean squares is computed by dividing the sum of

squares by the degrees of freedom ia each row.

TABLE F-2 - SINGLE FACTOR ANOVA EXAMPLE

Sum of Degrees Mean
Source of Variation Squares of Freedom Squares F . 05

Between aircraft types, A. 11:35. 0 4-1 = 3 378.3 29.8 3. 24

Expce'imcntal etrorP, e .. 203. 2 20-3-1 1G 12. 7

'Totals 1338. 2 20-1- 19

The test statistic is the F value which is the ratio of mean squares for A.

and eij. The critical region in our example is the range of F values that are

larger than the table F value for a = 0. 05 and 3 degrees of freedom in the

numerator and 16 degrees of freedom in the denominator. Since F = 29. 8 >

3. 24, there is at least one statistically significant difference in aircraft

types. A casual look at the data in Table F-1 re-confirms this statistical

decision. Thu determination of which combinations of aircraft types are

different from each other is discussed in a later section (after ANOVA).

b. Two Factors. In an effort to further refine the experimental error (which is

the yardstick by which to test for a significant effect from the levels of the

test factors), a restriction may be added to the randomization in our single

F- 10
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factor example problem model. The "restriction" is to consider the effect

that different aircrews may have on the measured variable. Table F-3 shows

how the test would look if the restriction is made that every aircraft type

must be used once by each of the five separate aircrews. The result of adding

the restriction for aircrews is that the design is now a two factor design.

Equation (10) gives the model for our example with a second factor added

X.. = p i- A. i 13.'. e (10)
ii J I J

where Bi represents the aircr(.w effect. Another way that the design may be

described is to refer to the aircrews as "blocks" and that the randomization

is now restricted within blocks, (e. g., each aircrew must use each aircraft

type but the test order is selected in a random manner). Thus, another name

for the design is "single factor randomized complete block design. "

TABLE F-3 - TWO FACTOR DESIGN EXAMPLE PROBIEM

Aircraft Type, A.
i

Aircrew, B. I II HIV
1

1 X 1 1  X12 X1: Xill

2 X21 X22 X21 X 24

3 X31 X32 X33 X34

-tj 4~1  X42 X'13  X,4,

5 XS1 X 52 X 53 X 54

The arrmgenmnt for the ANOVA table for our two factor example problem is

shown in Table F-.I. One can see that our original error term in the single
factor dlesign has niow been broken down into two componients. If there is a

significant airerew effect, then the original error term would havc been qitte

large wnd there probably would have been difficulty in detecting aUy significant
aircraft type effect.
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TABLE F-4 -TWO FACTOR ANOVA EXAMPLE

Slim of Degrees of Mean F

Source of Variation Squares Freedom Squares F .05

Between aircraft types, A. SS 4-1 - 3 SS /3=MS MS /MS e  3.49
J a a a a

Between aircrews, B SSb  5-1 = 4 SSb/L=MSb MSb/M: 3.26

Experimental error, c ij SSE 20-7-1 12 SSE/12=MSe

Totals SS 19
T

A comparison between our single factor design and the two factor design

illustrates .ui important principle in the design of experiments. In the single

factor design, the aircrew effect is not in the design model; hence, the air-

crew efiect is confounded into the experimental error. (This is acceptable

when from previous experience there is strong reason to believe that the

effect is negligible). In the two factor design, the experimental error is

more precisely estimated, (since the potentia aircrew effect is identified)

but has a corresponding decrease in the number of degrees of freedom, (i. e.,

16 in the shigle factor example versus 12 in the two factor example).

c. Latin Square. A Latin Square design is one where each level of each factor

is combined only once with each level of two other factors. Consider our

previous two factor design example and add a third factor (Ck,, k=1, 2, 3, 4)

that is the four different production lot (groups from which are sent the mis-

siles that are used in the test. Further, to illustrate the Latin Square de-

sign, the number of levels of aircrews has been reduced from five to four.

Table F-5 .hows the resultant 4 x '1 Latin Square design arrangement where

each level of each factor occurs once and only once with each level of each

of the other two factors.
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TABLE F-5 - 4 x 4 LATIN SQUARE DESIGN EXAMPLE

Aircraft Types, A.

I II 1II IVI

1 C C 2  C4

2 C C1  C2  C,

A: C C C Cr ,Production
B ,3 4 1 2

Al C2 C L Groups, C

Some of the freedom for randomization has been lost with the Latin Square

4 , design but no-. all of it. For a given problem, one can select at random from

tables that contain different Latin Squares design arrangements of the re-

quired size, (e. g., 4 x 4, 5 x 5).

A serious consideration that must be given to the Latin Square design is that

the interaction effects of the test factors are confounded into the experimental

error term. If there are interaction effects present in the test, the error

term will be inflated and, thus, it will be difficult to detect other significamt

factor effects. [lence, a critical decision must be prior to the selection of

a Latin Square design for a test as to whether there is a strong likelihood

that interaction effects will be present.

Equation (11) gives the model for our 1 x 4 Latin Square design example and

Table F-6

X..ijk =+ A. B. Ck  e
ijj ijk (11)

shows the arrangement for the ANOVA table. The critical region at an

a = 0. 05 is snown in the right column as defined b the F. 05 with 3 and 6

degrees of freedom in numerator and denominator, respectively.

There are several variations of the basic Latin Square design. A Gracco-

Latin Square design is one that has four factors each of which has each of its
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TABLE F-6 - 4 x 4 LATIN SQUARE ANOVA EXAMPLE

Sum of Degrees of Mean F
Source of Variation Squares Freedom Squares F .05

Between aircraQ types, A. SS 4-1 = 3 SS /3=MS MS /MS 4.76
j a a a a

Between aiiicws, B. SSb  4-1 = 3 SSb/3=vIS MS /MS 4.76

Betwveen missiC groups, C S8 ,1-1 -- : SS /:MS Ms IRIS e  4.76

Experimental error, eij SSc  16-9-1 "6 SS /6--MS e

Totals SS T  15

levels appear once and only once with ,ach level of each other factor. Seldom

is such a design useful since there are so few degrees of freedom for estimat-

ing the experimental error term, and because adding factors increases the

number of interactions that must be assumed negligible.

A Latin Square design that doesn't have the same number of levels for each

[actor present in the design is called a Youden Square or incomplete Latini

Square. Such a design may boe appropriate if there is a logical reason for a

fewer number of levels for a factor, (e. g., there are only three aircraft

types of test while there are four groups of aircrews and missile production

lot groups).

d. Factoriad Designs. A factorial design is one that has all levels of a given

factor combined with all levels of each other factor in the experiment. The

factorial design is the most commonly used design in OT&E; the reasons for

this popularity are brought out in the following discussion.

Consider an exanple of a factorial design which has the three factors that

have been used in the previous examples: aircraft types, aircrews, and

missile production lot groups. The test factor combinations are shown in

Table F-7. There are two observations or replications in each cell in the

matrix. By taking two or more replications per cell (or combination set of
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test factors' the interaction effects between test factors nay be tested and,
also, separated out from the experimental error term. The example pre-

sented in the discussion of.the two factor design is a factorial design (the
Latin Square design may be regardcd as a special case of a factorial design);

however, there is only one observation per cell and based upon previous

knowledge it was as;mmcd that there was no interaction between aircraft

types and aircrews. Hence, with this highly restrictive assumption, the

previous two factor example problcm is not a representative example of the

general application of a factorial design.

TABLE F-7 - 3 FACTORS, 2 REPLICATIONS FACTORIAL DESIGN EXAMPLE

Aircraft Types, A.J

IVIIII IHl IV

Aircrews, Missile Pd'n Lots, Ck Missile Pd'n Lots Missile Pd'n Lots Missile Pd'n Lots

B. C jC 2  C C C C
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

X X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X

X X X X X X X. 4XX X X X X X

X X X X X X X
3

X X X X X X X X

I.I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- -

X X X X X X X X

4X X X X X 'X X X

X X X X X X X X
5L X X X X X X X X
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The model for the factorial design example problem shown in Table F-7 is

1 jgiven by Equation (12)

x j =u+ A. + B. + Ck + (hB)ij + (AC + (BC)ik + (ABC)j + (j) (12)

vhere the terms in parenthesis represent the second and third order inter-

actions between test factors and (j= 1, 2) is the subscript that corresponds

to the observation number within a cell. Table F-8 shows the ANOVA table

for the example.

TABLE F-8 - FACTORIAL DESIGN EXAMPLE PROBLEM ANOVA TABLE)
Sum of Degrees of Mean

Source of Variation Squares Freedom Squares F . 05

Main Effects

Betveen aircraft SSa  4-1=3 SSa /3=MS MS a/MSC 2.84
types, A a

Bet,een airerews, SSb  5-1=4 SSb/4=MSb MSb/MSc 2.61
B.

1

Between missile SS 2-1=1 SS = MS MS c/MS 4.08Becenmisl ~ c c e

groups, Ck

Interactions

AxB SSb 3x4=12 SSab/12=MSab MSb/mS 2.00
aac 2. 8,

AxC SSac 3x1=3 SS ac/3=S MS /S 2.84

BxC SSbe 4x1=4 SSbe/,=1S b 2.61

AxBxC SS 4x3xl=12 SS ab/12=MS MS ab/MS 2.00

bcabc abc abc

Experimental error, SSE 80-39-1=10 SSe/20=ImSc
C(ijk)

Totals SS 79
T

1-16
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The principal reasons why the factorial design is used so often in OT&E are

summarized:

(1) Generally, an OT&E test program has ambitious goals to investigate the

effect of several tesL factors on the response variable. The factorial

design permits the i;iost efficient method to test several test factors

(compared to a series of one-factor-at-a-time experiments).

(2) Every observation is used to estimate an effect from each test factor.

Some level of each test factor is present in each observation.

(3) The experimental error is estimated over a wide range of test conditions

and, generally, there is an adequate sample size (degrees of freedom)

available for its estimation.

(4) When there are two or more observations per cell, .n isolation and

estimation of possible interaction effects between test factors may be

performed.

e. Other Desiis. There are numerous other ANOVA designs that may be

applied to OT&E test programs. It is beyond the scope of this document to

discuss the other designs in comprehensive detail. A brief mention is made

below of some of the principal d,.signs that are employed in OT&E. The test

plauner should consult with a statistician for the application of the proper,

statistical de:.-ign.

A fractional factorial design is a factorial design that has an incomplete

number of observations for at least one replication for the design matrix.

For exmnple, if one or more of the observations were not available for the

factorial design shown in Table F-7, the design would be referred to as

frictional factorial. Often, limited test resources and/or lack of interest

for particular sets of combinations of test factors (cells) leads to fraction;a

factorial test designs.
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Whether a tost factor is fixed or random will influence the form and inter-

pretation of the F- tests that are made to test for significant effects. When

all the levels of each factor in a design are fixed or set at pre-determined

levels, the experiment has a fixed model. When all levels of each factor in

a design are chosen at random, the test has a random model. When the de-

sign involves one or more factors that have their levels fixed and one or

more fact(,rs that have their levels random, the experiment has a mixed

model. In the example problem dis)layed in Tahle P-7, the aircraft type

uid missile production lot groups are fixed factors. if the aircrews are

chosen at random, then the test has a mixed model.

There are test situations where there are test factors that are not factorial

or crossed (taken in combination with) over all levels of each of the other test

factors, (i. e., there is a test factor that is nested within a level of another

test factor). For such a design, the experiment is called a nested experi-

ment, (i. e., levels of one factor are nested within, or are subsamples of,

levels of another factor). When an experiment involves (1) test factors that

are crossed (factorial) with other test factors and (2) test factors that are

nested within levels of other test factors, it is referred to a nested-factorial

experiment

Table F-9 shows an example of the arrangement for a nested-factorial design.

Each aircraft type has four missile launch racks. However, the same four

launch racks arc not used on each aircraft type. Thus, the launch rack

effect, Ck), is nested within the aircraft type factor. It is important to

recognize when a design has a nested rather than a factorial test factor since

the experiment model and ANOVA table breakdown is different compared to a

completely factorial design.

There are many experimental situations where it is impractical to completely

randomize the order of taking test observations among the levels of a test

factor. For example, consider ani experiment where there is interest in
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TABLE F-9 - NESTE D- FACTORIAL DESIGN EXAMPLE
RADIAL MISS-DISTANCE IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE

Aircraft Types, A.J 4J

11 III IV

Aircrewvs, Launch Rack, C Launch Rack Launch Rack launch Rack
13. k(j){, 13.

i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1, 15 16r '

2

testing the performance (in terms of "time-to-target-acquisition") of three

different radar types over four different target types and have three repli-

cations for each combination set of test factors. To achieve a completely

rzndomnized two factor design, a radar type would be used with one of tlhe

target types to be identified and then another radar type/target type combi-4

nation would be selected at random for the next observation, and so on .......

Such an experiment would entail flying for 36 separate combinations of radar

type/target type conditions.

Fortunately, there is an ANOVA design called split-plot that can reduce the

experimentatioa effort in terms of time and resources for this example

problem. Table F-10 shows an arrangement for a split-plot design that

could be used for this example. The nature of the test is such that an air-

craft cai fly Lo a target type and there could be a measure of the performance

for each of the three radar types. Next, a second target type could I)e dis-

played in )lacC of the previous target type and the aircraft flown over the

target so that the three radar types could be measured for their performance

in detecting the. target. This process would be continued over the four target
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TABLE F-10 - SPLIT-PLOT DESIGN EXAMPLE

Time-To-Target Acquisition Is the Dependent Variable

Replication, Radar Type, Target Types ("Plots"), A.
J

B. C
Ik 1 11 111 IV

C1

1 C2  "Split I.
C lots"

"Whole 2

Plots" 2 C2

C

3 C2

C 3

types (in a ruid)ni order) and then repeated for the second and third replica-

tion. Thus, a total of 12 sorties would be required rather than 3(6 as in the

completely randomied actovial design.

The four target types are referred to as plots. ("Plots" comes from

terminology used in agricultural ANOVA applications). A main effect in

the tet, target types, is confounded with plots. It is impossible to tell the

difference be.ween an effect caused by a plot from an effect caused by a

target type.

The "replication by target type" cells (this includes 12 cells as indicated in

Table F-10) are called whole-plots. 'fhe "radar type by Larget type" cells

(there are 3 cells as indicateU in Table 10) are called split piots. In the

example o.e main effect (target types) is confounded with plots and til, other

main effect (m adar types) is not. Hence, for this problem and :. a general

F-20
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rule, it is desirable to place the test factor of most concern as the factor

which is not 2onfounded with plots. The ANOVA F-tests that are performed

to identify sgn)ificant effects in the split-plot design utilize appropriate

interaction terms as an estimate of the experimental error.

General Linear Hypothesis Model. A convenient method for computing and solving

ANOVA problems for OT&E test programs is the application of the general linear

hypothesis model. It frequenti3 happens in operational tests that there are unbalanced

designs (due to resource limitations and/or lack of interest in parti,mular combinations

of test factors) and missing data for observations that were originally planned for in

the test design. The application o.f the general linear hypothesis model to analyze the

test data permits a mLximum utilization of the available data in the presence of un-

balanced designs and missing observations for the design cells.

After ANOVA. Afte" the ANOVA F-tests have been performed, attention may be

centered on the determination of the manner in which the significant effects occur. To

illustrate, if the aircraft type is a significant effect in one of the previously discussed

example problems, hllen the questions arise as to "Which aircraft types are significantly

different from each other ?" "\Vhich groups of aircraft types are significantly different

from offer groups of aircraft types ?"

If a decision is made prior to the conduct of the experiment as to which combinations of

means to compare to each other, the method of orthogonal contrasts may be used with

no change in the 'lype I error risk a . The method of orthogonal contrasts is performed

after the ANOVA and has several restrictions as to which combinations of comparisons

can be made.

If the decision for which comparisons are to be made is delayed until after the experi-

mental data may be examined, comparisons can still be made, but the Type 1 error

a risk is changed since such decisions are not taken at random but are based on

observed results. Thcre are several methods for performin , the tests on means.

One of the easiest tuchniques to apply is Duncan's Multiple Ilange Test.

F-21
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Another item of interest that may be estimated after the ANOVA tests is the percent

of variability in the dependent va; iable that is due to a significant effect and that which

is attributable to the experimental error. The test experimental design model and

parameters that have already been computed for the ANOVA F-tests are utilized to

estimate the percent contributions to variability due to the significant test factors.

In the discussion of the various ANOVA models, mention was made to and a definition

given for interaction effects between two or more test factors. To visualize graphically

how an interaction would look consider Figure F-i which sho%%o a plot for the aircrew

and aircraft type combination for the previously discussed 3 factor, 2 replication

factorial design. Theic is no interaction between aircraft types I, II, and IV with

aircre%%s, Notice di. their connectingy lines to the plotted pointh are approximately

parallel. There is a significant interaction between aircraft type III, the other three

aircraft types, and aircrews. The interaction shows up gTaphically by the non-parallel

(and crossing) conneCting lines between the plotted points. The change in response

AIRCRAFT
TYPE

III

II I I I
I 2 3 4 5

AIRCREW NUMBER

Figure F-i. Two factor example problem inter'action effect
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(radial miss-di:tance a beth\een levels of one factor (aircrews) is not the sanc for all

levels of the other factor (aircraft types).

The previously discussed ANOVA example problems have had test factors that are

qualitative, (c. g., aircraft types, aircrews, missile production lot groups). In a

factorial design if these are factors that are quantitative, (e.g., weapon release altitude:

and equally-spaced, (e. g., 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 ft) then more infor-
mation can be analyzed from the test data. Using orthogonal polynomial coefficients,

test factors may be ested for significant effects that are related to the manner in

'.Ihich the dependert variable is affected by the factor. For ewarriple, the relationship

between the independent and dependent variableb could be linear, quadratic, or cubic.

The orthogonal polynomials are ,,sd in conjunction \ %ili the ANOVA F-Lest to determine

significant polynomial effects for equally-spaced quantitative test factors.

a. Comparing More Than Two Variances. One of the basic assumptions in

ANOVA modcls is that the experimental error for each cell in the
2

Statistical design matrix is homogeneous, (i. e. , o is tile same in each

cell). Moderate departures from this assumption do not seriously affect

the validity of the F statistics. Stated another way, the ANOVA F-test is

robust with regard to the assumption that the design cell xperimental

error is homogeneous.

There are several tests available to test for homogeneity of variance. The

most commonly used test is Bartlett's test. The routine use of Bartlett's

test is not recommended due to relatively complex calculations and several

highly restrictive assumptions that are required. There is a homogeneity

of variance Les'. proposed by Hartley and[ another one proposed by Cochran

that are relatively simple to apply and give comparable results to Bartlett's

Lest.

b. Dtermining 11elationships. The situation can arise in OT&E where there is

interest in determining the relationship (if it existh) between a dependent

variable ,and one or more independent variableb. The ava'.lable data for the

analysis may be from a test program and historical data files; however,
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quite often the test data was not originally planned for use in determining

the relationships of current interest. The principal analysis technique

ri used to examine relationships is called multiple regression analysis.

As an illustration, consider the simple case where it is desired to estimate

miss-distance (dependent variable) as a function of range (independent

variable). Such test data, when plotted, may look similar to Figure F-2.

X X

x

REGRESSION LINE
MISS-DISTANCE x X X

X X . X

X

RANGE
Figure F-2. Plotting the relationship of variables

By subjecting the coordinate points from the test data to a multiple regression

analysis, the equation for a linear function (dash-line in sketch) may be

derived. Since it is linear, it will be of the forn, y a , bx whelre the

analysis technique soles for the coefficients a and b. The solution minimizes

the sum of the square of the vertical distance between the data points and the

regression lie (least squares fit).

It is entirely possible (and frequently occurs) that there is no significant

relationship between the dependent and independent %ariables. Stated another

way, knowing a particular value for the independent variable will be of no

assistance in predicting the value of the dependent variable. In the nmltiple

regression analysis, a t-test is performed to determine if the independent

variable has a significam effect on the dependent variable.
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The fact that the model for the multiple regression analysis is linear does

I not restrict its use to analyzing only linear functions. By the use of trans-

formation of variables, a new variable that is linear can be used to replace one

that is nonlinear, (e. g., e replaced by z). For example, a particular

analysis may require determination of the relationship between weapon

accuracy (y) and aircraft velocity (x) using experimental data. There are a

large number of possible functional relationships to examine in order to find

the best one. To illustratc a few, consider the five candidates below:

y a + bx

2
y =a + :x + x2

y = a + bx 2 dx

y =a +bx + cx +dx 3

Computationally, it is desirable to have an efficient method to search through

the candidate relationships to select the best one. Stepwise Multiple Linear

Regression will accomplish this efficient search by the following scheme:

(1) The input to the problem contains the definition of the candidate
• 2 x3

variables (x, x , and in the example).

(2) One va;'iable is added to the regression equation at a time. The

variable added is the one that produces the greatest reduction in the

residual error term.

(3) As an option, variables can be forced into the regression.

(4) in the iterative procedure, non-forced variables are removed from

the eqiation if their new (recomputed) contribution to the reduction

of the etror terms becomes too low.
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(5) Optionaily, the regression equation may or may not be required to have

an intercept ("all in the example).

Non- Parametric Techniques

When the characteristics of the probability distribution for the response (dependent)

variable are unknown or ignored, the use of nonparametric (or distribution free)

statistics may be appropriate. 'Charac teristics' of the probability distribution

refers to such things as the type of distribution, (e. g. , Normally or uniformly

distributed) and the distribution parameters, (e. g. , mean and variance). Non-

parametric techniquos are genc-al in that they are independent of any assumption of

the characteristics of the probability distribution of current interest; however, the

techniques are frequently used to test the hypothesis that a specgic sample of ob-

servations comes from a population with a particular type of distribution, (e. g.,

Normally distributed).

Compared to paramc tric techniques, non-parametric techniques do not glean as much

mileage out of the same amount of data, (i. e., non-parametric techniques are not as

powerful or discriminating). Despite the reduction in "power" , non-parametric tech-

niques can be -very usefalaid sometimes the3 o'fer the only remaining course of action.

Typical applications of non-parametric techniques include: (I) goodness of fit tests,

(2) 2x2 contingency table, and (3) related sample tests.

Goodness of Fit Tests

There are many parametric techniques that require the assumption of a particular

type of probability distribution for a variable. One of the most commoni assumptions

is that the variable be distriuuted Normally. A goodness of fit test is a statistical test

to provide reassurance that the distribution assumption is reasonably correct based j
upon the sample data from the population; and responds to the question, "Does the

data fit the assumed probability distribution function ?1"

Generally, goodness of fit tests are based upon the differences between "sample

probability distribution function" and an assumed probability distribution function. 4
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Individual goodness of fit tests vary in the manner in which they measure the differences.

Two common goodness of fit tests are the chi-square and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.

a. Chi-Square Test. The oldest and most frequently used in goodness of fit test

is the chi-square test. The test is only valid for large sample sizes; however,

it is applicable to either discrete or continuous distributions and for testing

partially or completely specified distributions.

The essence of the chi-square test is that a sample of n observations of x

(i = 1, 2, ... , n) is sub-divided into J adjacent class intervals. The frequency

of observations, f,, in each of the intervals is compared to the number of such
observations that one would expect to find in the interval for the assumed distri-
bution. If P. is the probability that an observation from the assumed distribution

J thwould lie in the j interval, then the expected value of f. is np.* Thus, the chi-

square statistic is computed by Equation (14)

2 J% [f i- p 2x 2  = } .( 1 4 )
L np.
j=1I

2

For large samples, x has approximately the chi-square distribution

with J-1 degrees of freedom. The critical region for rejecting the null

hypothesis (H : the sample distribution comes from a population whose

distribution is the same as that assumed in the test) is X2 > K, where K is

found in tables for the chi-square statistic and J-1 degrees of freedom.

As a guideline to ensure that the sample size is large enough for the proper

application of the chi-square test, each of the J intervals should have np >5.

(This applies to both the discrete and continuous distribution cases. ) If the

sample data is going to be used to estimate parameters, (e. g. , the mean and

variance) for the assumed distribution that is used In the chi.square test, one

degree of freedom must be subtracted for each such parameter from the total

number of degrees of freedom available for the hypothesis test. For example,
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in testing for Normality where the sample mean and variance are used in the

assumed distribution, the niunber of degrees of freedom is J-1-2 = J-3.

b. Kolmogorov - Smirnov Test. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (hereafter

denoted K-S for brevity) has the advantage that it is applicable for small as well

as large samples. The test statistic for the K-S test is given by Equation (15)

D n max F (k)- F(x) (15)

- oo<X<co

where F (x) is the sample cumulative probability (distribution) function andn

F (x) is the cumulative probability distribution function for the population that

is under test. Figure F-3 shows a hypothetical example of the graphical inter-

pretation of the meaning of Equation (15). D is the maximum difference

(vertical distance in Figure F-3) which exists between the two distribution

functions.

POPULATION UNDER
TEST, F (x)

4n I

SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION,

Fn (x)

Dn MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE
nTWEEN DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTIONS.it0 o

Figure F-3. Kolmogorov-Smnirnov Statistics
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The sample statistic D is independent of F (X) and there are table values (K)
n

for large and small sample sizes that define the critical region for rejecting

the null hypothesis (i1: the sample distribution function is the same as the
0

popul:tlion distrilulioni I'u It lot) wlich is uinulor tost), i. v. , I) > K.

''hc K-S test is based upon a continuous distribution function for the sanple

statistic; however, the test may be used with discrete distributions since such

applications will be on the conservative side. The K-S test is applicable to

experiments wliere there is a natural way to assign numeri,.al values to the out-

comes of the random variabie of interest, x. For situations where numerical

values are arbit, arily assigned to the outcome of chance events, (e. g., 0 to a

head and I to a tail in a coin flip), the K-S test is not applicable since the results

of the test may be changed by simply reassigning a different set of numerical

values to the event outcomes, (e. g. , 1 to a head and 0 to a tail in a coin flip).

2 x 2 Contin-ency Table. The Fisher exact probability test enables user to test, at an

exact confidence level, the hypothesis that two independent, large and unequal samples

of dichotomous data are drawn from the same population. The test is used when the

scores front two independent groups of random samples fall into one or the other of

two mutually exclusive classes. Hence, each experimental unit in both sample groups

obtains one of two possible scores. The scores are represented by frequencies in a

2 x 2 contingency table. To illustrate, consider the contingency table below where

subjects from two groups are scored with either a "success" or "failure" for a mission.

Number of
Row

"Successes" "Failures" Total

Group 1 17 36 53

G roup 2 23 .17 70

Colunrn
Total .t0 83
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L I ~he I'iblher Lost is usedI to determine the p~robabjility that the two groups differ

bignificuitl5 in the prioportionl with which they fall into the success and failure. classi-
fication. The model for the test considers the marginal totals as fixed, (e.g.,

17+36, 2:3 1,17, 17+23, 36 1,17) and then utiliz~es the properties of the hyper-eometric

distribution to compute the proba~bility of occurrence (11 ) of the four numbers in the
0

table or cases nioro extreme.

Since thle data is dIi~ceteC (integers), a Special provision is necessary to test the

hypothesis Of intereCst, (i. e. , If : Groups 1 and 2 come from the same population)

at exactly a given confidence level. Th1is is accomplished by employing Tochiers

modification which entails selecting a random number from a uniform distribution.
hlaving defined a Type I error risk of a, the critical region for the hypothesis test is

for__valuesofP__<a.

'1%%~o Rulated Samples. The situation can often arise where the experimenter wishes

to compare t%%o phenomena (experu.nental conditions) by "con trolling" the test subjects

to performl or- exer-cise each of the LWO tost conditions. One way to "control" the test

Is to hla~ e each suiclec ser\ e as his o%%In control by per-foriluing under b~oth~ vond(itiofli

at different tiflies. If it i~s illogical to lim e aI test SUbieet performa both lest. conditionsI

of Interest, anothei alternative wvay to control the tost is to have matched pairs of the

test bubjects (nearly identical as possible) and have each one of the pairs performn

onl3 one of the test coiiditions of interest, another alternative way to control the test

is to hame matched pairs of the lest subjects (nearly identical as possible) and have

eachi one of the pairs performi onl3 one of the test conditions of interest. The following

subsections discuss two common tests for testing two related samples.

a. Sin Tt.The sign test may be employed to test, where there is a significant]

Jifference in the two experimental conditions from which related samples of

experimental subjects are being drawn. The test derives its name11 from11 the fact

that, it uses plus 1.1) and minus (-) signs rather' than qulantitatiVe mieasurieets -as

its data. It is particularly useful in expe rimientatLion when qjuantitative measure-

mnent is impractical or infeasible; howev'er, it is possible to rank memonbers of
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related samples with respect to each other for each e:'perimcntal condition, e.g.,

aircrews that fire two missiles in training are more effective than aircrews that

fire only one. The test is nonparanmtric: no assumptions need to be made with

regard to the form of the distribution of differences, nor does one need to

assume that all subjects are drawn from the same population. For example,

the different pairs may be from different populations with respect to age, sex,

intelligence, etc., the only requirement is that within each pair the experimenter

has achieved matching with respect to the relevant variables.

To illustrate a situation where the sign test is useful, consider the table below

which has "hit" or "miss" indications for aircrews corresponding to their first

and second shot at a given target. A plus (+) and a minus (-) sign is recorded

to denote an improvement or degradation in each pair, respectively. The sign

test is used to test the hypothesis that there is no difference between the per-

formanice for aircrews between the first and second shot. If there is no difference,

t1ne0 would expect there to be the same number of each type of sign. The

hypothesis is rejected at a given confidence level if too few differences of one

sign occur.

AIRCRE\V TEAM NUMBER

1 2 3 ,4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12

First Shot i 11 11 if M Al ! IM ili 11 M i A i]

Second Shot lI II Mi ll, 1111 i 111F LIilIi III l
Improvemen t  1- + I 1+ [ 1 III

Sign
l - Miss
Ii - lit
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''he basis for the sign test is that if the first shot performance is the same as

the second shot F.erformance then the probability that the performance for shot 1

for an aircrew is greater than the performance for shot 2 is equal to 1/2.

Also, for the reverse situation, the probability is 1/2. Symbolically, this may

be represented by Equation (16)

P (x1I< x) = P (x1 > x = 1/2, (16)

where xi (i=l, 2) is the indication of the performance for trial i. If the per-

formance of each of the two shots are equal, then w"e would expect the number

of times x1 > x2 to equal the number of times x1 - x 2. T7he test for the hypothesis,

13o: that the tvo shots ae equal, rejects H0 if too few of one of the inequalities

occurs compared to the occurrences of the other.

Let k, = the number of times x 1 > x 2 occurs,

and k2 = the number of times x 2 occurs,

n k = k1  k2,

= ain (k1 , k2 ),

then the probability, P, of getting k (or more extreme) occurrences out of n

is given by the binomial distribution

P= L p (l-p) - , where p = 1/2 (17)
=0

After chosing a Type 1 error risk level a, the hypothesis 110 is rejected if P a.

"'or the airerew example, the expression corresponding to Equation (17) is

given below,

i 10P == 0 .1 7 27
i=G

For an a 0. 10, the hypothesis 110 would not be rejected.
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As was the case with Fisher's exact probability test, the sign test has a discon-

tinuous variate kintegers). Therefore, Tocher's modification has application

to permit one test at an exact confidence level. The modification entails

selectin e a random number from a Thiform distribution.

b. Wilcoxon Matched Pair Test. The previously discussed sign test utilizes

data concerning the direction of change between the two test conditions of interest.

A more powerfl test, the Wilcoxon matched pair test, may be employed if not

only the direction, but the relative magnitude of the direction difference is

estimated. A matched pair which has a large difference between the responses

for the two test conditions is given more weight than a pair which shows a small

difference.

Quite often the precise measurement of the performance of a test subject for a

test condition is not feasible; however, a score which is assigned to it and other

such trials is useful for obtaining the relative differences and ranking them

jfor comparison purposes. If in the example problem for the sign test an estimate

for the miss-distance was made (instead of simply the designation "hit" or

"miss"), the Wilcoxon matched pair test could have been employed with an

increase in discriminating power to detect differences in experimental (test)

conditions.

5. DEVELOP AND ANALYZE ALTERNATIVE STATISTICAL DESIGNS

having identified the general type of btatistical technique that would have applica-

tion towards s.lving the particular test problem, the experimentor should not idcntify

alternative statistical designs (variafions of the basic statistical design technique

selected) and corresponding sample/replication sizes to help determine the best design
for the test. Since some of thu factors affecting an OT&E program are military judg-

menta l in nature (rather tlua being strictly statistical), the alternative statistical

designis for the test should be displayed along with a discussion of their advantages

and disadvantages so that dohcision-makers can perform a convenient review.

I
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Identifying Alternative Statistical Designs

There are a number of- reasons why the experimenter should consider alternative

statistical designs for the test before recommending a specific design. Included in the
list of reasons which could dictate variations in the design are the following (the
discussion is oriented toward the use of parametric techniques):

a. Whether or not there may be significant interaction effects.

b. The number of levels of each factor to include in the tesL.

c. The combinations of levels of two or more factors to include in the test.

d. The training requirements for test subjects.

e. The sample/replication size requirements.

f. The alternaoive results which may arise from exploratory trials (before the
main experiment).

As an illustration of the alternative statistical designs which could arise for a test,

consider the following example. There are two weapons to compare. In one basic

design, aircrews could fire one and only one of the weapons to minimize the training

requirements. In ,auother basic design, the aircrews could fire both weapons to

hedge against the situation that one of the wcapon-aircrew groups had a higher caliber

of personnel. A third basic design factor could be whether or not the aircrws perform

more than one replication per weapon. Replicating permits the analysis of interaction

effects; however, it may also introduce "learning" effects irom having repeated a

previous trial event.

Table F-11 shows v display for six alternative statistical designs which are derived

for the example problem. The following notation is used in the table:

'he value for the dependent variable,

n = nuniber of aircrews in a design,

p = the population mean,

W. the weapon effect,
F
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A. =the aircrewv effect,

I R1  the replication effect, and

eo theradom error.
ijk

TABLE F-11. SIX ALTrERNATE STATISTICAL D)ESIGNS FOR THlE EXAMPLE
1"RO1 BL, EMI

Case I -Airevws (Ise Only (One Weapon

Dusipi (The replication per airc rew.

Design MJatrix Model

Weapons

W W2

1 2 y = +W+e
13 1 13

3 4-
0 09'Airc row~s 0 0 Assumptions

1. o interactions.
ni i9. No aircrew differences.

1) cs igm 2. Two or more rep~lications pOr aircrew.

Design Matrix Model

Weapons

W1 2

y + \ p +W*A. (i) iR + E

o o

0 0

n1-i n 1. No interactions.
2. Possibility of significant replication effect.
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TABLE F-11. SIX ALTERNATE STATISTICAL DESIGNS FOR THE EXAMPLE
PROBLEM (Continued)

Design 3. Two or more replications per aircrew.

I)esign Matrix Model

Same as for I)esi-n 2. p-1 - .i W. A i e
Y j (i) I ijk

Assumptions

1. No interactions.

2. No significant replication effect.

Case 2. Aircrews Use Both Weapons

l)esign 4. One replication per test condition.

Design Matrix Model

Weapons Yij P+ W. + A +e
~Wi W 2

Assumption

Aircrews 2 1. No interactions.
0!0

Design 5. Tvo or more replications per test condition.

Design MatrLx Model

Weapons
1 2 y '\' +A +R +61A) +6wR) , ("jk j k ij jl t'A lj''ijk .

I Assumptions

2 1. Possibility of significant replication effect.
o 2. Possibility of significant interaction effects.
0
0 . -

ni
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TABLE F-i1. SIX ALTERNATE STATISTICAL DESIGNS FOR THE EXAMPLE
PROBLEM (Continued)

Design 6. Two or more replications per test condition.

Design Matrix Model

Samc as for Design 5. yij = u +W. + A. + (WA).. +i
ijk 1 j ij Eijk

Assumptions

1. No replication effect.
2. No replication interaction effect.

The designs for the example problem displayed in Table F-11 demonstrate how,

for a relatively few numiber of test factors, six alternative models were developed that

should receive indiidual consideration before a specific design is recommended. If

exploratory trials were conducted prior to the actual test, insight might be obtained

as to whether there is a significant replication effect and this could influence the
selection of the appropriate model, (e. g., if preliminary trials indicate a significant

replication effect, models z and 5 become leading c'ntenders).
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Determining thle Number cf Observations per D~esign

h One of tlei most importan. Aste ill mnaly/.ing alternative designs for the test

is tilie Ve r minaitionl of 1 lit iropol numbeiil. of ol til-va\'t jows (s,111mjilu S im. and( I illillihi A

ofl epli ialions o l r-epea1ted 1 rialls \ itl tilie S,1111 lest subjects) to h~e duntiring

the test. Tlhe sample, replication sitec affects Lit, tost program requirements for

rosou i-ces, trials, schedu!e, and personnel. training.I \Venl one is interested inl estimating the mecan of a Normially distributed ranu-

dom11 \,vaiable, a melasure of thle prIobable xcauracy of the estimaLioti prIocedulre is

thle expected confidence interval leng-th, (ECIL). The ECI I, is a function of
(1) thle conflidence \0i v\ hich one would like to be sure that thle interval contains

thle true, popullationl me1an or, 1- a , (2) the number of samples 11, (3) thle unumber

of r-eplications per sample i', (4) thle assumed proportion Ok) of thle total vani-

abilitY thA is due to lbet%%.L2n test subjects as compared to v% ithin a test subiect.'s per-

-' 111may vary a , ni. r. and k and examine the ECIL inl terms of units of o . Thus after

M~ing at and k thle relative magnitude of the ECIL may be determined as a function of

comIbination sample-ireplication sizes.

FigUIr F-4 Shows a I)IOt of the ECIL, for four confidence levels (1-a) andI for (lhe

ealSe \\ le Ne ter is onle reliCation per sample (r-1) . For' tis eXa..ple, notice that

the curves begin to flatten ou. for n=\10 and, thus, additional sampling has a lower

11mrginal. Value inl termis ot illhe relative scale of me asutre ment a

Whenl one is Concerned with detecting a specified difference between N~o mecans,

Lite sample si/,C requii re ments .11'e a I un1ctionl of (1) thle decision risks (a mnid~ that

onle ism ll ing to take aInd (2 ) thle mtagn itude of' thle difference bet I\\CCIil e MO u e.1"Ss

rela.iiihe to the lisIpers ionl or. va riabi Iitv inl thle responlse va rialbie.

Let uts r ilte imlplicationl of thlt a' and 0 13 erro risks inl terms of compjaring

ii t~~~O m~eapoil Systemls, i.eC. , a p~rop~osedI no\% systemn \~ rsus iln existing w~eapon s.tz)

a 6S the 1)1obab~lit)' of concluding that, thle lic\ systemi is better than the old systemn- l

m henl if inl fact there is no0 difference. A mistake of this kind may lead to a1 cost inl
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7a

I5a

Lu lONE REPLICATION PER SAMPLE.I
4or

[~%CONFIDENC[ LE'VEL 100,(1 o,)I

2

Icr

..

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 1I 12 1:3 14 15 16 1? 18 19 20 21

SAMPLE SIZE, n
ligill'o F,-,4. '.×Xpcte'd conf'idence i I terl. -

(1ollrs if the neW s)'stem is acquired; however, there will be no losi in system per-
formance. As one would anticipate, if a and P are made small, a large sample size

is required; if a and p are allowed to be large, a smaller (in relative terms) sample

size is required.

The typical manner in which the true difference (A) in system mea'n performance

that is desirable to detect is expressed in units of the standard deviation a. If the

ratio A/o is small, a large sample is required and vice versa. b general, the value

of u and A have t.) be estimated from historical data taken under similar test coadi-

tions or front the results of explorator. '.rials.

Figure F-5 shows a plot of the ratio A / O versus sample size for P -0. 10 and

a=0. 025, 0.05, 0. 10, 0. 15, and 0.20. One can see that the number of observations

required is very sensitive to the A /a ratio. Hence, when resources are expensive or

in short supply the a , 0 , and a are clearly important parameters in the test program,
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Figure F-5 umI)Cr ofobservations neddfrcomparison of
' LWO iUiCafls - olic-sided test

:I rt.):soI1laI)I goodI Cs inlatC Of A /0 Should be 111deI to 0enSLIrc thatI tex CSL IS Will be

respoive 1'C theLii test oIbJecti%'5.

It shuld be noted that a relatively few number of samples arc required fr-oim e x-

ploratory trials, (c. g. , l19) to estimlate Ado for an experimlent that mlay require a

areSample, (c. g. S). The reason for this lies in tile fadc that if one goes back to

Figure F-4, you will remember that the expected confidence interv'al length Is in units

of o. For it given population, o is fixed and there is nothing that can be (lofle to

change it. Despite a large confidence interval when o is large, the percentage de- '
craein thle lengrth of the canfidence interval caused by an increase in the sample

size dfoes not depend on the actual value of a. Thus, the practical strategy is to

simply take enough sampl-.s to p~lace one Oil the flat part of thle curve, (Lt. g. , a > 10).

Exploratory trials also 9)ffer thle opportunity to check test procedures and idlentify
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illogical scenarios that would make system comparisons difficult, (e. g., target satura-

tions that offer little room for improvement for new systems).

For test designs that utilize analysis of variance models, the power of the F-test

must be examined to determine the sample size requirements. For test designs for

which non-parametric techniques are to be employed, there are tables and charts

available in the statistical literature to help guide the test planner in choosing an ade-

quate sample size.

Performing Design Tradeoffs

Having identified the alternative statistical designs for the test, the experimentor

should next examine the relative advantages and disadvantages of each design and per-

form tradeoffs analyses with any parameters which are subject to optimization.

As an example of a design tradeoff analysis, consider a test where there is

interest in estimatng the average value 1 for an aircrew's performance (which is

some Normally distributed random variable) for using a new weapon system. There

will be aircrews repli.ated r times to estimate u. There is e dollars available for

the experiment. It costs c1 dollars to train an aircrew for the test and c2 dollars .to

make an observation per replication on any given sample. Therefore, the problem is

to determine the values for n and r which will provide the b,. st estimate for U subject

to the constraint

nc 1 + nrc2 <c. (18)

The best estimate ior p is an adaptation of Equation (1) and is given below by

Equation (19)

n r

-- x. (19)
ni1. j-=l

The estimate for the variance of A is given by Equation (20)

2 1 2 1 9S =-n(ab + -a 0 )"  (20)
x n b r
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2 2
where a b2 is the variance between aircrews and a is the variance within an aircrew.

whew
Using standard techniques of calculus it can be shown that the optimum values of n and

r (n and r are given by iKjuations (21) and (22), respectively.

1 .1/ 2
2 L I

r =max [(w/ab) Cl/C 2 , ] (22)

Since the values for n* and r* as computed by Equations (21) and (22) may not be

integers it may be necessary to perform (at most) two calculations to get the optimal

integer solution. Let lr* I and i*] be the largest integers less than or equal to r*

and n*, respectively. Then the variance of X using [n*] samples and [c- -- cj
c 2In *1

replications must be computed and compared with the variance of X using

c + c 2 Ir]* samples and [r*] replications; whichever of these two methods gives

,a, r) combination that minim'izes the variance of X is the solution. (It may be that

both of the above calculations yield the same (n, r) combination and in this case the

same pair is the obvious solution.)

Another area for consideration for design tradeoffs is with regard to the require-

ments for instrumentation measurement error (when recording the dependent variable).

A Test Director may ask the question, "Should I have measurements made to the near-

est 35 meters ? 5 meters ? yard ? foot ? or inch ?" The increased variable from

measurement error will add to the sample size requirements. A tradeoff can be

made between the cost for reducing the measurement error and the cost for additional

samples and replications.
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Recommending a Statistical Design -- _-

V

The alternative statibtical designs should be displayed for convenient review by

decision-makers along with a discussion of their advantages and disadvantages. The

display for each design should include:

a. Design Matrix

b. Math Model

c. ANOVA Table

d. Assumptions

e. Sample and Replication Sizes

f. Resources for Training and the Experimental Trials

The statistician supporting the test program should identify his recommendatioft

for a test-design(s). His recommendation may involve the use of either of two designs

depending upon the outcome of the results of exploratory trials, (e. g., whether or not

there is a significant replication effect). The actual design selected for the test will

come from the office of the Test Director.

6. IDENTIFY CONDUCT OF THE SELECTED TEST DESIGN

The assumptions accompanying the structure of the math model for the statistical

design that is selected for the test will dictate the randomization and control require-

ments for the test trials.

Method of Randomization

The proper randomization within a test design is intended to apread the random

effects of extraneous factors, (I. e.p, confounded into the random error term) over as

many of the levels of test factors as possible to reduce the possibility that an erroneous

bias could be introduced in the data. The method of randomization could be the assign-

ment of trial numbers to test subjects based upon the selection of random numbers or

the random selection of a test design matrix trial table and the subsequent assignment

of test subjects to the design matrix cells.
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lesting Order, Schedule, and Control -.

Controlling an OT&E experiment for the proper test conditions is noticeably

more difficult than controlling an exrleriment in a laboratory. The statistician

supporting the test program should take into account the practical operational

limitations for scheduling test subjects for experiment trials and devise an appro-

priatc test trial order with a corresponding test schedule for test subjects. Rel-

ative to each test trial there is the requirement for kest control which corresponds
to the levels of the test factors that are present in each design matrix cell. Extra-

neous factors which are not in the test design should be "controlled" to a practical

extent possible so that the test data is not unduly contaminated by their presence.

7. DEVELOP DATA ANALYSIS PLAN

Basically, the statistical design for the test dictates (defines) how the test data

will be analyzed. However, there is benefit in specifically identifying the exact steps

in the data analysis plan so that (1) previously overlooked contingencies in data results

may be planned for, 2) computer programs to automate the calculations may be

obtained, and (3) the results from the statistical analysis may be planned for con-

venient interfacing with the evaluation process that is keyed to respond to the basic

test objectives and questions.

Computing Test Statistics

This section includes a discussion of (1) a procedure that can assist in treat-

ment of outliers in the data, (2)transformation of variables that may assist in

satisfying Normality requirements in the dependent variable, and (3) statistical

analysts computer programs that can help automatic computations.

Treatment of Outliers

It is often vagui; or anibiguous In ul experiment as to how extremle waduus (or

outliers) will be identified and treated in test data. The reasons for the omission

or inclusion of an outlier may be based on operational and/or statistical considera-

tions. The purpose of the aiscussion here is to present the general philosophy and

'a sequence of steps to assist in an orderly treatment of outliers.
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Anl outlying obse'rvation -or '"outlier" is one that appears to deviate markedly

from 'other members of tile sample in which it occurs. An oudier may be mei'ely

an extremc manifestation of the random iariability inherent in the population from ..[which the data \\,s taken. If this is true, the value should be retained and pr6-

cessed in the same manner as the other observations in- the' sample. Other pos-

sibilities are tha t the extreme value may be the result of a gross deviation from

prescribed experimental )roCedure or in error -in recording or calculating the
numerical value, In such cases, it may be desirable to institute an investigation

to ascertain the reason for the aberrant value. The observation may e'.-entually

ie rejected as a result of the investigation, though not necessarily so.

If an outlier is known to have occurred due to a gross deviation from pre-
scribed experimental procedure, it should be discarded vithout recourse to any

statistical test.s. If no abnormal conditions can be identified, tile discordant v,ahie

should be reported and indications as to whtt extent it has been used in the analysis

of data should be given.

\hllen an observation that is believed to be an outlier is observed and the

Ihysical reaso ; for its occurrence are unlknown, a statistical test. mziy be initi-

;ittd to lend support to I judgment that a physical reason docs actually exist. ,If

on the basis of th, test it is concluded that the obsev,ation is an outlier, action

Should be initiated to linl the physical reason. Tlle important thing is that the,

statistical test alone does not tell whether the outlier occurred purely due to

Challn. '.. (ile to deviation from prescribed experimental )rocedure. As such, an

outlier Should not be rejected Oi 'Ale basis of a statistical test alone.

lFigurc i.,-(; shows a flow diagrall that sumlmar'izes the sequence of logical

steps that, are helpful to systematically process the treatment of outliers.

In the event a statistical test is required to help identify an outlier, one such

test employs Lquation (23)

x-X
n s :)
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JUENT AL) THE ANALYSIS.

YES

DRAW UDERSTT.UTON N INCLUDE OBSERVATION

DEREDNEXPERI. IN ANALYSIS. INOICATE
MENTAL CONDITIONS? RESULT SIGNIFICANT? HWTEICISO

MENTL CODITINSAFFECTS THE RESULTS

W~~NOYE

INVESTIGATION.I

REASONS REVEALEt)?

OMIT OBSERVATION
FROM THE
ANALYSIS.

FigreF-. Flow% dIiagIrrw for the systematic treatment of outliers

Ml ere the suspctodI outlier is the 'lrgest-valued observation X aind X and S

:11-c. IIhe samnude mcain ;Iud( stanlda rl d mulon, t..esp~ecIive y. Tales' for. thv valles

w-11101 define th envcrll Ivlgionl fol. Iw lolst ave avatilale ill fI; ijler-1:I11re'

Ti *spl o m~ioi of Vaiables

One of thle assuifll)tiolas accompljanyinlg the use of A-NOVA models is Ulat tile

expeUrimentlIal uro termi ')c Normllyl distribuited. bi the event, thiS asSutIl)tioI1I

is 1101, satisfactorily met, there is the alternative to convert. the variable of intercst

byuse of anl app)Irojw-iaLC tranSformalltionl futiL-ion to arnother variable that my satis-

lfv the No rmallitj. reqjui rement.

Ail U.(tij)ip.e of a .Italto rmtiol ofi . varnh! ol i h ( e a;i(j(tIIIII vNWliiwV('t

the 'numlber. of mwucess" out of' .1 given number l. t allompts would be (Ilhe do-

pendent variatble. 'Such data i6,iA to be from a binominal distribution, and the

Normality a.ssumiffon is 01113 ;ppi oxinmately met, if the averagu number of' successe&c
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L.is quite high relative to (lhe number of attempts. However, by using "percent[ suctcsses" as I he responlse variable .11l, "Ilbseueunth" v Iransf l() m g it Ik an

MIC SL ine I rons)iorIwuI ion1, 1lit Norii1:i lilY 111.I1\I~ he i~i u belier ,;:uIiti

As p~art of thle data :iiiaalysis p~lanl, tile comp)uter Ipro:grams to colipujto tile test

statistics s houla; be identified. The re are numerous software packages available,

that apply to (,ech of tile various types of analysis techniques. For example,a
commonly used set of prowranms arc thle UCLA (University of California at Los

Angecles) lBion !dical S tati.tical analysis computer programs. The ttBi- Mcc

Series" includes programis to (1) tabulate and plot test data, (e. og. , histogram

andI x-3y plots); (2, perform regression analysis, (c. g. , stepwise regression and

multiple regres,- ion With case combinations); and (3) compute analysis of variance

statistics, (e. g. , ANOVA for factorial designs and thle general linear hypothesis

model). Tlhe Bi-M~ecI Series has a convenient feature to combine and/or transform

(tiansgeneratien) test data x ariables by a simple designation in thle inp~ut control

data (e g., a~ si ~x replaces x or x " Y I 'places X). *'etas'nrto

capability eliminates tedious manual calculations and reduces human errors.

Thie-.- are coni ute r prog~rams for nonparanietric statistical analyses also.

For extample, !or (lhe Sparrow Shoot test program that was conducted through

TAWC at IEglin AFB, computer programs were developed for the Fisher exact

probability test and the signi test (both with Tochier's modifiCation to Lest at an

exact- confidence level).

i summ)Ilary, there 'Ire in existence Computer 1) rO ra ils '.haL Will assist. ill the

.3a1MYiSi of teSt da lt; 111V (la,1W analys ib plan~ should reflect Ihe properP inturfa-ee
betwen thle reduced Lest dA'I and the sub.'equent ana'lysis %\it Ii tatist ical lprogra ils.

Intoerfacing, Statistical Results with the Test E'valuation Process

The data ans lys is plan should identify how tile statisticalaial11ysis estill lations,

comparison, and dlerived functional relationships relate to the basic test progr-am
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objectives and questions. All too frequently, test planners can be so Involved with
the difficult and challenging details at the technical level that Ioo IitL.Ie IhoughL, is g,en

toward the fundamental test objedives.

F
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Appendix G

MATHtEMATICS AND STATISTICS

1. CEP

This discussion will be centered on definition of the CEP, proper understanding of

that definition (and thereby the usefulness of the CEP), arld correct computation

or estimation of the CEP under different circumstances. No attempt is made to say

whether CEP is the proper measure by which to report test results because to do so

would require setting out all the other possible measures of weapons delivery accuracy

and describing the advantages and disadvantages of each for different weapon types

and different potential data uses.

Definition. The following definition is recommended as a standard for use throughout

the Air Force OT&E community:

CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP). The radius of a circle

(centered at the expected arithmetic mean point of impact) within

which half the missiles or projectiles are expected to fall.

E.xplanation of Definition. Thc CEP is a description of the anticipated distribution

of future impacts and thus the radius determined is an estimated value. CEP

cannot be the term used for data which only describes the pattern of impacts

recorded in a completed test. Furthermore, the term "sample CEP" is a contradiction

in terms and should not be used. The term "circular error probable" is actually a

more recent way of saying "circular probable error", one of a family of "probable

error" parameters. (To conform with the overwhelming trend, the use of "circular

probable error" should be avoided). Probable error is defined as the error whose

probability of being exceeded is fifty percent. The recommended definition does

not say specifically which missiles or projectiles are being described by the estimate

or when they will fall, but from the nature of operational testing and the function of

statistical estimates, it will be understood that a test is done on a sample of all
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missiles plus firing systems of a specific type (and perhaps configuration) and that

the Air Force is really interested in what behavior to expect of any missile plus firing

system of that type/onfiguration fired in combat. The launch platform, the physical

environment, the attack maneuver, and/or the type of target may also be important.

Thus, the missiles or projectiles whose expected'behiavior is being described by the +

CEP are from a population characterized by a specific type/configuration and speci-

fied combat firing conditions or a specified range of conditions - a population that

was sampled to obtain the test data being analyzed. The selection of mean point of

impact for the center of the circle simplifies calculations, facilitates understanding

of the concept of CEP in the most-common statistical terms, and retains significance

when bias corrections are made.

Agreement With Established Definitions. The Joint Munitions Effectiveness Manuals

(JMEM) define CEP as follows:

CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP). A measure of delivery accuracy.

Its value is equal to the radius of a circle, with its center at the desired

mean point of impact, containing half of the impact points of independently

aimed bombs, or half of the MPIs resulting from independent aiming opera-

tions. (This assumes that the bias is small relative to the CEP in any com-

pletely developed system.) The CEP is associated with the circular normal

distribution with a standard deviation aA = 0.85 CEP and is a meaningful

measure o. accuracy if the !.rnpact pattern is reasonably circular. As the

pattern becomes more elliptical, DEP and REP become the more accurate

descriptions of the pattern. (TH 61A1-3-3, p. 1-1)

Although the same page of this manual states that it contains data and equations

used in "deriving estimates of combat delivery accuracy, for use in weapon-affbtc-

tiveness computations," this definition clearly applies to a measure used for de-

scribin test data. The JMEM circle is centered on the aim point rather than the

mean point of impact; the difference is a single measure of mean deviation from the

aim point, or bias, but it is not clear how bias is actually to be dealt with. Using

GI
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the recommended definition, bias is specifically removed. While having a single

figure to cite for anticipated aim point miss distance has operational appeal, it can

be grossly misleading when impacts will cluster several meters (or even tens of

meters) from the aim point. The more useful approach would be to report expected

bias from the aim point and expected dispersion about the mean-point of impact

separately. The bias, then, should be corrected once and for all by aiming or hard-

ware changes and the center of the same dispersion-pattern would be moved over the

aim point. The recommended CEP does not need recalculation for each change in

bias. A third notable difference between the recommended and the JMEM definitions

is reference to independent aiming operations in the latter. It is true that each impact

from salvoed bombs should not be weighted equally with the impact from a bomb dropped

alone, but it may be important to know both the dispersion within a salvo of bombs and

the dispersion vithin single bomb passes on a target. Therefore, the recommended

definition~can be applied to a release of several weapons on independent passes or to

the release of several weapons per pass on independent passes, according to the

desires of the information-seeker. The JMEM definition of CEP addresses non-cir-

cular distribution patterns in a limited way; application of the recommended definition

to non-circular patterns will be discussed later.

The Range Commanders Council defines CEP as follows:

CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP). An indicator of the accuracy

of a missile/projcctile, used as a factor in determining probable

damage to a target; or the radius of a circle within which half the

missiles or projectiles are expected to fall. (A Glossary of Range

Terminology, document 104-64, p. 23).

This was the model for the recommended definition; it agfrees with the recommended

definition except for being non-specific about the center of the circle.

The Joint Chiefs of Staff define CEP as follows:

CIRCULAR ERROR PROBABLE. An Indicator of the delivery

accuracy of a weapon system, used as a factor in determining
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probable damage to a target. It is the radius of a circle

within which half of the missiles/projectiles are expected

to fall. Also called CEP. (JCS Pub. 1, p. 43).

This definition also agrees with the recommended definition, except for failing

to specify the center of the circle.

The Air Force .ses the JCS definition of CEP (AFM 11-1, Volume 1, p. 44).

Preliminary Test Data Processing. Several questions must be answered before the

proper method for calculation of the CEP can be selected.

(1) Is the population distribution bivariate Normal?

(2) Is the population mean known?

(3) Is the population variance (on each axis) known?

(4) Are the population variances equal?

Standard methods for making these decisions are prescribed below.

Population Mean. By stating that the population u is known, the analyst is

asserting that he either believes it to be the aim point or believes he knows the bias

exactly. The latter case is not likely because a known bias probably would be cor-

rected for. Initially, then, the analyst assumes that the population mean is at the

aim point and that any bias apparent from the test data is only due to the sampling ;

process.

Itlotelling's Generalized T 2 statistic, given by

y2 ,1\ 3
2 ~- SJ +S. 2 ~
syxN 2 _ y x-- _ 2N'

T2 - s.s 2 -

can be applied to tell whether it is reasonable to accept this hypothesis of zero bias.

A comparison of the quantity

F- (N-2) T 2

2(N-1)
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with F. 0 5 (2, N-2) as tabulated will reject the hypothesisonly when the.bias is quite

surely non-zero.

If the non-zero bias hypothesis must be rejected, the analyst can no longer state that

the population mean is known; although the-sample mean is an urbiased estimate of

the population mean, the only information available is from That one sample. The

proper procedure now is to report the apparent bias and calculate variances from

the sample mean.

Population Distribution. Most statistical techniques applicable to this problem

assume that the variations along the two axes are uncorrelated. Thus, the

initial hypothesis is that the data do not provide reason to doubt zero correlation.

If it can be shown that there is reasonable likelihood that the data is from a bivariate

Normal distribution (by means of an x2 test for goodness of fit, with . 05 significance

level) then the sample data can be tested for correlation with the statistic

rt=N2-

with N-2 degrees of freedom for sample size N and sample corrclation coefficient r.

Again, a significance level of .05 should be used to assure tlutt the zero correlation
coefficient (population parameter) hypothesis is not rejected without convincing

reason. If correlation-does exist, it can be removed (for calculation purposes)

by rotation of the axis through an anglo of

0 = 1/2 tan
-I  Ss

s 2 - sy 2

in other words by calculating now x' and y values

x' X COSO + y sinO

y= -x sinO + y cose

G-5
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When-the data is not believed to be Normal, Pitman's Test miy be used to. check for

correlation. Even in the distribution-free case, the technique for removing correla-

tion is the same.

Population Variance. The initial hypothesis should be of some pa rtivul'1a \faluo

for the variance along each axis, based on system design information. When variances

are not shown to be different from this hypothesis on the basis of the OT&E results

(another F-test), it will be stated that the variance (a ) is known. If the initial

hypothesis does not hold up under test, the .opulation variance must be es.timated

from the test statistic s2* One should be cautious, about acceptance of a system design

quote of variance; however, when it is based on DT&E results rather than successful

system design, it may be no more valid as a population parameter than the OT&E

estimate. When correlation has been removed by rotation of the data to new axes,

the variance cannot be known, because all the information available after this trans-

formation is that frcm the test results. These tests should also inform a person

* ~whether or not the distribution is circular by identifying agreement with or statistically -

significant differences from the variances initially presumed (if any).

Calculation of CEP - Circular Normal Data. Four cases are possible:

(a) known P and o; (b) known y , unknown a; (c) unknown p, known a; (d unknown p

and a.

a. CASE (a). The first case is straightforward. When both of the population parameters

are knowv, the radius of the circle containing 50% of the population is ex-actiy

CEP =-A .11/2oa.

It is worth mentioning that in this case the test ata provides no new information, ex-

cept by way of confirmation of the initial hypothesis, and thus this CEP calculation

(not an estimate at all) could be made from data available before the test.

b. CASE (b). When a alone is unknown, the estimate of CEP is

[.n 2]1/2 F)1/2
CEPest 2F(N +1/9
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N is the number of impact points in the sample and r (Z) is the complete gamma

function. This is the most efficient (i. e., minimum variance) unbiased estimate

possible.

c. CASE (c). When ;i is unknown, it is probably going to be assumed that o is unknown. Th

problem with a known and P unknown is not inconceivable--only difficult to rationalize.

When it is desired to estimate the CEP on this basis, the formula is the same as for

CASE a.

d. CASE (d).In the unknown p, unknown a case, the unbiased estimate is

[(N-i) en 2]/2 r (N-i) xs2  ] 1/2

CE Pest = I2 ~ x +S y2

where Sx 2 is the sample estimate of the population variance

N
S2sx 2= x

N-i

Calculation of CEP - Elliptical Normal Data. As above, four cases are

possible.

a. CASE (a). P, ax and cy known. Tables can be used to look up the exact CEP., The

most extensive of these is published as "A Meth sd for Computing the Generalized

Circular Error Function and the Circular Coverage Function" (A.R. Di Donato and

Ig. P. Jarnigan, U.S. Naval Wepons Laboratory Report No. 1768, 23 January 1968.)

The table in Appendix C should be entered with V = 0.50.

b. CASE (b).\Vhun p is kno%%m but ox and ay must be estimated, the minimmn-variance

unbiased estimate is

CEPcst = [+2 ( l
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c. CASE (c). An estimate of the same parameter for the a known, ' unknown case

is the same as for CASE (a).

d. CASE (d). When, a andju are unknown, the unbiased estimate of CEP is

[(N-i) )n 41 1/2 r(N-1)
CEPest 2 F (N - 1/2) +

Comparison With Other Methods Of Calculation - Tolerance Regions. A tolerance
region also contains a certain percent of the population values (50% if desired)
but a 50% tolerance region is calculated in a different manner from the CEP

equations above and it has (the non-statistician would say) a subtly different meaning.

The concelpt is attractive because the same fcrmulas can be used to calculate 50%

containment ellipses for non-circular distributions (although not CEP's for non-cir-

cular distributions), and the same type of estimation can be made for a non-normal

population. It is extremely unlikely that anyone using the CEP as a measure of

weapons delivery accuracy could make and support a choice between the two approaches

on the basis of the mathematical differences, so the recommended standard formulas

were chosen in recognition of the fact that they are most like many of the formulas

that are in current use (whether used properly or not) and therefore they would be

accepted most readily for general use. The CEP's calculated by the two methods

converge for large samples and are different as shown in Figure G-1 for small

samples. Figure G-1 shows only the CASE (d) comparison. Results for CASES (b) and

(c) are similar; the CASE (a) solution is exact, not an estimation, and the results are

identical. The reason these two approaches can be different is that they are both

estimates of a value based on incomplete information and they make different assump-

tions about the correct way to predict the generally accurate result.

DEP and REP - Univarlate Measures. At times, one-dimensional 50% containment

intervals are used because of preferences in the case of highly lliptical impact patterns

oI
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or -because of direct applicability in the case of rectangular targets. Definitions

analogous to the recommended CEP definition are:

RANGE ERROR PROBABLE (REP). Half the distauce between two imainary

lines on the ground, perpendicul.-, to the aircraft approach line uid oquidi t1

from the expected arithmetic mean point of impact, between which half the

missiles or projectiles are expected to fall.

'j DEFLECTION ERIROR PROBABLE (DEP). Half the distance between two

imaginary lines on tho ground, parallel to the aircraft approach line and

equidistant from the expected arithmetic mean point of impact, between

which half the missiles or projectiles are expected to fall.

2-0

1.9

1.8- CEP N= W-- F (.5, 2, N-2)] [Sx 2 +Sy2]

c 1.N.
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Note that, the rectangle formed by overlaying the boundaries for the DEP band and the

REP band contains 25% of the population (50% X 50%), not 50%. The exact formulas

(A and a known) for the defined terms are:

REP 0. 6745 oR

DEP -0. 6745 OD

but the equal probability bands that would contain a 50% rectangle are given by

A -1.052 OR

B -1.052OD

interval Estimate. Confidence limits may be placed on the point estimate of

CEP (thus defining a minimum and maximum area circle for containment of 50%

of the population) bi the same way, they are put on point estimates of the standard

deviation. The desired confidence level is chosen, the number of degrees of

freedom is calculated (exactly or approximately) from a formula in Figure G-2

and the appropriate iterval limit is computed by the relation

Interval limit = CEPpoint est [X2 (confidence level, 1
v is the number of degrees of freedor.. There is of course no interval esti.mate for

CASE 1 (p and a Iiown) since the distribution is assumed to be known exactly.

Reporting The CEP. To provide complete information of weapons delivery

accuracy, several items of information should be reported along with the CEP

itself. The follcwing information should be given:

(1) Assumptions regarding prior data and the bias, circularity, and Normality

of the test data parent population.

(2) Method used for calculating exact CEP or estimate.

(3) Sample size.

G-10
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, Distribution Case .

Circular 2 2N I
3 2N-2

4 2N-2

2 s2 sn.all
Elliptical, 1+2 N

s 2 small
3 1+ s2 large (N-1)

s 2 small
4+s large (N-i)

Figure G-2. Degrees of freedom (v) for interval estimates of CEP

(4) Conditions under which data obtained, including altitude at release.

(5) Variance along each axis or the estimates thereof.

(6) CEP (exact or point and interval estimates).

Step-By-Step Procedure For Calculation Of CEP

. Calculate range and crossrange deviations from aim point for each impact.
2. Use Hotellings Generalized T2 statistic associated with an F test (.05

significance level) to see if any apparent non-zero bias is statistically

significnt. Use aim point for population meim if it is not; use mean

point of impact for estimate of population mean if it is.

3. Calculate the variance point estimate on each axis if the population mean

is estimated.

4. Check the data for statistically - significant non-Normality with a X2 test

(.05 significance level).

2'l

-; O-l
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5. Check for statistically significant correlation with a st (Normal data)

or the appropriate nonparametric test (. 05 significance level). Rotate-
, axes to rpmove statistically significant correlation for calculation purposes.

, 6. Check for statistically - significant differences from the assumed values of

i variance on each axis with the F test (. 05 significance level).

Choose appropriate calculation method.

8. Calculate the CEP.

G]
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[ 2. CONFIDENC E LIMITS

Whenever parameters of a population (such as mean miss-distance of all AGM-74

missiles fired at tanks from the F-18-whilc below 1000 nmcters and within 2 km slant

range of the target) are measured by conducting a test on a sample (say 10 missile

firings) from that population, one cannot be sure that the mean value calculated from

the sample w\,ill be exactly the same as the mean for all missiles that would ever be

fired. It might be expected, however, that the sample mean could be used as an

estimate of the population mean if the sample were obtained by random selection 4

from all AGM-74 missiles and all firing scenarios within the bounds imposed. It

might further be expected that as more missiles were fired (the sample became

larger), hiore confidence could be placed in the closeness of the estimate to the true

population value. The test officer realizes that there is a distribution of miss dis-

tances due to the myriad of variations in missile construction and circumstances

under which the missile is fired, but the more missiles he fires and the greater the

range of scenario variables under which they are fired (within the understood popu-

* lation, of course) the more he will feel that he has sampled the population well and

observed something representative of the entire population rather than the chance

occurrence of (say) the two longest miss distances that would ever be realized.

There is a way to quantify the intuitive feelings of this officer and tell just what

the possibility is tait the sample mean was derived from the chance occurrence of a

group of miss distances all from the high end of the distribution. A confidence inter-

val can be constructed about the sample mean and the statement made that with a

level of confidence of 95% (for example) the true population mean lies within that

interval. This says that there is only one chance in twenty that the population mean

lies outside the quoted interval. Now, in fact the population mean either does or

does not lie inside the quoted interval, but the interval is being constructed on the

basis of incomplete information (a sample) and the confidence level gives the prob-

ability of the incomplete information providing the right result. The statistical

G-13
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calculation will tell what the probability is that the obtained value represents nothing

more than chance observations all tending toward the high (or low) end of the distribu-

tion. Four things interact in these calculations: the variation- inherent in the popu-

lation distribution, the size of the sample taken, the length of the confidence interval,

and the level of confidence. Consider the following example:

9 ~ Ekample. Twenty missiles are fired at similar targets in similar scenarios.

The recorded miss-distances are shown in Figure G-3. The arithmetic mean miss

distance for this sample is 7.0 meters. It can be stated now with 95% confidence that

the population mean (the true average miss distance) is between 4.5 and 9.5 meters.

4.2 5.4 13.0 1.2

6.0 6.6 8.4 13.8

2.4 3.4 5.8 1.9

12.2 0.1 10.5 7.8

12.9 1.1 20.4 2.9

Figure G-3. Miss distance (meters)

This statement informs the Test Officer that there is still one chance in 20 that

the miss distances observed come from a population with a mean mies distance less

than 4.5 meters or greater than 9.5 meters. This is a symmetrical two-sided con-

fidence interval; i.e. coefficients to allow construction of these intervals are tabulated.

By moving both confidence limits in the same direction (increase both or decrease both),

although not by equal amounts, additional (longer) 95% confidence inteivals can be

constructed.

Suppose, however, that the Test Officer is only interested in the upper limit on

mean miss distance; then a one-sided confidence interval can be const'ucted. In

the present example a one-sided 95% confidence interval includes all values up to

9. 1 meters: there is one chance in 20 that the true pofulation mean is greater than

9.1 meters. Coefficients for other confidence, levels arealso tabulated. The

one-sided 90% confidence interval goes to 8.6 and he one-sided 99% confidence inter-

val goes to 10.0.
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fllow much better off would the Test Officer be if he could fire more -missiles ?

Assuming that the sample mean miss-distance and the sampleestimate of the popu-

lation variation (the sample estimate of standard deviation is what is actually usedy

are inchanged in a sample of 121 firings, it could be stated with 951 confidence tit

the tiss d1stanLIce Is less tihm 7.8 met,,ors. T'h Irl)lrOvvmenti III .u.ility of th( esti-

mate may or may not be worth the expenditure in resources to fire an additional

101 missiles. The change in size of the confidence interval is not linear with sample

size, however. For if only 5 missiles had been fired (assuming "similar" test results),

the one-sided 95% confidence limit would be 12. 1 meters, and if one-sided, 95% con-

fidence limit would be 30. 9 meters!

it may be that the Air Force is not so interested in the population mean miss distance

as in the probability that a certain percentage of all the firings in tile population-will

have a maximum miss-distance of a certain value. This value would be a tolerance

limit and it would bound a tolerance interval. While bearing a resemblance to

confidence limits ind confidence intervals, they are not the same. In the same

example*, the one-sided 95% tolerance limit for 90% of all firings is 19.4 meters.

The 'rest Officer is assured that there is only one chance in 20 of being in error if

he says that 90% of-all AGM-74 missiles fired under these conditions will miss by

no more than 17.3 -meters, Two-sided tolerance intervals can also be constructed.

Tolerance interval coefficients are tabulated in much the way that confidence interval

coefficients are.

A third type of probability interval is the prediction interval. This interval has

a stated probability of containing the miss distance (in the current example) of the

next single test. In this case, the one-sided 95% prediction interval for the next

(twenty-first} miss distance is bounded by 16.5 meters. That is, there is only

one clminve in 20 that. these results are misle:adlng and that the next missile will be

off arget by more than 16.5 meters.

*Computation of tolerance intervals requires some statement about the form of the

distribution of values in the population. To continue the present example a Normal
distribution is assumed.
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Figure G-4 gives a-comp:trison of the one-sided 95% probability interval limits for

the example discussed- hcrei:

confidence limit 9.1

prediction limit 16.5-

toler'ncv -Iii t 17.3:

(90% pop.)

Figure G-4. One-sided 95% probability interval limits (ineters)

Discussion to this point has been devoted to probability intervals for arithmetic

means. Confidence intervals can also be constructed for the median (50th percentile)

and other quantiles, for proportions and percentages, for the statistical range, and

for the standard deviatioiras well as other attributes that can be grouped, ranked,

scaled, or measured. Joint confidence regions for the mean and standard deviation

(allowing a single probability statement concerning both) can be constructed. In con-

trast to the situation for the arithmetic mean, the shortest confidence interval for the

standard deviation will not be symmetric in location about the value on which it is based.
Thus, although ithe probabiliy that the population standard deviation is less than the

lower interval limit equals the probability that it exceeds the upper interval limit, the

two limits are not equidistant from the observed estimate of the standard deviation.

Multi-dimensional probability regions ca,' be calculated for simple region shapes

(circle, ellipse, rectangle).

The calculation of probability regions is relatively straightforward just as long as

the assumptions incorporated as to the shape of the distribution and the completeness

of knowledge about the mathematical description of that distribution are kept track of

and communicated.

One problem may arise in connection with that completeness of knowledge, however.

If it can be assumed that the true population standard deviation is known, a different

statistic may be used in the calculation of intervals or observed significance levels,

giving shorter intervals and lower significance levels. This is fine if the sample
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size is large enough fo: the confidence level at which one, is working; the often-quoted

sample size of 30 fo- which it is acceptable to use the z statistic instead of Student's

t statistic introducis errors of 2. 3% in the length of the confidence interval at 90 %

confidence levels and 6. 5% at 99. 5% confidence levels. With the availability of calcu-

lating machines and ta;)ulations of Student's t values for larger sample sizes, there is

no excuse 'for not using Student's t in calculations involving samples of size 150 and

greater to keep the error in making statistical statements as low as possible. Figire

G-5 shows graphically the error In confidence interval length for a range of samole

sizes and several ccnfidence levels if z is used when t should be.

It is sometimes difficult to decide what confidence level to use. Of course, the

higher the confidence level the smaller the chance that the calculated confidence

interval does not contain the population parameter being estimated, but to gain in-

creased confidence in an interval of any given length the sample size, (i. e., cost of

the test) must be increased. An alternative solution is to back off on the interval size

requirement. After ali, is it operationally important to know the mean miss dista, _e

within 4 meters, or would 6 meters be an adequate estimate? Or is it operationally

important to have 9.9"confidence in the answer presented rather than only 95%or 90%?

Some compromises 'an be made. Then if it cannot be decided whether it would be

more helpful to report the longer, higher-confidence Interval or the shorter, lower-

confidence level, it would be wise to show a "picture" of the data as in Figure G-6.

This shows the confidence limit for any confidence level between 50 % and 99. 9% in one

graph. No additional oata is required -- just a fev calculations to show the same data

in different ways.

I
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3. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE

The signal-to-noise ratio is one of the most pervasive of all engineering parameters.

It is used to describe conditions in optics, rdio transmission, speech intelligibility,

and radar systems, among others. Yet in spite of the widespread acceptance and use-

of the term (in fact, probably because of it) there is often confusion about the true

parameter that is being discussed.

Signal-to-noise, usually written -in symbols as S/N, is the ratio of signal power to

noise power at a selected point in the system. There is no unique signal-to-noise ratio

which refers to an entire system; any source of degradation (i. e., increased noise)

changes the signal-to-noise ratio, so a system may be described by as many different

signal-to-noise ratios as there are nodes through which signals pass.

If signal power and noise power were constants at every node, signal-to-noise

would be the simple ratio of two constants. Both signal power and noise power vary in

time, however, and a standard method of measuring each must be recognized. It is

stwidard to use the peak power of a periodically varying signal and the root-mean-

square noise power of random noise or the peak value of impulse noise. Where there

is a possibility of ambiguity, or if another measure of sigl and noise is needed,

definition of the signtal and the noise must be associated with the term (e. g., peak

signal-to peak noise). Signal-to-noise for an optical system is the ratio

intensity of signal

total intensity of all other contributors to inteasity
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4. JAMMING POWER .

Jamming power can be defined simply as a measurement of the electro-magnetic

energy radiated from a jamming system per tit time. While this quantity may be of

fundamental importance to the electrical engineer developing a jammer, the funda-

mental interest of the operational tester is in whether the jammer effectively degrades

the enemy's ability to communicate, to guide his missiles, to detect and track aircraft

ani missiles, to navigate, etc.

If a jamming system has the (loosely--defined) power or simply ability to effectively

jam a particular enemy system, the operator and the operational'tester should not be

concerned with measurement of the radiated electromagnetic energy. The operator's

jamming power is measxedby the ability to cause degradation in some data element

(or elements) of the Measure of Effectiveness applicable to the system being jammed.

[This should not prohibit the operational tester for measuring radiated electro-

mapietic energy as a diagnostic device if he so desires.]
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5. INTELLIGIBILITY

Intelligibility vs Other Measur'es

Intelligibility, although not the only measure of speech quality, is the "sine qua non"

of speech communication systems. Other measures, such as louclncss, naturalness

and speaker idcntifiability, may be important to the operational effectiveness and suit-

ability evaluation of a particular system, but it is the ability of the system to convey

information that most directly reflects a speech-communication system's purpose.

There may or may not be an overlap between intelligibility and these other factors

for a particular speech-communication system, depending on its function.

Intelligibility vs Articulation

When used as a measured property of a system, not collcquially, inteUigibility is the

percent of meaningful words, phrases or sentences spoken by a talker (or talkers)

that are heard correctly by a listener (or listeners). It is distinguished from articu-

lation, which is used when the units of speech material are meaningless syllables or

fragments. While very useful tests of speech-communication systems based on phys-

ical measurements alone have been developed, an operational test of a speech-com-

munication system must involve live talkers and listeners. (this does not completely

preclude the use of recorded speech, but forces limits on the use of recordings.) The

articulation index, a physical measure based on the intensity of sound in each of 20'

equally-important speech frequency bands, cannot be relied upon in operational testing

any more than wind tunnel tests of aircraft performance. In spite of the success of

the articulation index, it measures response to a single composite speech spectruni

with the microphone held a specified distance from the lips and in general "averages"

speech-communication scenarios into one artificial test.

Talker-Link-Listener Systems

Depending on the objectivcs of a given oprrmtiowal test, intelligibility can be used in

:m evaluation of a link between talker and listener or of a talker-link-listener system.

In one case, variability in talkers and listeners ., )iild be so well characterized that It
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would not have to be includcld as a part of the test, but in the other it would be vitally

important to include a variety of talkers and listeners. More will be said on this sub-

ject later; the intent here is to point out the importance of the tdker-link-listener

system concept.

Choice of Test

4 - The function of a particular speech-communication system should be carefully consici-

cred in selection of the proper test of effectiveness and suitability. The material to

be communicated in operational employment should be the basis for the test. If mes-

sages over the system consist of single sentences, single sentences should be used

in the test. If they consist only of short phrases or single words, short phrases or

single words should be used. If a specialized lauguage will be used (e. g., air traffic

control), messages in that la,.guage should be used. These considerations should not

be implemented as restrictions on testing of the system at all because if a speech-

communication system needs great flexibility and versatility it should be tested in a

number of different uses. The number of variables in . . c, dI

speech communication testing is impressive, however. and in overlooking the com-

plexity of the subject a tester may overlook the need to tailor a test to thu expected

operational employment of a system. The following is a list of variables in specoh-

comntuication intelligibility which should be aclowledged in the design of a test; it

is probably not complete.

1. Message Length

The meaning of a message is more apt to be clear if the context can be usdd

to identify missing words than if each word stands in isolation.

2. Word Category

When words are predictable because they are known in advance to be from a

certain set (e. g., part numbers, street addresses), intelligibility is increased.

3. Word Familiarity

Words that are foreign to either the talker or the listener are less intelligible.
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4. Word Length

Words that are several syllables in length put each syllable in a context of its

own. The decreasing number of longer words and the unique rhythm of long words

make them more intelligible.

5. Talker position with respect to microphone.

Microphone efficiency may vary as the origin of the sound moves in an arc a

uniform distance away.

6. Talker Orientation vith Respect to Microphone

A talker who speaks directly into a microphone will be more easily understood

than one who faces away from it. Reflections off walis or other physical surfaces may

degrade part of the frequency spectrum as well as cause echoes.

17. Talker Stress

Distractions due to other concerns cause the talker to lose concentration on

the necessary pronunciation and enunciation of each word in a message.

S. Talker Background Noise

Other sourds received may compete for the listener's attention as well as

mask the message he is supposed to hear.

9. Syllable Length

Syllables that are stressed and lengthened come across more clearly.

1v. Talker Dialect or Accent

Certain talkers are not as universally easy to nderstand.

11. Other talker voice qualities.

Pitch affects the intelligibility of a message and this is part of the reason

that male voices are in gener-a preferred over female voices in the talker role.

Othor talker-talker differences are know\n to exist, but have been harder to identify

a priori.
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12. Talker Training

Training in the use of speech communication systems increases intelligibility

by lessening the differences due to some of the effects discussed above. Even informal

training, such as that gained in the repetition of an intelligibility test, plays a role.

13. Listener Position with Respect to Speakers

There are fewer losses and echoes if the listener is wearing earphones than

if he is listening to sound coming from a speaker across a room.

14. Listener Orientation with Respect to Speaker

Like microphones, speakers are not equally efficient in all directions. The

use of multiple speakers for different communication systems may be confusing to'the

listener.

15. Listener 3tress

16. Listener BackgTound Noise

The tester must decide how the operational employment of a particular speech-

communication system involves each of these vari.,blps. Tlhn there are other sources

of variability in the test results due solely to the method of test itself.

1. Listener Motivation.

If a test becomes too routine, the listener will lose interest and perform

poorly.

2. Listener Memorization

A good sample of talker and message combinations could berecorded and used

repeatedly. Each listener's response must be spontaneous, however, and the tester
must ever guarid against the possibility that listeners will become so familiar with the
messages being used that the response is based on that familiarity rather than on the

intelligibility In a particular trial. The use of different talkers seems to hinder

memorization of a particular message.
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Reporting Intelligibility Test Results

Many aspects of the intelligibility test must be reported in order to convey the

full significance of the results. In addition to a statement of the intelligibility realized

(vhere an interval estimate of the percent is necessary'to show the degree of uncer-

tainty) the scope of the system considered a part of test and the handling accorded

different potential sources of variability in the system should be reported. The satis-

tical analysis of data should be reported also, to the extent that it reveals sources of

statistically significant variability in the system performance and to the extent that it

reveals the source of system deficiencies. The method of control over the test, such

as comparison of the intelligibility of recordings made at the talker with the intelligi-

bility of the sune trial-message at'the listener end of the system should be reported.
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6. STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE

Two events are said to be statistically independent if

P(AB) = P(A)P(B)

where P(A),is the probability of event A occurring, P(B) is the probability of event B

occurring, and P(AB) is the probability of events A and B-both occurring. For example,

suppose we have a standard deck of cards and draw one card at random and then draw

another. What is the probability of drawing one spade and one club? Let event A be

drawing a spade and event B be drawing a club. Since the events are independent, the

order can be (1) draw a spade then a club, or (2) a club and then a spade. Thus

13 13 13 13
P AB) 52 " L where the first represents drawing a spade then a club

and the second, a club then a spade. Or

P(AB) = .12745

The above example also illustrates the mutual exclusiveness of the

two ORDERED events A' and B' where A' is defined to be the ordered event

of drawing a spade !and then a club, and B' is defined to be the ordered

event of drawing a club and then a spade. With these definitions,

P (A' + B') - P (A') + P (B'). This defines the probabtlity of at

least one ordered event occurring. Therefore, P (AB) = P (A' + B') =

P (A) P (B) for the case illustrated.

2 I
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7. CONDITIONAL PROBABILITIES

Let P(YIX)-mean the probability that event Y occurs, given the fact that event X

occurred. P(X) means the probability that event X occurred. Thus Y is conditional

upon X occurring. Then the probability of X and Y both occurring, when Y is condi-

ton upon X [represented by P(XY)] is

PMXY) = P(X)P(YlX).
i

For exumple, suppose we have a standard deck of cards and draw one card at random

and then another. What "s the probability of drawing a spade (event X) and then a club

(event Y) ?

13 13
P() = and P (YIX) = 51

Thus the probability of X and Y, where Y is conditional upon X is13 13

P(KY) =5". " = .06373
52 51

Notice that the result is quite different than calculating the probability where the

events were independent.
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Appendix H

GLOSSARY

1. LIST OF ACRONYMS

A - Availability

ACB - Budget Directorate

ACP - Area Coordinating Paper

ACQ - Acquisition

ADC - Aerospace Defense Command

ADCP - Air Defense Command Post

ADP - Automatic Data Processing

ADPE - Automatic Data Processing Equipment

ADPS - Automatic Data Processing System

ADS - Automatic Data System

ADTC - Armament Development and Test Center

AF - Air Force

AFAG - Air Force Advisory Group

AFFTC - Air Force Flight 'rest Center

AFLC - Air Force Logistics Command

AFOT&E - Air Force Operational Test and Evaluation

AFPE - Air Force Preliminary Evaluation

AFR - Air Force Regulation

AFSC - Air Force Systems Command

AFSCC - Air Force Special Communications Center

AFSS - Air Force Security Service

AFTEC - Air Force Test and Evaluation Center

AFTEC/cc - The Commanding General, AFTEC

AGE - Aerospace Ground Equipment

ALC - Air Logistic Center

ASD - Aeronautical System Division of AFSC I
ASIP - Aircraft Structural Integrity Program

ATC - Air Training Command

Az - El - Azimuth-Elevation 1
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont)

BA - Budget Authorization

BCI - Budgetary Cost Information

BPE - Best Preliminary Estimate

C - Capability

C3 - Command, Control, and Communications

C13U - Cluster Bomb Unit

CDR - Critical DesignReview

CE - Communications/Electronics

CEP - Circular Error Probable

CI - Configuration Item

CIDT&E - Combined IOT&E and DT&E Program

CM - Countermeasures

COMSEC - Communications Security

D - Dependability

DCP - )cvelopment Concept Paper

DCS - Deputy Chief of Staff

DDC - Defense Documentation Center

DDOI - Deputy Director Operating Instruction

DDR&E - Director of Defense Research and Engineering

DIFIvi - Due-in from Maintenance

DMS - Data Management System

DMIS - Data Management Information System

DOD - Department of Defense

DPD - Data Project Directive I
DPP - Data Project Plan

DSARC - Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council "

DT&E - Development Test and Evaluation

DTL - Data Profile Time Line Chart
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont)

E CM - Electronic Countermeasures

EDP - Electronic Data Processing

EMI - Electromagnetic intei ference

EOD - Explosive Ordnance Disposal

EW - Electronic Warfare

FAA - Federal Aviation Agency

FDR - Flight Data Recorder

FOT&E - Follow-on OT&E

FTC - Flight Test Center

FYDP - Five Year Defense Program

F&FP - Force and Financial Program

GFE - Government Furnished Equipment

1101 - Headquarters Operating Instruction

HQ USAF - Headquarters, United States Air Force

I&L - Assistance Secretary of Defense (ASD), Installation and Logistics

ILSP - Integrated Logistics Support Plan

IOC - Initial Operational Capability

IOT&E - Initial OT&E

JOT&E - Joint Operational Test and Evaluation

JOTR - Joint Operational and Technical Ri.view

JTD - Joint Test Director

LCC - Life Cycle Costs

LGM - Directorof Maintenance Engineering

MAC - Military Aircraft Command

MAJCOM - Major Command

IMASF - Military Assistance Service Funded

MDC - Maintenance Data Collection
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont)

MIL STD - Militavy Standard

MIS - Management-Information System

MISEDS - Machine Independent Systems Effectiveness Data System

MO) - Modification

MOE - Measure of Effectiveness

MTBF - Mean Time Between Failure

MTTF - Mean Time to Failure

NDI - Non-Destruct Inspection

NORS - Not Operationally Ready Supply Support

NTIS - National Technical Information Service

O&M - Operations and Maintenance

OD - Op-ration Directive

OPR - Office of Primary Responsibility

OR - Operations Requirement

OSD - Office of Secetary of -Defense

OT&E - Operational Test and Evaluation

PA - Program Authorization

PAD - Program Acticn Directive

PCA - Physica" Configuration Audit

PDM - Program Decision Memorandum
PDR - Preliminary Design Review

PEM - Program Element Monitor

PID - Program Introduction Document

PM - Program Memorandum

PMD - Program Management Directive

PMP - Program Management Plan

PMI - Preventive Maintenance Instruction

PO - Progiram Office
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LIST OF ACRON'iMS (Cont)

POL - Petroleum, Oils, Lubricants

POM - Program Objective' Memorandum

PPBS - Planning, Programming and Budgeting System

PRD - Program Requirements Document

PSP - Program Support Plan

QRC - Quick Reaction Capability

RCC - Range Commander's Council

R&D - Research and Development

RDG - Assistant for RDA Programming

RDP - Director of Development and Acquisition

RDQLM - Requirements Review Group Secretariat

RDR - Directorate of Reconnaissance and Electronic Warfare

RFP - Request for Proposal

R&M - Reliability and Maintainability

ROC - Required Operational Capability

RPV - Remotely Piloted Vehicle

RRG - Requirements Review Group

SA - Studies and Analysis

SAC - Strategic Air Command

SAF - Secretary of the Air Force

SAM - Surface-to-Air Missile I

SAR - Selected Acquisition Report

SECDE F - Secretary of Defense

SM - System Manager

SM D - System Management Directive

SOD - Support Officer for Data

SOR - Specific Operational Requirement

SOW - Statement of Work

)
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Cont)

SPO - System Program Office

SPP - System Package Program

SPR - System Program Review

SSA - Source Selection Authority

SSAC - Source Selection Advisory Committee

SSB - Source Selection Board

STINFOR - Scientific and Technical Information

TAC - Tactical Air Command

TAWC - Tactical Air Warfare Center

T&E - Test and Evaluation

TE FB - Test and Evaluation Facilities Base

TFVC - Tactical Fighter Weapons Center

TO - Technical Order

TSPI - Time Space Position Information

TWX - Telegraphic Message

UDS - Universal Documentation System

2. TERMINOLOGY

ABORT. Failure to accomplish a mission for any reason other than enemy action.

It may occur at any point from initiation of operation to destination.

ACCESSORY. A part, subassembly or assembly designed for use in conjunction

with or to supplement another assembly, or a unit or set, contributing to the ef-

fectiveness thereof without extending or varying the basic function of the assembly

or set. An accessory may be used for testing, adjusting, or calibrating purposes.

(Examples: Iastrumnt teat, recording camera for radar set, head phones,

emergency power supply.)

ACCURACY. The closeness of agreement between an experimentally obtained value

and a true value.
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ACQUISITION LIFE CYCLE. A series of phases through which a system or equip-

ment passes during its lifetime. For major defense systems, the acquisition life

cycle normally consists of five phases identified as Conceptual, Validation, Full-
Scale 'Development, Production and Deployment with decision points between each of
the first four phases. The decision points are Program Decision, Ratification

Decision, and Pfoduction Decision. For certainnonmajor defense systems, the

acquisition life cycle may be modified or abbreviated with regard to either the Con- N
ceptual, Validation, or Full-Scale Development Phases with decision points as pre-

scribed by management to satisfy the needs for management visibility, review and

control.

ADV'ANCE D DEVE LOPMENT. A term used in the research ard development (R&D)

of a system or equipment to denote that effort normally occurring after Research

and Exploratory Development and prior to Engineering and Operational Deployment.

It includes all R&D projects which have moved into the development of hardware for

experimental or operational test. With relation to the acquisition life cycle, ad-

vanced development generally occurs at some point in the cycle between late Con-

ceptual Phase and early Full-Scale Development Phase.

ADVANCED DE VE LOPMENT MODE L. An item used for experimentation or tests

to (a) demonstrate the technical feasibility of a design, (b) determine its ability to

meet existing performance requirements, (c) secure engineering data for use in

further development and, where appropriate , (d) establish the technical requirements

for contract definition. Depending upon th: complexity of the equipment and the

technological factors involved, it may be necessary to produce several successive

models to achieve additional objectives. The final advanced development model

approaches the required form factor and employs standard parts (or nonstandard

parts approved by the agency concerned). Serious consideration is given to military

requirements such as reliability, maintainability, human factors and environmental

conditions.
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ASSE MBLY/SUBASSEMBLY.

ASSEMBLY. A number of parts or subassemblies or any combination thereof

joined together to perform a specific function. (Examples: Power shovel front

fork assembly, audio-frequency amplifier).

SUBASSEMBLY. Two or more parts which form a portion of an assembly or a

unit replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts which are individually

replaceable. (Example: Gun mount stand, window recoil mechanism, floating

piston, telephone dial, IF strip mounting board with mounted parts, power shovel

dipper stick).

ATTACHM ENT. A part, subassembly or assembly designed for use in conjunction

with another assembly or a unit or set, contributing to the effectiveness thereof by

extending or varying the basic function of the assembly, unit or set. (Examples:

Hoisting attachment on a truck, milling attachment for a lathe).

AVAILABILITY. The probability that an item is in the operable and committable

state at the start of the mission, when the mission is called-for at an unknown

(random) point in time.

BACKGROUND FACTOR. An independent test variable not included as a primary

factor.

BEST ESTIhIATE. The estimate of population parameter derived by any one of

several methods deemed most desirable by some unchanging criterion. There is no

single universally-best estimate.

BIAS. An unvarying tendency to vary from the true or desired value in one direction.

BLOCK. A planned homogeneous group. A grouping of several trials with a single

level of some background factor or combination of background factors for the pur-

pose of maximizing homogeneity among those units.

BOMB. A bomb (weapon) is an air launched unguided explosive device without

powered flight.
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"SMART" BOMB. A "smart" bomb (weapon) is an air launched, guided, nonpowered

explosive device.

BRE ADBOARD. An arrangement in which components are fastened temporarily to

a board or chassis for experimental work.

CALL SET-,UP T5IE. The time required to establish a complete circuit from the

sender to the receiver given the call is not blocked.

CAPABILITY. A measure of the ability of an item to achieve mission objectives

given the conditions during the mission. It may be stated as the probability that an

item will achieve the mission objectives, given the Dependability.

C RCULAR ERROR PROBABLE (CEP). The radius of a circle (cent'ered at the ex-

pected arithmetic mean point of impact) within which half the inissiles or projectijes

are expectedto fail,

COMMAND AND CONTROL SISTEM. The facilities, equipment, communication,

procedures, and personnel essential to a commander for planning, directing, and

controlling operations of assigned forces pursuant to the missions assigned.

COilUfNICATIONS-ELECTRONICS. The broad field of activity encompassing the

functions of program formulation, policy planning, inspection, and diretion of

communications electronics operation and maintenance. It includes supervisory

and technical responsibilities for the construction, installation, operation, and

mainteaiance of communications and electronics systems and equipment. It futher.

includes all radio, wire, and other means used for the electrical and visual trans-

mission and reception of information or messages in the clear or by cryptographic

means; all radar and radiation aids to air traffic control and navigation and enemy

aircraft warning and Interception; all ground electronic devices and systems for the

control and tracking of aircraft and guided missiles, electronic weather equipment,

electronic countermeasures devices, and related electronic systems. and equipment,
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COMMUNICATIONS INTELLIGENCE. The technical and intelligence information

derived from foreign communications by other than the inteided recipients. Also

called COMINT.

COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY. The protection resulting from all measures de-

signed to deny unauthorized persons information of value which might be derived

from the possession and study of telecommunications, or to mislead unauthorized

persons in their interpretation of the results of such possession and study. COMSEC

includes (1) cryptosecurity; (2) transmission security; (3) emission security; and

(4) physical security of communications security materials and information.

a. (cryptosecurity) - The component of communications security which

results from the provision of technically sound cryptosystems and

their proper use.

b. (transmission security) - The component of communications security

which results from all measures designed to protect transmissions

from interception and exploitation by means other than cryptoanalysis.

c. (emission security) - The component of communications security which

results from all measures taken to deny unauthorized persons infor-

mation of value which might be derived from intercept and analysis of

compromising emanations from cryptoequipment and telecommunications

systems.

d. (physical security) - The component of communicatiors security which

results from all physical measures necessary to safeguard classified

equipment, material, and documents from access thereto or observation

thereof by unauthorized persons.

COMPATI3IL1TY. See "Operational Compatibility".

CONCEPTUAL PHASE. The initial period when the technical, military, and econom-

lc bases for acquisition programs are established through comprehensive studies and

experimental hardware development and evaluation. The outputs are alternative con-

cepts and their characteristics (estimated operational, schedule, procurement, costs

and support parameters) which serve as inputs to the Development Concept Paper

tl-10
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(DCP) on major systems, Progrm Memoranda (PM) on smaller systems/equipment,

and to HQ USAF decision documents (Program Management Directives) for programs

that do not require OSD decisions.

CONFIDENCE LIMIT. The bounds on an interval estimate of a parameter. j
CONFIDENCE REGION. The area or volume enclosed by a maltidimensional interval

estimate, whether of similar parameters-on different axes, or of different parameters.

CONFIGURATION. The functional and/or physical characteristics of hardware/

software as set forth in technical documentation and achieved in a product.

CONFOUNDING. A mixing of effects such that results cannot be attributed to a.

particular single variable or group of variables.

CON TRAC T. The legal agreement between DOD and industry, or similar internal

agreement wholly within the government, for the development, production, maintenance

or modification of an item(s).

DATA. The generic term "data" refers to recorded information that describes or

refers to objects, conditions, ideas, situations, or other factors. It typically in-

cludes test measurements or observations and management, technical, and logistics

information and reports. Broadly characterized, data may be objective or subjective.

Objective data is observable, verifiable data that reflects actual conditions and is

independent of the judgment of the individual recording the information. Subjective

data is data that is dependent upon the judgment of the data collector and which

reflects his unique frame of reference. Representative data includes:

(1) Administrative reports. Reports which require financial information of any

sort, or contract production progress, socio-economic data, cost information, etc.

(2) Technical reports. Any technical document written to permanently record

technical information, conclusions, and recommendations developed on scientific,

technical, and engineering activities relating to a single task, project or contract, or

a small group of closely related efforts. A technical report may be definitive for the

subjectpresented, exploratory in nature, or a record of inconclusive or negative findings.
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(3) O)ther data. IData needed~by the Air l.orce to develop, 'acquire, install, test,

V' operate, maintain, overhaul, repair, modify, supply, suppo'rt, and reprocure systems

Sand eqimet Such data may appear in the form of reports, technical manuals,'

charts, photographs, films, lists, tapes, drawings, specifications. parts breakdowns,

ctc.

RAW DATA; 'The original form of data at the time it was recorded.

DATA COLLECTION. The process of capturing and recording raw data, to include

the gathering of the recorded data to a prescribed location.

DATA ELEMENT. The most-basic piece of information. Usually a specific mea-

surement or observation with its own unique descriptive name and physical condition.

DATA MANAGEMENT. The process of determining and validating each data require-

ment and of pianning for the timely and economical acquisition of data.

DATA REDUCTION. The process of transforming raw data into useful, ordered, or

simplified form.

DATA VERIFICATION. The process of assessing whether data correctly represents

the variable it characterizes and insuring that sufficient data is collected to support

a test design.

DEBUGGING. A process to detect and remedy inadequacies, preferably prior to

operational use.

11-12
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DEFENSE SYST-EMS -ACQUISITION REVIEW COUNCIL. (DSARC) An advisory

council established by and functioning for the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) to

appraise SECDEF of the status and readiness of each major defense systemto pro-

ceed to the next phase of effort in its acquisition life cycle. The-permanent member-

ship of the Council consists of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Installations and

Logistics), the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Program Analysis & Evaluation) and the Director of Defense Research

and Engineering. The function of the Council is to evaluate the status of each candidate

major defense system at three basic milestone points in the system acquisition pro-

cess and to advise SECDEF concerning decisions required at each milestone. The

milestone points (SECDEF decision required) are:

a. When the Sponsoring Service desires to initiate contract definition or

equivalent effort. (Program Decision).

b. When it is desired toproceed from contract definition to Full-Scale develop-

ment. (Ratification Decision).

c. When it is desired to transition from Development to Production for service

Deployment. (Production Decision).

During DSARC reviews conducted for milestone points a. and b. above, the DSARC

chairman is DDR&E. For the DSARC review identified in c. above, the chairman, is

ASD (I&L).

DELTA (GREEK LETTER A). A term or symbol used to denote a change or difference

in a quantity.
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DEPENDABILITY. A measure of the item operating condition at-one or more points

during the mission, including the effects of Reliability, Maintainability and Service-

ability, given the item condition(s) at the start of the mission. .,It may be stated as the

probability that an item will (a) enter or occupy any one of its required operational

modes during a specified mission, (b) perform the functions associated with those

operational modes.

DEPLOYMENT PHASE. The period beginning with the user's acceptance of the first

operational unit and extending until- the system is phased out of the inventory. -It over-

laps the Production phase.

DESCRIPTOR (STATISTICAL). A statistic or a population parameter.

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PAPER (DCP). The DCP is a coordinated management

document which serves as:

a. The vehicle for major program decisions by the Secretary of Defense.

b. The record of basic program information, decision rationale, and

review thresholds.

c. The instrument to effect implementation of these decisions. When

approved by the Secretary of Defense, the DCP serves as authority to

proceed with a particular phase of the acquisition cycle. Normally,

the Air Force prepares the draft DCP from a DCP outline proposed

(approved) by the OSD.
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DEVELOPMENT TEST AND EVALUATION (DT&E). Test and evaluation which focuses

on the technological and engineering aspects of the system, subsystem, or equipment

items.

DRAFT TEST DIRECTIVE (TD). The document produced by AFTEC from the Initial

Test Directive or PMD. The draft TD incorporates required testing and specifies re-

quired resources. It is submitted to HQ USAF for review, approval, and if appropriate,

publication and dissemination as the HQ USAF Test Directive. See: Test Directive.

DSARC BRIEFING. A briefing on IOT&E projects to aid the Defense System Acquisi-

tion Review Council (DSARC) in making production decisions on major programs. The

production decision is the last milestone prior to the Production and Deployment Phases

in the acquisition life cycle. This decision determines whether to produce the-system

for operational use, defines the initial quantity to be procured, and approves plans for

future production.

ENVIRONMENT. The aggregate of all conditions and influences which affect-the opera-

tion of an item; e.g., physical location, temperature, humidity, pressure, shock, etc.

ELECTRONIC COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES. The division of electronic warfare

involving actions taken to insure friendly effective use of the electro-magnetic spectrum

despite the enemy's use of electronic warfare. See also electronic countermeasures.

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES. The division of electronic warfare involving,

actions taken to prevent or reduce an enemy's effective use of the electromagnetic

spectrum. It includes:

1. Jamming. The deliberate radiation, reradiation, or reflection of electromagnetic

energy with the object of impairing the use of electronic devicer, equipment, or systems

being used by an enemy.
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2. Deception. The deliberate radiation, reradiation, alteration, absorption,

reflection of electromagnetic energy in a manner intended to mislead an enemy in the

interpretation or use of information received by his electronic systems. It Includes:

(a) Imitative Deception. Introducing radiations into enemy channels which

imitate his own emissions.

(b) Manipulative Deception. The alteration or simulation of friendly electro-

magnetic radiations to accomplish deception. See also electronic counter-

countermeasures.
ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE. The intelligence information product of activities

engaged, in the collection and processing, for subsequent intelligence purposes, of

foreign, noncommunications, electromagnetic radiations emanating from other than

nuclear detonations and radioactive sources. Also called ELINT.

EMISSION SECURITY. That component of communications security which results from

all measures taken to deny unauthorized persons information of value which might be

derived from intercept and analysis of compromising emanations from crypto-equlpment

and telecommunications systems.

ENGINEERING CHANGE. An alteration in the configuration of a configuration item or

item, delivered, to be delivered, or under development, after formal establishment of

its configuration identification.

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT MODEL (SERVICE TEST). An item used in tests to
determine tactical suitability for military use in real or simulated environments for

which the item was. designed., It closely approximates an initial production design, has

the required form, employs standard parts (or nonstandard parts approved by the agency

concerned) and meets the standard military requirementz such as reliability, maintain-

ability, human factors, environmental conditions, etc.

ESTIMATE. An approximation of the value of a population parameter, based on a sta-

tistic calculated from a sample of the same population.
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EVALUATIONS. The review and analysis of qualitative data px oduced during current or
previous testing -?--operational usage, or combinations thereof to determine the worth

of the item tested.

EXPLORATORY DEVELOPMENT MODEL. An item (preliminary parts or circuits)

used for experimentation or tests to investigate or evaluate the feasibility and practi-

cality of a concept, device, circuits, or system in breadboard or rough experimental

form, without regard to the eventual overall fit or final form.

FACILITY. Any fixed installation which is an intimate part of a system. This includes

real property installed equipment (RPIE).

FACTORIAL ARRANGEMENT. A design for primary factors in which a single experi-

ment is used to investigate two or more levels of each of two or more factors.

FACTOR (STATISTICAL DEFINITION). An independent test variable.

FAILURE., The inability of an item to perform within previously specified limits.

FIDELITY (COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS). The exactness with which the infor-

mation in the output of the Receiving Subsystem represents the information in the input

to the transmitting subsystem.

FIGURE OF MERIT. A measure of effectiveness through which quantitative system re-

quirements and characteristics can be related to mission objectives in optimizing the

system design.

FOLLOW-ON OT&E (FOT&E). That OT&E accomplished on production items.

FORCE. A force is an aggregation of military personnel, weapon systems, vehicles and

necessary support, or combination thereof.

FULL-SCALE DEVELOPMENT PHASE. The period when the system/equipment and

the principal items necessary for its support are designed, fabricated, tested, and

evaluated. The intended output is, as a minimum, a pre-production system which closely

approximates the final product, the documentation necessary to enter the Production

Phase, and the test results which demonstrate that the production product will meet

stated requirements.
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FUNCTION (PERFORMANCE). A product specification which states (1) the complete

performance requirements of the product for the intended use, and (2) the-necessary

interface and interchangeability characteristics. It covers form, fit and function.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS. Quantitative performance, operating and logistic

parameters and their respective tolerances. Functional characteristics include all

performance parameters, such as range, speed, lethality, reliability, maintainability,

safety.

GROUP. A collection of units, assemblies, or subassemblies which is not capable of

performing a complete operational function. A group may bc a subdivision-of a set or

may be designed to be added to or used in conjunction with a set to extend the function

or the utility of the set. (Example: Antenna group).

HANDS-ON OPERATION. An operation involving the actual hardware of a system;

contrasted with simulated operation.

HANDS-ON-TESTING. The active participation of personnel in the test being performed

in roles which are essential to the conduct of the test.

HARMONIZATION. Requirements coordination activity between HQ USAF, the other

Services, other departments of Government, and our allies.

HARDWARE/SOFTWARE. Hardware or softare, or a combination of both, in which

the software includes only that associated with hardware for operational use, e.g., com-

puter programs for command and control, handbooks for operations, maintenance, etc.,

and excludes fabrication specifications, drawings, etc.

HUMAN FACTORS. Human factors are human psychological characteristics relative

to complex systems, and the development and application of principles and procedures foi

accomplishing optimum man-machine integration and utilization. The term is used in

a broad sense to cover all biomedical and psychosocial corsiderations pertaining to man

in the system.

INHOMOGENEITY. Lack of eveness of nature or composition.
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INITIAL OT&E. That OT&E which is initiated early in the development testing cycle I
and which primarily supports the first major production decision. For some systems,

J IOT&E may be continued after the first major production decision.

INTEGRATED LOGISTIC SUPPORT. A composite of the elements necessary to assure

the effective and economical support of a system or equipment at all levels of maintenance

for its programmed life cycle. The elements include all resources necessary to main-

.1 tain and operate an equipment or weapons system, and are categorized as follows:

(1) planned maintenance, (2) logistic support personnel, (3) technical logistic-data and

information, (4) support equipment, (5) spares and repair parts, (6) facilities, and

(7) contract maintenance.

INITIAL TEST DIRECTIVE. A HQ USAF directive that initiates for planning purposes,

an OT&E project. Sufficient authority and information is conveyed in this interim direc-

tive to form an initial test team and to develop the test design and test plan. The Initial

Test Directive may be used in lieu of or in conjunction with a PMD to initiate test plan-

* ning.

INTEROPERABILITY. The ability of systems, units or forces to provide services to

and accept services from other systems, units or forces and to use the services so

exchanged to enable them to operate effectively together.

ITEM. Any level of hardware assembly (i.e., system, segment of a system, subsystem

equipment, component, part., etc. i
ITEM LEVELS. Item levels from the simplest division to the more complex are as
follows:]

Part

Subassembly

Assembly

Unit

Group

Set

Sub-system

System
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JOINT TEST AND EVALUATION. An operational test and evaluation directed by the OSD

in which two or more military components participate jointly in the preparation of the

OT&E test plan, the conduct of the OT&E, and the preparation of the OT&E final report.

LETHALITY. The probability that a weapon will damage the military objective to a

specified degree.

LEVEL. An alternate setting-of a variable, whether quantitative or qualitative.

LIFE CYCLE COSTS. Life cycle costs are the costs of acquisition plus operation and

logistic support costs for the specified operational lifetime.

LOGISTICS SUPPORTABILITY. How well the composite of support considerations

necessary to achieve the effective and economical support of a system or equipment

for its life cycle meets stated quantitative and qualitative requirements.

MAINTAINABILITY. A characteristic of design and installation which is expressed as

the probability that an item will conform to specified conditions within a given period

of time when maintenance action is performed in accordance with prescribed -proce-

dures and resources.

MAJOR PROGRAM. A major program is a system acquisition program designated by

the Secretary of Defense having:

a. an estimated RDT&E cost in excess of 50 million, or

b. an estimated production cost In excess of 200 million, or

c. National urgency, or

d. been recommended by DOD Component Heads or Office of Secretary of

Defense (OSD) officials.

MANEUVERABILITY. The ability to perform a change, or cormbination of changes, in

altitude, airspeed, and direction.

MEAN TIME-BETWEEN FAILURES (MTBF). For a particular interval the total func-

tioning life of a population of an item divided by the total numbers of failures within the

population during the measurement interval.
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i MEAN TIME -TO-IRE PAIR (MTTR). The total corrective maintenance time divided by

h the total number of corrective maintenance actions during a given period of time. The

F corrective maintenance time includes proplaation, faiult lovi ation. item obtahued, fault

• corrections adjustment-calibration, check-out- and clean-up times.

, ti MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOE). A parameter which evaluates the extent of

the adequacy of the item to accomplish an intended mission under specific conditions.

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE. The measures Availability, Dependability

' ~and Capability ...

MEASUREMENT ERROR. An error due to the imperfect ao;,urdcy and/or precision

of the measuring process.

, MILITARY UTILITY. The military/operational value of an iterm/system when mea-

~sured from within a current concept of operation.

: !MISS DISTANCE. A radial measure of nearness to a target.

~MISSILE. A missile weapon is a guided and powered explosive device.

MISSILE CLUSTER. A group of one or more missiles of the same type that are

loaded onto., a launcher, following which the missiles and launcher are mated as a

single unit-to an aircraft.

MISSION. 1. A mission is a task, together-with the purpose, wkich clearly indicates

~the action to be taken and the reason therefor. 2. In common usage, especially when

: ~applied to lower military units, a duty assigned to an individual or unit, a task. .i

3. The dispatching of one or more aircraft to accomplish one particular task.

MOCK-UP. An assembly having special contractual or engineering significance with

relation to a system or subsystem, but which is not required solely for the conduct of

! either development tests, technical evaluation, or operational evaluation. "

MODEL. Any device, technique, or process by means of which the specific relation-

ships of a set of quantifiable system parameters may be investigated.
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MODEL. Any device, technique, or procoss by means of whie;h the' spocifit ij'latiou-

ships of a set of quantifiable system p'ummoeters may be investigat d.

MODEL LEVELS (DEVELOPMENT & PRODUCTION) (Lowest to highest)

Exploratory development model

Advanced development model

Engincering development (service test) model

Preproduction (prototype) model

Production model

MULTISYSTEM - See "System."

NEAR REAL TIME. Delay caused by automated processing and display, between the

occurrence of an event and the reception of the data at some other location.

OPERATING COMMAND. The command primarily responsible for the operational em-

ployment of a system, subsystem, or item of equipment. This term generally applies

to those operational commands or organizations designated BY HQ USAF to conduct

or participate in operations or operational testing.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY. A measure of the ability of an item to achieve mission

objectives given the conditions during the mission.

OPERATIONAL COMPATIBILITY. The capability of two or more operational items/

systems to exist or function as elements of a larger operational system or operational

environment without mutual interference.

OPERATIONAL EFFECTiVENESS. An assessment of the effectiveness of a system in
meeting its defined operational requirements in its intended operating environment,

including effects of countermeasures and tactics.
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OPERATIONAL RELIABILITY. (See reliability).

: OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT. The need of a military capability essential to the

accomplishment of approved objectives, missions and tasks.

OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY. The measure of how well the'system is suited to. be

operated and maintained by military personnel in the field. It °involves quantitative and

qualitative assessments of reliability, maintainability, supportability, and operability,

OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT. The activity which includes a research

and development effort directed toward development, engineering and test of systems,

support programs, vehicles and weapons that have been approved for production and

Service employment.

OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION (OT&E). Subsystem, system or multisystem

test and evaluation conducted under Service operating conditions, insofar as practicable,
to determine and/or evaluate the operating characteristics of that (specified) subsystem,

system, or multisystem.

OT&E FINAL REPORT. A formal document prepared by or under the guidance of the

Test Director, and published and promulgated after the completion of a specific assign-

ment of OT&F, which provides background information, test item description, test pro-

cedures, results, conclusions, and recommendations.

OT&E STAFF OFFICER. HQ level OPR and focal point for an assigned OT&E project.

OT&E TEAM. A team formed by the AFTEC Commander to conduct specific OT&E

projects. The OT&E team consists of organically assigned AFTEC personnel and oter

resources (personnel, forces, equipment, etc.) provided by Major Commands (MAJCOMs)

in accordance with a HQ USAF PMD or Test Directive (TD).
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OT&E TEST DIRECTOR. A person designated by the AFTEC Commander to conduct a

specific test and evaluation project. Test directors are designated from AFTEC per-

sonnel or, if appropriate, and with the MAJCOM Commander's concurrence, from

MAJCOMs personnel assets.

OT&E TEST OFFICER. An officer supporting the OT&E Test Director in planning and

conduct of the test.

OT&E TEST PLAN. A formal document prepared by or under the direction of the

assigned Test Director which provides the complete detailed, coordinated and integrated

plan for the timev-phased tasks and resources required to conduct, analyze, and report

an OT&E task assigned by an OT&E Test Directive.

PARAMETER. A measurable characteristic of a population.

PARTICIPATING COMMAND. Any USAF, DOD, Federal, or contractor organization

conducting, supporting, or participating in testing.

PERFORMANCE. The technical, operational, and support characteristics of systems,

subsystems, equipments, or modifications.

PERSONNEL ERROR. Incorrect performance of required duties by operating or main-

tenance personnel which cause a failure.

POINT ESTIMATE. A single-valued estimate of a parameter.

POPULATION. The set of all situations, items, or events from which a sample may be

drawn and/or about which inferences may be made. Sometimes the target population

is distinguished from the sample population; the former is the set of all situations,

items, or events about which it is desired to draw inferences while the latter is the sub-

set of the target population about which it is permissible to draw statistical inferences

because it is the subset from which samples were leg-:timately drawn.
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POSITION. The term -used to denote the location, in three dimensions, of an item with

the origin ofthe coordinates taken as the system under test. For systems-that cover

a significant area, the origin should be defined by the tester as some significant point

within the confines of the system.

PRECISION. The spread of several experimentally-obtained valves. The magnitude of

the random errors in measuring or estimating a value. i

PREPRODUCTION (PROTOTYPE).MODEL. An item suitable for complete evaluation

of form, fit and performance. It is in final form in all respects, employs standard parts

(or nonstandard parts approved by the agency concerned)and is completely representa-

tive of final equipment.

PRIMARY FACTOR. An independent variable that the test is designed to answer ques-

tions about. Some means of control in operatioial employment is implied.

PROBABILITY OF VOICE INTELLIGIBIUTY. The probability of sentence (or word)

recognition as determined by test listeners when standard test is spoken by test talkers.

PROBABILITY OF VOICE NATURALNESS. The probability that the listener recognizes

the talker's voice.

PRODUCTION MODEL (ITEM, ). An item in its final form of final production design made

by production tools, jigs, fixtures and methods. It employs standard parts (or nonstandard

parts approved by the agency concerned).

PRODUCTION PHASE. The period within the acquisition life cycle from production

approval until the last system/equipment is delivered and accepted. The objective is

to efficiently produce and deliver effective and supportable systems to the operating

units. It includes the production and deployment of all principal and support equipment.

PROGRAM ADVOCACY. That effort expended durig the Conceptual Phase to obtain pro-

gram approval. The extent of this effort varies with each proposal, is specified by HQ

USAF, and will be the minimum required by the approving authority. For major programs,

it supports a request to the Secretary of Defense to proceed with the Validation Phase and

contains the basic information from which the Development Concept Paper (DCP) is pre-

pared. On other programs, it supports the preparation of the program/project approval

document. H-25
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT DECTIVE (PMD). The official HQ USAF management

directive used during the entire system acquisition cycle to provide direction to the

implementing and participating commands and to serve as-:a contract between those

parties. The content of the PMD, including the required HQ USAF review and approval

actions, is tailored to the needs of each individual acquisition program; however, it

normally serves to (a) Define the authority of the Program Manager. (b) State the re-

sponsibilities of participating commands. (c) State resource requirements. (d) Request

studies and analyses. (e) Initiate, approve, change, modify or terminate system ac-

quisition program actions. (f) Satisfy document needs for program advocacy, develop-

ment, production and modification funded by RDT&E or procurement funds. (g) Define

test objectives (when the Test Objectives Annex (TOA) is included).

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT PLAN (PMP). The document developed and issued by the

Program Manager which shows the integrated time-phased tasks and resources required

to complete the task specified in the PMD. The PMP ii tailored to the needs of each

individual program.

PROGRAM MANAGER. The single Air Force manager during any specific phase of 'the

acquisition life cycle (System Program Director, Program Manager, or System Manager/

Item Manager).

PROGRAM MEMORANDUM (PM). An OSD document prepared with similar foirmat,

content and coordination as the DCP but documents program guidelines, and thresholds

for those significant development programs which are not subject to specific DCP action.

PROGRAM OFFICE. The field office organized by the Program Manager to assist him

in accomplishing the program tasks.

PROPAGATION MEDIUM SUBSYSTEM (COMMUNICATIONS ELECTRONICS). That sub-
system used to connect the output of the transmitting subsystem to the input of the re-
ceiving subsystem. It includes space, earth, water, coax, field wire, waveguides, light

pipes, etc.
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PROTOTYPE. The first full scale functional form, of a new system, subsystem or com-

ponent on which the design of subsequent production items is patterned.

RANDOM ERROR. A completely unpredictable (magnitude and direction) -error.

RANDOMIZATION. An intentionally-unpatterned association of variables and levels of

variables such that the effect of one (level or variable) is not confounded with the effect

of another (level or variable).

RAW DATA. (See "Data".)

REAL TIME. Having no delay, except for the time required for the transmission by

electromagnetic energy, between the occurrence of an event or the transmission of data,

and the knowledge of the event, or receptioncf the data at some other location.

RE CEIVING SUBSYSTEM (COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS). The subsystem that

takes the output from the propagation. medium subsystem, processes it, and returns it

to useful information. It includes the input networks (antenna, antenna drive, input

matching network, etc.) tuning, amplifying, demodulating, decrypting, output, equipment,

(speakers, printers, visual display, etc), and operators.

REGRESSION. The locus of mean values of a variable for given values of other variables.

RELIABILITY. The measure of probability that an item will perform its intended func-

tion for a specified interval under stated condition." The probability that a system,

subsystem, or equipment will perform a required function under specified conditions,

without failure, for a specified period of time.

REPLICATION. A repetition of some combination of primary factors on some combina-

tion of background factors or some group of combinations of primary factors on some

group of combinations of backgTound factors. An attempt to runmultipletrials under

the same conditions.

REPORTING TIME INTERVAL. (1) In surveillance, the time interval between thle de-
tection of an event and the receipt of a report by the user. (2) In communications, the time

for transmission of data or a report from the originating terminal to the end receiver.
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RESOURCES. The requirements of an organization for the conduct of assigned tests.

It includes funds, manpower, physical plant. (equipment and real property), test instru-

mentation equipment, standard vehicles, aircraft communications and electronics, data

reduction, and associated software, including computer programs.

RISK. 1. (System acquisition). The technological and operational uncertainty, present

in-progressive stages of system acquisition, of the success of the develop-

ment, production, and deployment of the system and of the capability of the

system to satisfy design objectives.

2. a Risk - (test design). The probability of rejecting a true hypothesis.

3. p Risk - (test design). The probability of accepting a false hypothesis.

ROCKET. A rocket weapon is an unguided explosive device with powered flight.

SAMPLE. The situations, items, or events which are actually observed in an experi-

ment.

i1  SPHERICAL ERROR PROBABLE (SEP). The radius of a sphere (centered at the ex-

pected arithmetic mean point of closest arrival) within which half the missiles or pro-

jectiles are expected to pass.

SQUARE. A simultaneous grouping of several trials into orthogonal sets of blocks

defined by the levels of two or more variables.

STANDARD. A document created and promulgated to control variety.

STATISTIC. A measurable characteristic of a sample (or samples),

SUBSYSTEM - (See "System. ")

SCENARIO. A description of a segment of a major mission category and level of activity

within that category which shows the interaction of equipment, personnel, and procedures.

A scenario includes equipment and facilities specifically utilized and personnel specifically

required in the segment, and provides general procedures relating equipment and

personnel.
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SET. A unit or units and necessary assemblies, subassemblies and parts conn.cted to-

gether or used in association to perform an operational function. (Examples: Radio

receiving set, radar homing set). "Set" is also used to denote a collection of related

items such as a 'tool-set, ' drawing set, ' or a 'set of tires'.

SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE. A generic term which includes both communication intelli-

gence-and electronic intelligence. Also called SIGINT.

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE-RATIO. The ratio of signal power to noise power at a selected

point in a system (See Appendix G).

SORTIE. An operational flight by one aircraft.

SPEED OF SERVICE. (COMMUNICATIONS/ELECTRONICS). The time required for

a message to move through the system from the first bit into the transmitting subsystem

to the last bit out of the receiving subsystem or its equivalent.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT. That equipment required to make an item, system, or facility

operational in its intended environment. This includes (a) all equipment required to

maintain and operate the item, system or facility including aerospace ground equipment

and ground equipment and (b) computer programs related thereto.

SUPPORTING COMMAND. A command that provides direct support to a system or test

program. Normally, the term refers to AFLC, USAFSS, and ATC in their role as logis-

tics support and training organizations.

SURVIVABILITY. The capability of a system to withstand a man-made hostile environ-

ment without suffering an abortive impairment of its ability to accomplish its designated

mission.

SYSTEM. A system is a composite of equi!.mient, skills and techniques capable of per-

forming and/or supporting an operational role. A complete system includes all equip-

ment, related facilities, material, software, services, and personnel required for its
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operation and support to the degree that it can be considered a self-sufficient unit in its

intended operational environment.

Multisystem - a group of two or more-systems used to perform and/or support

a mission.

b. Subsystem - A composite of equipment, skills, and techiiques which perform

a unique function, but which is not self-sufficiewt to perfori the complete

mission.

SYSTEM DEFINITION. Determination of qualitative performance and physical require-

ments which are adequate for design of a system element.

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS. A measure of the degree to which a system achieves a

set of specific mission requirements. It is a function of availability, dependability,

and capability.

TACTICS. 1. The employment of units in combat. 2. The ordered arrangement

and maneuver of units in relation~to each other and/or to the enemy in order to

utilize their full potentialities.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS. Any transmission, emission, or reception of signs, signals,

writing, images, and sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, visual, or other

electromagnetic system.

TEST. A critical examination, observation, or evaluation.

TEST DESIGN. (1) That part of the plan for selecting a group of trials and making

observations on those trials, such that the maximum amount of information can be

derived with the minimum expenditure of resources. (2) Also, the activity which

develops (1).

TEST DIRECTIVE. A HQ USAF directive which authorizes and directs the planning,

execution, and reporting of a test program. It also tasks the MAJCOMs to provide the

required resources for an AFTEC assigned project.

TEST PLAN. (See OT&E Test Plan).
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TEST PROCEDURE. A docurment which describes the detailed requirements for con-

ducting one type of test.

TEST PROFILE. A sequence of time phased-actions describing the role of the test

item during an individual test.

TEST REPORT. (See OT&E Final Report.)

TIME ACTIVE. That time during which an item is in the operational inventory.

TIME, ADJUSTMENT OR CALIBRATION. That element of Maintenance Time during

which the needed adjustment of calibrations are made.

TIME, ADMINISTRATIVE. Those elements of Delay Time that are not included in

Supply Delay Time.

TIME, ALERT. That element of Uptime during which an item is thought to be in spe-

cified operating condition and is awaiting a command to perform its intended mission.

TIME, CHECKOUT. That element of Maintenance Time during which performance of an

item is verified to be in specified condition.

TIME, CLEANUP. That element of Maintenance Time during which the item is enclosed

and extraneous material not required for operation is removed.

TIME, DELAY. That element of Downtime during which no maintenance is being accom-

plished on the item because of either supply delay or administrative reasons.

TIME, DO\W (DOWNTIME). That element of Time during which the item is not in con-

dition to perform its intended function.

TIME, FAULT CORRECTION. That element of Maintenance Time during which a failure

is corrected by (a) repairing in place; (b) removing, repairing, and replacing; or (c)

removing and replacing with a like serviceable item.

TIME, FAULT LOCATION. That element of Maintenance Time during which testing and

analysis is performed on an item to isolate a failure.

TIME, IACTIVE. That time during which an item is in reserve (in the Inactive

Inventory).
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TIME, ITEM OBTAINMENT. That element of Maintenance Time during which the needed

items or items are being obtained from designated organizational stockrooms.

TIME, MISSION. That element of Uptime during which the item is performing its desig-

nated mission.

TIME, MODIFICATION. The time necessary to introduce any specific change(s) to an

item to improve its characteristics or to add new ones.

TIME, PREPARATION. That element of Maintenance Time needed to obtain the neces-

sary test equipment and maintenance manuals, and set up the necessary equipment to

initiate fault location.

TIME, REACTION. That element of Uptime needed to initiate a mission, measured

from the time the command is received,

TIME, SUPPLY DELAY. That element of Delay Time during which a needed item is being

obtained from other than the designated organizational stockrooms.

TIME, TURN-AROUND. That element of Maintenance Time needed to service or check-

out an item for recommitment.

TIME, UP (UPTIME). That element of Active Time during which an item is either alert,

reacting, or performing a mission.

TOLERANCE LIMITS. The bounds on an interval containing a specified fraction of a popu-
lation of values.

TRANSMISSION SECURrrY. The component of communications security that results

from all measures designed to protect transmission from interception and exploitation by

means other than cryptoanalysis.

TRANSMITTING SUBSYSTEM. That subsystem that takes the information to be sent,

processes it and inputs it into the propagation medium. It therefore includes its power

supply, operators, transmitter input (microphone, key, sensors, A to D converter, etc.)
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encrypting, modulating, oscillator, power amplifier and feed network (antenna, antenna

drive, output matching networks, etc.). It includes the power supply of transceivers.

TRIAL. A single unique opportunity for observing the value of a dependent variable.

TWO-SIDED TESTING. (1) (OT&E). Testing in which the presence and activity of an

adversary is involved. (2) (Statistics). In hypothesis testing, a test for which both up-

per and lower confidence limits are finite.

VALIDATION PHASE. The period when major program characteristics are refined

thx:ough extensive-study and analyses, hardware development, test, and evaluations.

The objective is to validate the choice of alternatives and to provide the basis for

determinating whether or not to proceed into Full-Scale Development.

VARIABLE. Something that is able or apt to change.

VOICE INTELLIGIBILITY. The percent of meaningful records, phrases or
sentences spoken by a talker (or talkers) that are heard correctly by a listener

(or listeners).

VULNERABILITY. The characteristics of a system which cause it to suffer a definite
degradation (incapability to perform the designated mission) as a result of having been

subjected to a certain level of effects in unnatural (man-made) hostile environments.
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Appendix I

REFERENCES

DOCUMENT
NUMBERS TITLE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

DODD-3200. 11 Use, Management & Operation of National Ranges

-4120-3-M Standardization Policies & Procedures

-5000.1 Acquisition of Major Defense Systems

-5000.2 Decision Coordinating Papers (DCP) and the Defense Systems
Acquisition Review Council (DSARC)

-5000.3 Test and Evaluation

-5000.9 Standardization of Military Terminology

-5010. 19 Configuration Management

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

JCS PUB 1 Dictionary of Military & Associated Terms

MILITARY STANDARDS

MIL-STD-499 System Engineering Management

MIL-STD-721B Definitions of Effectiveness Terms for Reliability, Maintain-
ability, Human Factors & Safety

MIL-STD-847A Format Requirements for Scientific & Technical Reports

MIL-STD-1472 Human Engineering Design Criteria for Military Systems,
Equipment & Facilities

USAF

AF-IiOI-11-16 Responsibilities, Functions & Procedures Pertaining to
Development Concept Papers (DCPs) .

AF-HOI-11-21 Responsibilities, Functions, & Procedures Pertaining to

Area Coordinating Papers (ACPs)

AF-HP-20-1 The Organization, Doctrine & Procedural Concepts of theAir Staff

AF-HOI-21-18 The Air Force Board Structure
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DOCUMENT
NUMBERS TITLE

USAF (continued)

AF-HOI-27-1 DOD Programming System

AF-HP-80-10 Air Staff R&D System

AF-HOI-310-1 IHQ USAF Program for the Management of Contractor Data

AF-IIOI-375-2 Selected Acquisition Reports

AF-HOI-800-1 DCP/DSARC Preparation

AF-HOI-800-2 Program Management Direction

AF/RD-OI-12-1 AF/RD Documentation Management

AF/RD-OI-20-4 Research, Development & Acquisition Program Review Group

AF/XOOW-DDOI-10-2 Test Directive Administrative Practices

AFR 8-2 USAF Technical Order System

AFM 11-1 USAF Glossary of Standardized Terms

AFM 11-2 USAF Manual of Abbreviations

AFR 11-4 Host-Tenant Support Responsibilities of USAF Organizations

AFR 12-40 Documentation Storage & Retrieval

AFR 12-41 Engineering Data Service Centers

AFR 19-1 Protection & Enhancement of Environmental Quality

AFR 19-2 Environmental Assessments & Statements

AFM 50-18 Weapons Rangcs

AFIR 5!'- 1 Programming of Requirements & Reporting Expenditures for
Missile/Targets in Non-Combat Firing Programs

AFR 55-89 Tactical Fighter Weapons Delivery Qualification

AFR 57-1 Policies, Responsibilities & Procedures for Obtaining New &
Improved Operational Capabilities

AFR 57-4 Retrofit Configuration Changes

AFR 57-5 Quick Reaction Capability

AFM1 66-1 Maintenance Management

AFR G6G-8 Maintenance Evaluation Program

AFR 66-14 Equipment Maitenance Policies, Objectives & Responsibilities
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USAF (continued)

AFR 66-38 Nondestructive Inspection Program

AFR 66-44 Equipment Maintenance Quality & Reliability Assurance
Program

AFM 66-267 Maintenance Data Collection System

AFR 67-19 Logistic Support of Research, Development, Test &
Evaluation Activities

AFR 73-1 Defense Standardization Program

AFR 80-5 Reliability & Maintainability Programs for Systems,
Subsystems, Equipment, & Munitions

AFR 80-11 Importance Categories

AFR 80-14 USAF Test & Evaluation

AFR 80-16 Characteristics Guides

AFR 80-18 DOD Engineering for Transportability

AFR 80-25 All-Weather Testing

AFR 80-38 Management of USAF Survivability Program

AFR 80-40 The Scientific & Technical Information Program

AFR 80-4 Defense Documentation Center for Scientific & Technical
Information

AFR 80-,t5 Distribution Statements on Technical Documents

AFR 80-46 Management of Personnel Subsystem/Human Factors in
System, Subsystem, Equipment & Modifications Program

AFR 100-4 Radio Frequency Management

AFR 100-11 Defense Communications Agency Uperational Evaluation
Program

AFR 102-5 USAF Management Policies Governing Development,
Acquisition & Operation of Command Control Systems

AFM 126-1 Conservation & Management of Natural Resources

AFM 127-1 Aircraft Accident Prevention & Investigation

AFM 127-2 USAF Accident/Incident Reporting

AFM 127-100 Explosive Safety Manual
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USAF (continued)

AFR 127-4 Investigating & Reporting USAF Accidents & Incidents

AFR 205-1 Information Security Program

AFP 205-2-1 Developing A Methodology for Security Classification of
Scientific & Technical Material

AFR 205-29 Classification Criteria & Factors for Scientific & Technical
Information

AFR 205-37 Security Classification Guides

AFR 300-5 Standardization of Data Elements & Related Features

AFM 400-25 Logistics Performance Measurement & Evaluation System

AFR 400-26 Logistics Support for Systems/Equipment Test Programas

AFR 800-2 Program Management

AFR 800-3 Engineering of 1.efense Systems

AFR 800-4 System/Equipment Turnover & Mauagement Transition

AFR 800-5 Selected Acquisition Reports

AFR 800-8 Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) Program for Systems &
Equipment

AFR 800-10 Management of Multi-Service Systems, Programs and
Projects

AFSC

AFSCP 80-3 USAF Technical Facility Capability Key

AFSCP 80-5 Guide for Design, Conduct, & Analysis of USAF Tests

AFSCR 80-10 Test Support for Systems & Equipment in the Deployment
Phase

AFSC S1/AFR 80-14 AFSC Supplement to AFR 80-14, Test & Evaluation

AFSCR 80-24 AFSC Technical Facilities Register

AFSCM ,100-25 Logistics Performance Measurement & Evaluation System

AlSOP 800-3 A Guide for Program Management

AFSCR 800-18 Joint Operational & Technical Review (JOTR)
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